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The discussion of
exactly what U.S. radio listeners should
see when they flip the "on" switch on
future digital radios has expanded
beyond engineers to include programmers and marketers.
It's adebate that could affect succeeding generations of HD Radio receivers,
one that has taken on urgency with the
onset of multicasting, under which the
number of new channels on the dial
couId skyrocket. Nevertheless, decisions
being discussed may not affect radios
before the 2009 OEM model year.
Debate over the display involves balancing desires. Some want new channels
to look differeni than traditional stations
on the receiver display; others feel new
stations should look similar to their heritage channels. Meanwhile, receiver
manufacturers have injected a dose of
cold reality into the talks, warning that
cost and practicality factor large in their
WASHINGTON
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NEWSWATCH•

Fries to Leave RAB
NEW YORK Gary Fries will depart the
Radio Advertising Bureau after next year.
Fries, has notified the Radio Advertising
Bureau's board that he will fulfill his contract, which expires in December 2006, but
not seek renewal. The RAB said asearch
committee and succession plan would soon
be in place. A spokeswoman told Radio
World Fries has not made plans.
The news means two of commercial
radio's most visible proponents for many
years are leaving within months of each
other. The NAB is in the process of replacing President/CEO Eddie Fritts. RAB said

the timing is acoincidence.
RAB Board Chairman and Buckley
Broadcasting CEO Joe Bilotta credits Fries
with transforming the organization over 14
years and raising its profile. Bilotta also cited Fries' work towards more accurately
determining radio's effectiveness in the
eyes of ad buyers and creating the RAB
Radio Training Academy, asales training
and certification program.
Fries came to RAB in 1991 from Unistar
Radio Networks, where he was president.
He also has been president of Transtar
Radio Networks, president/C00 of Sunbelt
Communications' Radio Division and VP
of ITC Communications and Multimedia
Broadcasting.

Fries began his radio career in Lincoln,
Neb., where he worked as a part-time
salesperson at Stuart Broadcasting's
KFOR(AM) while in college. By age 24,
he landed his first management position at
KRGI(AM), Grand Island, Neb.

Satellite Advertising
Seen Up 112.8%
This Year
NEW YORK The average person is
expected to spend 10 hours aday with
media by 2009, with the greatest hourly
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gains to go to home video, consumer
Internet and wireless• content and interactive televiska.. Those gains will drive consumer spending on media over the $ 1trillion threshold for the first time. Those are
conclusicos reached in aVeronis Suhler
Stevenson communications industry report.
Executive Vice President Jim Rutherfurd
stated that during the last five years, the
investment firm has seen a shift from
advertising-based to consumer-supported
media, and atransfer of spending from traditional to new media.
Veronis Suhler predicts growth in total
communications spending to be 6.8 percent
for 2005, reaching $857.59 billion. Of that,
the firm expects new media advertising to
grow 20.7 percent, reaching $68.62 billion
by 2009, compared to 4.2 percent for traditional media at approximately $ 192.28 billion.
Spending on new ad media, such as
cable and satellite television, satellite radio,
e-media, consumer Internet movie screen
advertising and videogame advertising
grew 21.7 percent in 2004 to $31.37 billion,
and is forecast to grow 20.7 percent in 2005
to $37.86 billion.
The firm projects spending for broadcast
and satellite radio, including broadcast
advertising, satellite subscriptions and
satellite advertising, to rise 4.6 percent this
year, as the 2.7 percent growth in broadcast
advertising expenditures is augmented by
132.4 percent growth in satellite radio subscription and 112.8 percent growth in satellite radio advertising. Total satellite radio
spending will rise 131.8 percent to $680
million this year.
Total broadcast and satellite radio spending combined is forecast to grow at acompound annual rate of 6.2 percent from 2004
to 2009, reaching $27.45 billion in 2009,
"as the unprecedented expansion of satellite
radio accentuates the relatively tempered
growth of broadcast radio advertising,"
states Veronis Suhler.
See NEVVSWATCH, page 3
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HD Radios Reach BMW Dashboard
by Leslie Stimson
WOODCLIFF LAKE, N.J. BMW
will be the first automaker to put HD
Radios in cars. Ibiquity Digital is
working with the automaker to train its
salespeople in how to demo the radio
in showrooms; it has dedicated a page
to automotive dealers on the Ibiquity
Web Site.
Radio World had been reporting
BMW's plans for several months. The
carmaker in August confirmed it will
include HD Radio as afactory installed
option in its 7 Series model this fall.
The first HD Radios in BMWs will not
support multicasting.
The line of cars was introduced in
the spring; HD Radio is being added as
anew feature, BMW executives said.
Upscale
"We've found that 7 Series customers are most often interested in
technology," said Dave Buchko, BMW
product communications manager. The
7 Series is the largest four-door model
BMW makes; the line includes four
models. They retail for about $72,000
to $ 117,000. That compares to the 3
Series, which retails starting around
$30,000.
The list price for the HD Radio
option is $500.
BMW wanted to inform dealers early, but delivery was expected to start in
late September or early October, said
Bill Scully, product communications
specialist.
"We're excited about it and looking
forward to see how it fits in the market," said Scully, who said BMW is
introducing HD Radio in asingle product line for now.
"That's the way we'll start. Each car
has its own electronic entertainment
platform," which makes it harder to
simply plug in a new feature across an
entire product line, he said.
The 7 Series does not use a stan-

•

The left, rectangular window displays the main menu, a
graphic display of the BMW controller with colored arrows pointing
to eight available menus. The right, square window is displaying
date, time, temperature and onboard (trip) computer data.

dard radio faceplate in the dash; the
feature displays are consolidated into
one screen. The HD Radio receiver
will be trunk- mounted and accessed
via the display screen that sits in the
top and middle of the dashboard. The
driver uses a controller to manipulate
the display, which includes AM, FM
plus features such as a CD player,
navigation system and telephone, said
Scully.
The controller is aknob on the console where the BMW shift lever would
normally be; that's moved to the steering column in the 7Series.
Although the automaker uses various manufacturers for its radios,
Visteon is manufacturing the HD
Radio, BMW confirmed. RW had
reported earlier that the receiver maker
had an "unnamed European automaker" as aclient for its HD Radio.

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

Disney/ABC Back
With NAB
WASHINGTON Calling its two
years away from NAB a " hiatus,"
Disney/ABC announced it would
rejoin the association. In a dispute
over the TV ownership cap, ABC also
had pulled its 70 radio stations, in
addition to its network and 10 TV stations, out of membership.
The broadcaster issued a statement
quoting Disney Executive Vice
President/Worldwide Government
Relations Preston Padden saying,
"ABC believes that the best interests
of our industry, our company and ultimately the viewing public can be promoted by returning to the NAB at this
time. With policy differences now
behind us, ABC and NAB are once
again in a position to work together
towards our important common goals."
Padden now gets aseat on the NAB
board.

SBE Launches
Coordinator
Accreditation
INDIANAPOLIS Frequency coordinators now can receive accreditation
by SBE. The society has begun a nocost, no-test accreditation program, it
stated in its newsletter.
"Accreditation will give our hardworking, ‘ olunteer coordinators the
opportunity to demonstrate they are
part of a standards-based, nationallyrecognized program of local voluntary
broadcast-auxiliary frequency coordination," the group stated.
"At the suite time, it will allow SBI
to demonstrate to the broadcasting
industry the widespread acceptance of
a voluntary set of standards guiding
local coordination."
The society said the voluntary
accreditation program is not aform of
SBE certification.
See NEWSVVATCH, page 10

BMW introduced Sirius Satellite
Radio as a dealer- installed option on
some models in 2002 and is transitioning to a factory-installed option. That
list price is $595 for the receiver and

BMW picks up the monthly subscription charge for ayear, said Scully.
A customer may order both the HD
Radio and Sirius options, and would
have two receivers in the trunk. Both
would be included in the display in the
dash.
Asked how long it took to integrate
HD Radio into the automotive platform, Scully said entertainment
options generally take a short time
compared to the development of anew
car. As an example he cited the short
development time for the iPod automotive adapter, an aftermarket accessory.
BMW worked with Apple to develop
the adapter, located behind the dash
and connected to acable the driver can
access in the glovebox. The automaker
says it was the first carmaker to bring
it to market more than ayear ago.
The 2006 BMW 3 Series Sedans
have a standard auxiliary audio input
jack in the center console storage bin.
With a cable, an iPod or other audio
device could be connected to, and
played through, the vehicle's audio
system using the Aux input mode.
Ibiquity Digital hopes other
automakers will follow BMW's lead.
Ibiquity President/CEO Robert Struble
said this spring the technology developer has "commitments from eight other brands in 30 different vehicle platforms" for an expected rollout within
two years. e
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'We're Not Dead Yet'
Traditional radio has taken apounding
at the hands of media critics and some
journalists. The laundry list of complaints
is over-familiar by now: No localism.
Bland programming. No interactivity.
Another impersonal arm of corporate
America reaching into suburbs and small
towns everywhere.
Local media just aren't sexy compared
to the likes of satellite radio and podcasting. Is it finally time for local radio to
pack it in and hoist awhite flag?
Emphatically, no. Consider the recent
survey commissioned by the Michigan
Association of Broadcasters and conducted by the Communications Research
Institute. It yielded encouraging results
about how listeners view local radio.
The study found that listeners strongly
prefer the ability of local radio to keep
them in touch with their communities.
MAB President/CEO Karole White
believes the study provides "hard, unbiased data" confirming what broadcasters
have believed. Among the highlights:
•79 percent of respondents said they
had spent as much or more time listening
to local radio compared to ayear ago.
•95 percent said they expected to listen to local radio as much or more in the
coming year.
•88 percent felt their local radio station provided avaluable service to their
community.
•50 percent of satellite customers
indicated that they didn't receive good
reception while driving.
• Even young adults who have
increased their use of new technologies
remain regular radio listeners.
The survey has strong implications for
local radio broadcasters. It suggests that
we are at our best when we do what
many other media do not, namely, reflect
events in the local communities. Some
stations excel at this, but too many view
localism and community service grudgingly, taking anearsighted approach to
the costs of such work.
Rather than an obligation, localism is an
opportunity. Maybe this means making

your station part of grand openings at the
mall or blowout sales at area car dealerships, local sports, parades and holiday celebrations. Maybe it's news. How will people find out about an important vote at the
school board meeting late last night? Will
they hear about it on your station? Or will
they read it aday later via TV news or two
days later via an old newspaper story? City
council meetings, zoning board hearings
and local disasters are things that people
want to know about, and the sooner the
better. Or maybe you will develop anew,
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next month just before the AES convention. See page 61 of this issue for details.
* * *
Also of exciting note, during the AES
itself, is aspecial session, "70th
Anniversary of FM Broadcasting: A
Look at Major Armstrong's Contribution
to Broadcasting."
This session is moderated by Radio
World's Scott Fybush of Northeast Radio
Watch and organized by Radio World,
AES and Steve Hemphill. It looks at
Edwin Howard Armstrong's career and
highlights the recent commemoration of
the 70th anniversary of his public demonstration of FM broadcasting.

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
www.aes.mg. We'll provide updated information via RW NewsBytes, which you can
sign up for at www.rwontine.com.

im he study reminds us that we need not

* * *

take the onslaught of negative
headlines passively. Radio does have assets.

more creative approach to mixing it up
with the people in your market.
The study also reminds us that we need
not take the onslaught of negative headlines passively. Radio has assets, and more
organizations need to research and promote those strengths as MAB has done.
The survey suggests ahunger for more
of what you've got: the ability to get into
the community and provide immediate
coverage of events that local people care
about. Are you listening?
* * *
What should you be doing right now
to prepare your radio facility for surround
sound?
It's an important question if you
believe part of our future is in surround,
as many do. IMAS Publishing Group is
presenting aseminar to help you answer
it, hosted by RW Contributing Editor
Skip Pizzi, who has authored some of the
best information anywhere on this topic
and also co-chairs the NRSC Surround
Sound Audio Task Group.
The seminar takes place in New York

The discussion from this summer's
event has now been expanded into amore
comprehensive look at Armstrong's legacy,
including insights from several people who
worked with him and others who have
worked to promote his achievements.
The presentation will include avisual
tour of Armstrong's historic laboratory
and tower site and adisplay of some of
his artifacts, such as the original Empire
State modulator breadboard, original 4250 MHz FM receivers and the Alpine site
logbooks from the world's first FM radio
station, W2XMN.
Participants include Renville H.
McMann, Jr., retired ex-president of CBS
Laboratories; Jerry Minter, president of
Components Corp.; Henry G. Dietz, president of the Henry G. Dieu Co.; Gilbert R.
Houck, owner of Houck & Bowen
Engineering; Armstrong amateur historian
Mike Katzdom; Charles E. Sackermann,
Jr., CEO of CSC Management; Steve
Hemphill, owner of Solid Electronics
Laboratories; and Robert Carter Brecht,
Marion Armstrong's nephew.
Time and place are not firm at this writing but you can sign up for AES at

In this issue we take alook at sessions and issues of the upcoming NAB
Radio Show.
Radio World is pleased to offer readers
complimentary passes to the exhibit floor.
The show takes place at the Pennsylvania
Convention Center this month.
Point your browser to https://registration.expoexchange.com/ShowNAB052/
and scroll down to VIP Exhibits; enter
your Radio World complimentary pass
code, CJ1794.
* * *

1told you earlier about the departure
of long-time ad coordinator Simone
Fewell. Now I'm happy to welcome
Claudia Van Veen, new ad coordinator
for the Radio World publications and Pro
Audio Review magazine.
Van Veen has an extensive background in
meeting/planning, marketing and ad sales
coordination, among other things. Most
recently she was vice president of administration for e-commerce company INFe
Ventures; she is former executive manager
of the Deafness Research Foundation/World
Council on Hearing Health as well as former marketing, meeting and trade show
manager for Kerrigan Media International.
RW advertisers will find her afriendly,
helpful resource. She's at ext. 154.

•

We Define Synergy
syn•er•gy n. the workinç together of two or more things,
people, or organizations, especially when the result is
greater than the sum of their individual
capabilities.
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How to Stay Out of FCC Trouble
by David H. Solomon
The author is a partner in the
Washington law firm of Wilkinson Barker
Knauer LLP. From November 1999 to
May 2005, he served as the first chief of
the Enforcement Bureau of the FCC. He
was FCC deputy general counsel from
1994 to 1999.
As the communications marketplace
has become increasingly competitive and
deregulated, the FCC has placed ahigh
priority on strong enforcement of its
rules. With fewer rules to enforce, the
agency has become more serious about
punishing companies that run afoul of the
remaining requirements.
The FCC has initiated more than $ 100
million in new enforcement action over
the past six years. Commissioners and
members of Congress of both political
parties have supported this tough
enforcement regime.
The broadcast industry has an
admirable tradition of regulatory compliance, and much of the commission's
enforcement action has focused on other
industries. Nevertheless, broadcasters
have found themselves in the FCC's
enforcement cross hairs.
That's not likely to change any time
soon. This article provides some practical
advice to radio broadcasters about how to
avoid the FCC's wrath and, if you
become the subject of an enforcement
action, how to minimize its impact on
your stations.
Comply
The best way to avoid FCC enforcement action is to comply in the first
instance. All the persuasive arguments
you and your lawyer can develop against
enforcement after the fact are unnecessary if there isn't an underlying problem
that needs to be addressed.
Fixing a problem once the agency
brings it to your attention is not enough
to keep you out of trouble. Broadcasters
should have FCC compliance programs
in place and make sure that they are
implemented proactively. This should
include training new employees and periodically requiring all employees to
refresh their compliance education.
Management should take an active role
in overseeing compliance and compliance education efforts. When problems
occur, they should be fixed promptly.
Maintaining aserious compliance and
training program will yield a two-fold
benefit. First, it should ensure compliance or at least reduce the number of
potential violations. Second, having such
aprogram should enable broadcasters to
establish their good faith with the FCC,
which can reduce the penalty if aviolation does occur.
Licensees should certainly try to comply with all applicable requirements.
Nevertheless, some violations are more
likely to be the subject of enforcement
action or involve higher penalties than
others, so focusing on those areas is particularly important.
What are some of the major high-risk
areas for radio broadcasters?
Indecent Programming. Indecency, of
course, has been the commission's No. 1
one broadcast enforcement area in recent

years. The agency took about $8 million
in new indecency enforcement action last
year, roughly four times the amount of
indecency enforcement during the prior
76 years that the FCC and its predecessor the Federal Radio Commission have
been in business.
Then-Commissioner (now-Chairman)
Kevin Martin, along with Commissioner
Michael Copps, was at the forefront of
the agency's stepped- up indecency
enforcement so, if anything, the FCC will
probably get even more aggressive in this
area. To make things worse, Congress is
seriously considering increasing the
statutory indecency penalties and taking

BMG Entertainment, Chairman Martin
directed the Enforcement Bureau to conduct afollow-up investigation and indicated that the commission would take
"swift" enforcement action if it uncovered violations. Commissioner Jonathan
Adelstein expressed his view that the
facts underlying the New York settlement
"may represent the most widespread and
flagrant violation of any FCC rules in the
history of American broadcasting."
The number of payola complaints
made to the FCC may increase in the
wake of Commissioner Adelstein's
recent call for the public to come forward with payola complaints — what he
David Solomon

I t is no longer unthinkable that the
commission could seek to revoke
licenses for serious and/or repeated
indecency infractions.
other legislative steps that could result in
even stronger indecency enforcement.
It is no longer unthinkable that the
commission could seek to revoke licenses
for serious and/or repeated indecency
infractions.
While lots of attention has been paid
to high-profile television indecency cases
such as the Janet Jackson Super Bowl
incident, FCC statistics indicate that
more radio programs were the subjects of
indecency complaints than television programs in 2004. Radio programs accounted for three times the number of newly
issued Notices of Apparent Liability for
Forfeiture than television stations.
Radio stations with shock jocks and
those that run lots of other live programming or "edgy" songs are particularly at
risk for indecency enforcement. With
respect to live programming, the commission has indicated that an effective
time delay is the best way for stations to
protect themselves.
If your stations don't employ a time
delay system, compliance training and
education are even more critical. Of
course, there's always the risk of the
unexpected statements of aguest or even
abystander on alive program
Payola/Sponsorship Identification.
Another likely "hot" enforcement area in
the next year or two is likely to be payola
and related sponsorship identification
rules. Early in Chairman Martin's tenure,
the commission issued a strong public
notice about the importance of these rules
and indicated aclear willingness to take
strong enforcement action where warranted.
While the public notice focused
specifically on the issue of video news
releases and thus did not directly apply to
radio, there's little doubt that the agency
will respond seriously to payola or sponsorship identification violations in the
radio area as well. Indeed, earlier this
year, the FCC publicly announced an
investigation into apotential radio payola/sponsorship identification violation.
More recently, in response to New
York Attorney General Eliot Spitzer's
$10 million payola settlement with Sony

termed a " Neighborhood Watch"
approach to payola. Stations need to
guard not only against the traditional
"pay for play" scenario but also against
undisclosed product placement situations, or even situations where a guest
comes onto a talk show and touts the

benefits of a product she was given for
free by the manufacturer.
Remember, abroadcaster is not simply
required to disclose consideration when it
knows about it, but also must act with
"reasonable diligence" to find out
whether there has been apayment or other consideration (even during another
stage of the production chain) in connection with material being broadcast on the
station. This can get pretty tricky.
Public Safety. Even before 9/11, the
FCC gave high priority to enforcement
in the public safety area. Chairman
See ENFORCEMENT, page 6
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TV Firm Hopes to Buy Navigauge
by Randy J. Stine
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. Just when it
looked as if in-car listening researcher
Navigauge would go out of business,
another media research and analysis
company has stepped forward and hopes
to have an agreement in place to buy the
company's assets by the end of this year.
Officials with erinMedia LLC say the
TV ratings provider is entering the radio
data collection business through an
alliance with Navigauge Inc. and hopes
to someday change the business model of
ratings delivery services.
Navigauge closed its doors and suspended operations in early June after
negotiations to sell the Atlanta- based
company to a potential buyer collapsed.
It released 18 employees, including CEO
Tim Cobb and Carl Ceresoli, technical
expert and co-founder of the company
(Radio World, Aug. 3).
Frank Maggio, erinMedia Chairman
and CEO, declined to discuss specifics of
the pending agreement. He said he hopes
the deal is finished in the fourth quarter.
Fast deal?
"We are confident we can reach an
agreement. It should be afast transaction.
This is an opportunity to bring together
complimentary technology-driven media
measurement systems. We believe the
Navigauge in-car measurement devices
are superior to diary methodologies,"

Maggio said.
Navigauge analyzes radio listening
data collected from passive technology
installed in the cars of panel members.

W

fair share" of the current ratings market
and will "review the business practices of
Arbitron and others in the ratings industry" and the practices they use.

e are confident we can reach
an agreement.

— Frank Maggio,
erinMedia Chairman and CEO

The company's IQMonitor radio audience measurement device, which incorporates global positioning technology, is
installed in about 500 vehicles in the
Atlanta area. The service measures media
consumption by each person in the car.
"It's passive, inclusive and accurate
data of in-car listening that can benefit
advertisers and radio broadcasters. The
methods deliver relevant results without
relying on listener's memories. We must
convince broadcasters that this is more
than just an add-on service," Maggio
said.
Maggio said Navigauge "deserves its

FM Antennas and Components

See us at Booth #612

"In-car listening is a huge percent of
listening time and we'll be the best at
measuring that:' Maggio said.
At competitor Arbitron, Vice President
of Communications Thom Mocarsky said
radio needs an audience measurement

Enforcement
Continued from page 5

Martin was a strong supporter of public
safety as acommissioner so it can be
expected that the agency will continue
active enforcement on such matters as the
Emergency Alert System, tower lighting
and painting, RF radiation limits and AM
tower fencing.
Such "localism" requirements as the
main studio rule, the public file rule and
the quarterly issues/programs list will
also likely continue to be important
enforcement areas.
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Tell the truth
Once acomplaint is filed against you,
or the FCC does begin investigating you,
the single most important thing you can
do to help yourself is to be forthcoming
and tell the truth. Companies under
investigation for relatively minor offenses
can get themselves in much worse trouble by trying to hide the facts or lie.
Leaving morality aside, there's areasonably good chance you are going to get
caught. When you do get caught, you are
going to be in deep trouble, with your
licenses potentially at risk. So be responsive and be honest.
In addition to providing atruthful and
complete response to the FCC's
inquiries, you should also use the investigation as an opportunity to put forth your
best legal and policy arguments against
enforcement action. While it's never a
good thing to be investigated by the FCC,
if it happens, you should take every
opportunity to present your best case and
not simply respond to the questions
directed to you by the commission.
The Enforcement Bureau staff will
read carefully what you provide. If you
have agood case and present it well, you
will prevail.
Think Consent Decree'
If it looks like the FCC may be heading toward aproposed forfeiture (or, even
worse, a revocation hearing), you may
want to propose entering into aConsent
Decree with the commission. A typical
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system that works no matter where listening occurs: at home, at work or in the car.
"By being an appliance-based, in-car
only solution, Navigauge misses 60 percent all of radio listening which takes
place at work and in the home," he said.
"They also have no direct measurement of demographics since they don't
know who is in the car, they only know
what the receiver is tuned to. That's why
(the Arbitron) persons-based measurement is superior to such an incomplete
solution, no matter how high-tech it may
look:' Mocarsky said.
Antitrust matter
erinMedia has taken on an established
player in another niche. The television
audience analysis firm, with ReacTV,
filed an antitrust lawsuit in U.S. District
Court for the Middle District of Florida,
Tampa Division, against Nielsen Media
Research in June contending that Nielsen
has a monopoly over television ratings.
The suit seeks to end Nielsen's grip over
television ratings research by voiding its
staggered long-term contracts with TV
networks to allow customers to take
advantage of erinMedia's interactive settop box technologies.
See NAVIGAUGE, page 7
Consent Decree will not include afinding
of aviolation or an admission of liability.
The company will make a voluntary
contribution to the Treasury in lieu of a
monetary forfeiture and commit to certain compliance measures that often go
beyond the requirements of the rule
itself. The key to getting a consent
decree is making clear in discussions
with the commission that you recognize
you had some problems and you are
committed to ensuring that they don't
happen again.
Dont be stupid
There is alot of commission case law
in the enforcement context that gives
guidance regarding what arguments work
and what arguments don't work. Many
broadcasters seem to be unaware of this
case law or decide to ignore it. This is not
agood idea.
During my tenure as chief of the FCC
Enforcement Bureau, Isaw many of the
same old unsuccessful arguments over
and over again. Some of my favorite bad
arguments include those along the following lines: "We think the rule is stupid," or "We think the FCC is stupid,"
and "We think Congress is stupid," and
also "We think the courts are stupid."
Of course, as bad as these arguments
are, they aren't as nearly bad as saying to
an individual decision-maker that, "We
think you personally are stupid." Iheard
that one too.
It may feel good to say it; but trust me,
it won't help you.
You are also not likely to avoid
enforcement action by arguing that your
company is too big to ensure compliance
at all its many stations, that you have a
unique format that provides special public interest benefits or that you fixed the
problem as soon as the commission told
you about it.
As to arguments that can help you, the
best Ican tell you here is that you should
focus on the facts, the law and any
important underlying policy considerations in aclear, dispassionate and persuasive manner. And, to return to where I
started, the more you can say about your
compliance efforts the better.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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Navigauge
Continued from page 6
Maggio said erinMedia uses advanced
database technologies and proprietary
intellectual software to collect secondby-second viewing stats from advanced
TV set-top boxes. The passively collected
data is combined with statistics from
independent data sources, including audience behavior, size and demographic
composition.
The suit contends that using outdated
audience measurement technology costs
consumers in the long run by causing
advertisers to sell their products at higher
prices, Maggio said.
"There is a lot of wasted advertising
dollars and an under- representation of
minority viewers, which results in the
homogenization of American television
programming," Maggio said.
Maggio declined to speculate whether
Navigauge eventually would use similar
legal tactics against Arbitron.
"We will extend an olive branch to
Arbitron to maybe work together. We
think there is aunique synergy between
what products we offer. It could be ahard
pill for them to swallow. We should be
allowed to compete," Maggio said.
In comments to Radio World, analysts
have said it would be difficult for any
company to compete head- to- head
against Arbitron without alarge investment.
Long-term obstacles
It's not clear if any of the 18
Navigauge employees released from their
jobs in June would be re-hired should the
deal go through, although Maggio said in
a perfect world he'd "like to bring back
as many as possible" to join the combined entity. It's likely former Navigauge
Senior Vice President Drew Simpson
would re-join the company if adeal is
completed, according to Maggio.
Simpson confirmed there is mutual
interest for him to rejoin the company if
things work out.
"They have some very capable people
... very bright engineers. A lot will
depend on if we relocate Navigauge to
our headquarters in St. Petersburg,"
Maggio said.
Navigauge is based in Atlanta and
continues to collect data in that market
using the company's IQMonitor radio
audience measurement device. The company placed on hold its plans to launch in
Houston later this year after June's developments.
Simpson admits Navigauge faced a
daunting challenge, and despite ambitious deployment plans, never gained the
momentum needed to succeed on its own
without additional investor money.
"Most or all radio broadcasters in large
markets have signed long-term, high-dollar contracts" with ratings services, he
said. "This has removed nearly all ratings
dollars from markets."
Maggio, who purchased the majority
of assets in erinMedia late last year, envisions acomplete overhaul of the current
business model in the ratings research
industries.
"I think broadcasters and agencies need
to become partners in this business ... to
provide greater access for them to participate," Maggio said. "Iview broadcasters
and the advertising community as an
important part of the business model and
the ultimate success of Navigauge."
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Sneak Peek at HD Radio Show News
Several companies will promote products or services related to HD Radio at the NAB Radio Show this month.
Ibiquity Digital plans ademonstration kiosk for the show floor so attendees can see how its new Web site, the HD Radio
Playbook, works. The company also will announce winners of its HD Radio promo contest.
Radiosophy was cooking up agiveaway of receivers to the winners of drawings held at the end of each day on the exhibit floor.
Broadcast Electronics plans to demonstrate a studio system integrating AudioVault audio, SoniXtream streaming and Now
Playing text for on-air, Internet, RDS and HD Radio delivery platforms. The company will feature its 4MX 50kW transmitter.
The FXi digital FM exciter, XPi 10 Data Exporter, IDi 10/20 Data Importer and other transmission products will represent the
company's HD Radio technology for second-generation multicasting and data services.
Harris plans to show its Flexstar HDX-FM exciter and the Intraplex NetXpress platform for transport of audio over IP.
As part of amulticasting demo, Harris NeuStar products that enable stations to offer 5.1 surround sound will be displayed. Day
Sequerra HD Radio monitors will demodulate IBOC signals as part of the multicast demo; Harris is aDay Sequerra dealer.
NPR will reveal details about the contents and its partners for its five new multicast programming streams. This month, the network is launching the 24/7 channels for member stations for use on supplemental audio channels. Formats include classical, folk,
electronica, jazz and Triple-A.
NPR initially will support these for two years; it eventually would like to offer more channels, said Manager of Programming
and Acquisitions Eric Nuzum.
For convention preview coverage, see page 17.
— Leslie Stimson

GOT CALLERS?
STACIEM!
No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.
STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call- ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration. Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use — anyone can master it in seconds.
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Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have acomputer, you've already got all the hardware
and software you need. Just log onto the internet using astandard web browser — NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL —
go to your STAC IP address, and you are there! STAC 'EM from
home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!
Cool features include:
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
•Busy-All makes starting contests abreeze.
Auto-Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

STAC
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Got Calls? Put Comrex On The Une.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Multicast
Continued from page 1

decision- making and in the choices
automakers would make.
Members of the National Radio
Systems Committee are sifting through
display options for multicasting stations
on HD Radios. In August, they invited
station programmers and marketers to
give their input during a demonstration
held at NAB headquarters.
Representatives of Delphi, Kenwood,
Radiosophy and Boston Acoustics provided engineering prototype receivers for
an off-air, one-hour demo of various station multicasting designation possibilities, committee members told Radio
World.
Several Washington FMs participated
in the demo including non-commercial
WAMU and WETA, Howard University
station WHUR, Radio One station
WMMJ and Clear Channel stations
WIHT, WBIG, WMZQ and WWDC.
Designations
'I'he idea was to see various displays
and tuning schemes and let participants
switch back and forth among HD Radio
stations, multicast stations and analog
stations for discussion purposes.
"This is an issue that surfaced in a
technical forum, but it is really amarketing issue," said Milford Smith, vice president of radio engineering for Greater
Media and co-chair of the DAB
Subcommittee of the NRSC. The mar-
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Engineering prototype HD Radios were used in the multicast
station ID demo including models by Boston Acoustics,
Delphi, Radiosophy and Kenwood (clockwise from upper left).
keters and programmers who were invited, he said, provided valuable input during the meeting.
Currently, receivers that decode split
digital streams designate additional channels by associating them with the main
channel. A display might read "WXYZ
HD- 1," " WXYZ HD1," " 98.7-1" or
"98.7-HD1." Other displays show the
supplemental channel designation within
acircle or asquare, such as "WXYZ®."
A big question is whether the display
for supplemental audio channels should
remain tied visually to the main channel,
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adiscussion that ventures into format and
marketing.
Jeff Marrah, manager of receiver technology for Delphi and co-chair of the
task group working on the supplemental
audio identification issue, said broadcasters consider the channels to be a "valueadded" service and want them to be marketed as something new yet found easily
on the dial.
In the first generation of receivers that
can tune supplemental channels, aunit
tunes to the main station first, then to the
supplemental audio channels in order:
WXYZ's main digital station; then to
WXYZ HD1, which is the first supplemental after the main HD station; then
WXYZ HD2 and so on.
For astation with formats on the additional channels that are in some way related to the format of the main channel, this
display scheme works. But some programmers want to have adistinct, separate way
of identifying the supplemental channels.
Dave Wilson, liaison between the
Consumer Electronics Association and
the task group, said the committee is
looking at a new numbering approach,
one that would give consumers the illusion of a new band for the "new" stations, as well as variations of the current
numbering scheme.
Using this method, the listener would
not see the radio tuning to the main and
then supplemental channels; the listener
would see only the supplemental designation appear on the display.
In the new numbering scheme, 88
MHz to 108 MHz becomes 200.1 to
299.7 for the supplemental channels. For
example, the supplemental digital channels for astation on 88.1 would appear as
200.1, 200.2 and so on.
Proponents say this approach gives
radio the chance to have the appearance
of acompletely "digital" band. But this
also raises the question of whether and
how to list stations that remain analog,
sources said.
How radio receivers acquire the signals of the new channels, how fast that
happens and how the tuning is affected
by whether the user is tuning up or down,
are factors under review.
Radio tuning or scanning is straightforward going up the dial; the receiver tunes
the stations in order, first the main and
then the supplemental channels in order.
Coming back down the dial, Wilson
said, logically you'd want the receiver to
tune to the channels in the reverse order,
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beginning with WXYZ HD2, WXYZ
HD1 and then the main WXYZ. "But the
receiver has to tune to the main (channel)
first, find the others and then go backwards," he said. "Would the delay while
it's been doing that be objectionable for
listeners?"
Acquisition times in the demos at
NAB, with multicast tuning as currently
implemented in the prototypes, were
roughly 5 seconds. That length of time
would vary depending on the make of
receiver and reception characteristics,
committee sources said. Most described
the delay as not onerous.
However, the delay would not be eliminated in the new band approach and
could be lengthier without the analog
backup, said areceiver maker.
Smith said most manufacturers provide
an indication on the display, such as the
word "Linking," while the radio is tuning
so a user knows something is happening
during the wait. This becomes more
important in instances when the radio does
not automatically blend to analog.
When the digital signals are split, the
first HD Radio signal has abackup analog signal no matter the bit rate, Smith
said. But subsequent channels do not;
they remain digital.
When an all-digital signal is lost, the
receiver mutes, like a satellite receiver
does, one manufacturer said. The unit
stays on that channel until the signal is
reacquired or the user tunes away. When
this happens on Delphi products, " No
Signal" is indicated on the display.
The task group is looking at situations
under which adigital signal has analog
backup and how that factors into signal
acquisition.
No frustrations
Yet while various tuner displays can
distinguish HD Radio stations, any
future changes must be balanced against
cost considerations for receiver manufacturers. Getting HD Radios in cars is
critical to generate volume digital
receiver sales, experts believe.
OEM receiver makers are stressing
the importance of keeping costs down
because automakers can veto radio features.
An auto company executive knows
the selling price of anew car before it's
built, Marrah said. That executive is
given budgets for materials and labor.
"He's asking, ' What's going to help
me sell that car?' If he doesn't perceive
that (anew feature) will help bring people into dealerships, he won't spend a
penny on that," Marrah said.
The group also is taking into account
the amount of space on the radio to display text, especially important in an
OEM design, and it doesn't want to
obsolete radios already in the market
that are able to decode multiple digital
signals.
Above all, industry experts say, they
want any display scheme to be simple
for the user.
"Break their understanding, and all
you do is frustrate them," according to
one receiver manufacturer, who said the
last thing the task group wants is to
force users to have to look at the manual to figure out how to tune to the multicast stations on HD Radios.
Confusion is anotable issue for OEM
receiver makers because adriver's main
focus is supposed to be the road.
"The challenge is ... when the customers are confused, they don't just
See MULTICAST, page 10

Multicasting.
It's like trying to fit
well, you know.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a
terrific idea — until you consider just how little bandwidth
each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)
survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.
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2009 OEM model year, participants
said; OEM makers have indicated they
have completed 2008 designs.
Some wonder if this discussion isn't
Continued from page 8
too late, thinking that by 2009 users
will have become used to multicast
bring the radio back. They bring the
tuning as it is today.
entire car back," said Marrah.
For real?
"Uncertainty about what is happenIn these cases, while auto dealers
Several receiver manufacturer repreing in this whole debate makes
are paid to swap out an old radio for a
sentatives on the NRSC told Radio
automakers hesitate. It behooves us to
different one, the receiver maker and
World they hope automakers will
decide a path and go forward," one
the auto manufacturer pay the added
become excited about installing HD
source said.
costs of the new radio and labor, he
Radios in vehicles and adopt the multiApproximately 60 people participatsaid.
ed in the discussion at NAB, Smith
said. The programmers and marketers
represented radio groups that are memelphi, Kenwood, Radiosophy and Boston
bers of NRSC. They were asked to fill
out and return surveys on the topic.
Acoustics provided engineering
Whether those would be made public
prototype receivers for the off-air demo in
was unknown, Smith said.

Multicast

not attend reportedly told at least one
participant that getting an extra button
for the supplemental digital channels
was "about as likely as getting a second steering wheel in the car," several
sources said.

D

Multicast
Station
Displays
Is one of these examples the style in
which your station name will appear
on future radios?
WXYZ HD- 1
WXYZ HD1
98.7-1
98.7-HDI
WXYe
200.1

•

Washington of possible stations designations.
"The price of failure is much higher
when you get into the OEM market."
Some broadcasters like the idea of a
special button dedicated to the supplemental channels. Receiver makers
believe OEMs are unlikely to find this
cost-effective.
Buttons on the radio are expensive
and the "real estate" is dear, committee
sources said, adding that there are priorities "higher than HD Radio" when it
comes to retooling a button for that
purpose.
An OEM receiver maker who did

casting feature.
In August, Ibiquity Digital, Greater
Media,
Boston
Acoustics
and
Radiosophy took part in a media display of the available HD Radips in
Detroit in an effort to show automakers
that HD Radio " is for real," as one
source put it.
No clear timeline is in place for
when the task group would turn findings over to the DAB Subcommittee or
what form they would take. Results
would not be seen in HD Radio multicast receivers until approximately the

•

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 3

"SBE accreditation addresses commitment of the individual to the task of
providing frequency coordination."
An "Accreditation Pledge," SBE
said, "assures that consistent services
will be provided."
For more Information and an application form, visit www.sbe.org.

Powell Joins
Investment Firm

•

PROVIDENCE, R.I. Former FCC
Chairman Michael Powell has joined
Providence Equity Partners Inc. Reuters
quoted CEO Jonathan Nelson saying
Powell will help target and pursue new
opportunities for Providence "in his areas
of expertise."
According to the company Web site,
the private investment firm specializes in
equity investments in communications
and media companies. Its target investment size per deal is between $20 million
to $500 million; it counts radio and television companies as part of its portfolio.

HD Radio Offers
Competition to
Satellite
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BOSTON Will HD Radio dampen
automakers' love affair with satellite
radio?
Car OEMs may cool abit on satellite radio as the satcasters add more
portables to their lineups and HD
Radio becomes a factor in cars,
according to a survey from New
Strategy Analytics research. So automotive OEMs should be cautious
about introducing satellite digital radio
options, despite increasing adoption of
satellite, the company stated.
It predicts the market for in-vehicle
satellite digital radio in North America
will increase from 5.2 million units in
2004 to 12.8 million by 2011, in terms
of OEM and aftermarket shipments.
XM and Sirius reported a combined
total of 6.2 million subscribers at
midyear.
Satellite radio growth won't automatically translate into the auto market, says Analytics, and growth in gen-

eral will slow down toward the end of
this year. In-vehicle satellite radio will
face competition from portable satellite radio devices and HD Radio.
Heavy marketing for satellite radio
for those car buyers who were given
initial free subscriptions or a reduced
price won't necessarily translate into
100 percent auto adoption, Analytics
believes.
"XM and Sirius face competition
from Ibiquity's HD Radio. However,
Ibiquity now needs to shift focus from
radio station upgrades to consumer
system upgrades," stated Clare
Hughes, analyst with the Strategy
Analytics Automotive Multimedia &
Communications Service.
"There has been significant investment in terrestrial radio station
upgrade by Ibiquity; however this now
needs to be translated into revenue."

In Other News
In other radio industry news:
dMarc, owner of Scott Studios
and Computer Concepts, moved support employees for the Maestro
automation product to anew office in
Overland Park, Kan., near Kansas
City. Sales and customer service are
in Dallas at Scott Studios; dMarc
headquarters is in Newport Beach,
Calif. ...
Griffin Technology is taking
orders for the $49.99 iFM, an FM
tuner accessory for an iPod.
"With the flip of a switch users
can now switch seamlessly between
controlling their music library and
listening to their favorite FM radio
programming," the company says.
The unit allows the consumer to
record voice via the internal mic, or
to record FM stations to the iPod.
Larry Bloomfield was named
SBE's Educator of the Year. He publishes a technical online newsletter
and conducts a road show called
"Taste of NAB." In addition to TV
and radio engineering experience, he
has
been
an
instructor
at
Southwestern College and Guam
Trade and Technical School. The
Broadcast Engineer of the Year is
Ted Szypulski, director of engineering special projects for ESPN.
WorldSpace issued an initial public
See NEWSWATCH, page 12
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Will Surround, HD Radio Get Along?
NPR and Stations to Test Surround
Compatibility, Multipath Issues
by Leslie Stimson
In addition to pondering the future
appearance of radio displays ( story, page
1), broadcast engineering experts are
looking deeper into surround sound as it
relates to HD Radio, and NPR now is
studying the issue.
An NRSC task group has been investigating the various surround encoding
technologies to determine their compatibility with HD Radio. As reported here
earlier (June 8, page 2), members heard a
demo in May of the schemes offered by
Dolby Labs, SRS Labs, Neural Audio
and the "MPEG group," acombination of
the Fraunhofer IIS/Agere and Coding
Technologies/Philips proposals.
Fraunhofer developed MPEG AAC,
hence the name MPEG group. Processing
company Telos/Omnia/Axia also has
aligned itself with this system.
In the May demo, participants asked
how so-called "matrix" surround systems
might affect a station's analog signal
when surround-encoded bits are transmitted by stations operating IBOC in the
hybrid mode; they also want to know if
multipath could be an issue, according to
Steve Fluker, co-chair of the task group
and DOE of Cox Radio station
WMMO(FM)
in
Orlando,
Fla.
Previously, the group had only considered the effect of the surround transmission on the digital signal, he said.
A matrix is a mixed system, said
Fluker, in which the audio is upconverted
in the production room from stereo to
surround and has surround data embedded in it.
Stations would air the upmix on their
digital and analog streams.
The surround technologies from Dolby,
SRS Labs and Neural are considered
matrixed systems. Neural says its system

is not matrixed, describing it as watermarked; but for these tests it is being handled like a matrix system because the
NRSC considers them similar.
The MPEG system is HD-only. "The
MPEG surround ( system) sends the data
channel along with the HD Radio signal;
that tells a receiver how to decode surround sound:' Fluker said.

mr he issue is when we encode a song with
surround sound and we play it through
our automation system, the encoded mix will
be on both the digital and analog signals.
— Steve Fluker
An advantage claimed by the MPEG
group is that a signal transmitted on the
analog stream would be conventional
stereo and not unusually susceptible to
multipath degradation, a task group
source said.
"If you encode surround with amatrix
system, you could introduce out-of-phase
information into the stereo signal that
would be a problem in the analog
stream," the source said.
NPR is looking at the matter and hoping to report its findings to the group.
Both Fluker and NPR made it clear these
are not official NRSC tests.
Testing system accuracy
Jan Andrews, senior engineer for
NPR, said the first phase is to test the
systems of Dolby, SRS Labs and Neural,
to see if degradation to the analog is as
severe as some think it could be.
"Nobody's tested it," Andrews said.
The matrix-type systems take the 5.1

C° 2 11,
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surround sound from arecording or live
performance and collapse it or "downmix" to stereo in production, using an
encoder to create the downmix.
The mix typically is stored on aharddrive automation system and encoded for
surround sound so the station can broadcast the material. That "upmix" is broadcast on both the analog and digital signals and can be heard on receivers that
decode surround sound.
Questions committee members are
asking include: How accurate are the sys-

PrartleD51 PS=
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tems in reproducing the original audio?
How do the downmixing and upmixing
affect "listenability"? Can astation transmit its HD Radio signal in surround
sound without damaging its analog?
"The issue is when we encode asong
with surround sound and we play it
through our automation system, the
encoded mix will be on both the digital
and analog signals," said Fluker.
In the second phase, NPR will subjectively compare the three analog/digital
systems, then evaluate those and the digital-only MPEG system.
In August, NPR was assembling atest
protocol that would use samples of different kinds of audio with light and
heavy processing, sending it through a
multipath simulator. The testing would be
real world, said Andrews with encoding
and decoding completed on hardware in
the lab rather than only on software.
Fluker said the source audio would use a
standard 44.1 sample rate.
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Over 1000 RDS encoders

sold in the US
2WCOM offers DSP based RDS Encoders featuring:

•Jog wheel - no laptop needed
•ARCOS Database software for remote administration and message rotation
•Easy setup of Realtime Title and Artist display
•Scrolling PS supported for US market
•Remote access and control via TCP/IP and serial ports
•Supports ALL RDS/RBDS features — not just afew
2WCOM has been making top quality RDS equipment since 1995.
Find out why they are the leader in quality, service and support. Visit www2wcom.com

Highest quality - professional personal support

viaRaló

2WC0111'
Wireless-World- Communication

Available in the U.S. from: ViaRadio Corporation • phone ( 321)242 0001
760 North Drive, Suite B • Melbourne, Florida 32934 • infoviaradio.com

NPR, funding the tests with money
from technology research and development initiatives handled by its
Engineering and Operations division,
also is planning to test interoperability of
the surround systems.
Participants want to see what would
happen, for example, if astation uses one
surround system, say Dolby, with its
transmitted signals, and a listener has a
tuner that uses a different surround
decoder, say SRS.
For the first phase of the testing,
Andrews said, NPR planned to work with
member statioilss WGUC(FM) in
Cincinnati and KUVO(FM) in Denver.
Although it's hard to predict when preliminary data from the tests would be
available, it's possible some figures could
be ready for public consumption by the
convention of the Audio Engineering
Society in October, Andrews said.
AES too
Concurrent with the NPR tests, the
Cincinnati chapter of AES was planning
subjective testing of the three matrix surround sound systems for early September
in association with Sonic Arts, Fluker
said. The AES would also share its findings with the NRSC, Fluker said.
A timetable for the task group to
announce results or make arecommendation to the DAB Subcommittee was
unclear. The group has leeway; it could
choose to make no recommendation
about which surround systems are compatible with HD Radio, or go as far as
recommending aformal standard.
A receiver source told Radio World
practicality is an issue with this topic. He
questioned whether a receiver maker
would license several surround technologies regardless of whether a customer
would use them all.
• 'N.
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NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

offering and trades on the NASDAQ
National Market under the symbol
WRSP. WorldSpace, headquartered in
Washington, will soon move to
Maryland. It has two satellites,
AfriStar and AsiaStar, that can reach
populous areas that include India,
China and most of Western Europe. ...
RFE/RL will move from the center
of Prague to the outskirts after 10 years
in its current location, citing safety and
technology reasons, Bloomberg reported. The move will take about two-and-ahalf years and affect some 400 employees. Radio Free Europe signed a15-year
"build- to- lease" contract with a
Luxembourg-based developer, according
to astatement it released. ...
Senior U.S. and Mexican officials
signed protocols they say will significantly reduce the chance of life-threatening, cross-border interference in critical
radio networks.
The protocols cover the 380-399.9
and 406.1-420 MHz bands. A State
Department spokesman issued astatement saying the accords will benefit federal first responders, federal law
enforcement, military security networks,
federal emergency management and other federal radio communication networks in the border area.
The two sides also are continuing
talks about the introduction of digital
radio and protecting Channel 6TV from
FM interference, according to the State
Department.

The world's best-sounding POTS codec.

At Telos, we're obsessed with quality audio. We were the first to marry DSP with
broadcast phone hybrids to achieve clean, clear caller audio. We invented Zephyr,
Earth's most popular way to send CD-quality audio over ISDN. And now our DSP
experts have built the best-sounding POTS codec ever — Zephyr Xport.

Instead of proprietary algorithms, we chose MPEG-standard aacPlus®, the same
coding used by XM Satellite Radio, Digital Radio Mondiale, Minnesota Public Radio,
Apple Computer and many others to deliver superior audio at low bit rates. (
An
optional ISDN interface lets Xport connect to Zephyr Xstream with Low- Delay MPEG
AAC, or with nearly all third- party ISDN codecs using G.722.)

There's no need for a studio-side POTS line. Your studio's Zephyr Xstream
receives Xport's POTS calls via its existing ISDN line, eliminating the cost of a
second POTS codec and delivering smooth, clear digital audio to your listeners.
And Xport makes unexpected modem re-training extinct thanks to custom DSP
algorithms that extract stable performance from even marginal phone lines. Xport
gives you surprisingly clean 15 kHz remote audio at bit rates as low as 19 kbps.

No wonder clients tell us Zephyr Xport is the world's best-sounding POTS codec.
But don't take their word for it — hear it for yourself.

Zephyr Xport: It's all about the audio.

Two- input mixer with sweetening by

Ethernet port isn't just for remote

Xport's

Omnia, switchable Phantom power,
and send / receive headphone mix
make life on the road easy.

control: feed PCM audio right into

M PEG AAC deliver superb fidelity.
G 722 coding enables connections

the

codec from

any VVindowsrm

laptop. Great for newsies on the go.

aacPlus and

Low- Delay

with 3rd- party codecs, too.

Xport

lets

you

easily

send

and

receive audio using a cell phone
headset jack. Gives a whole new
meaning to the phrase " phoning it in."

AUDIO INETWORKS

telos-systems cam

lelos, the lelos logo, Zephyr and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. aacPlus is atrademark of Coding Technologies, Inc. Windows is atrademark of Microsoft Corp.
All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. C) 2005, TLS Corporation.
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'HD Radio Playbook'
Promotion Tool Debuts
COLUMBIA, Md. Ibiquity Digital
has replaced its HD Radio marketing
book and CD with an interactive Web
site. Called the "HD Radio Playbook,"
the site was designed by Ibiquity
Digital and Media Arts & Sciences, an
electronic media consultancy.
David Martin, chief executive officer of Media Arts & Sciences, said
planning for the site began in January.
Ibiquity Digital President/CEO
Robert Struble "wanted a site by radio
people and for radio people.
Everything's in there because radio
wanted it."

Li

sumer electronics retail environment, a
retailer's profit margins shrink as a
product becomes more mainstream,
meaning broadcasters will need to drive demand for HD Radio. Larger
retailers tend to wait to "get behind a
concept" until consumers walk in the
door and ask for it, he says.
White papers for downloading cover
the audio delay necessary between the
digital and analog signal and the data
opportunities of HD Radio.
The "Toolbox" portion of the site
helps users execute their promotions.
Martin's company will update material

sing a password obtained from
Ibiquity, stations promoting HD Radio

have free access to the site.

Programmers gave input to Ibiquity
about the site. The goal is that station
employees can share ideas using the
site, discussing their HD Radio promotion experiences.
For example, some stations are
sending HD Radio liners and tags to be
uploaded onto the site so that others
can hear them. HD Radio logos used
by various stations and photos of their
decorated vans are available.
Portions of the site target various
job types, such as general managers or
PDs. Tips include checklists for a
department head leading his or her first
station meeting about an HD Radio
conversion, updates on receiver availability and advice on how to approach
retailers with promotion ideas.
For example, on the site, hernie
Sapienza, Ibiquity vice president of
retail business development, states that
based on the economics of the con-

frequently, he said; Ibiquity is paying
an undisclosed sum for creation of the
site and its upkeep.
Using a password obtained from
Ibiquity, stations promoting HD Radio
will have free access. Martin said
behavior on the site is being tracked, so
his company and Ibiquity can keep tabs
on what material is and isn't useful.
As an incentive to use the site,
Ibiquity is sponsoring an HD Radio
promo contest with a total of $ 15,000
in cash prizes. Awards will be given
out for best AM and FM promotions,
best copy, a writers' award and an
independent producer award. The Best
in Show award is $ 10,000; other winners will receive $ 1,000. Winners will
be announced at the NAB Radio Show.
The site is www.hdradioplaybook.
com.

TOM BENDER
Sr. VP/Regional General Manager
Greater Media Detroit
"We are offering
programming innovations that
only HD Radio multicasting
can orovide...our entire staff
has 'oeen energized by this
opportunity."
Tom Bender gets it! Do you?

We've been working with radios best and
brightest to create the HD Radio
Playbook, the ultimate insider's guide to
HD Radio. We thank those who helped to
make this site possible including Jaye
Albright, Steve Allan, Pam Baker, Rick
Belcher, Tom Bender, Lori Bennett, Dave
Benson, Tom Bigby, Becky Brenner, Bob
Bruno, Dave Casper, Brad Chambers,
Frank Cody, Tony Coles, Bill Conway, R.1
Curtis, David Dickenson, Skip Dillard, Ken
Dowe, Tim Dukes, Mark Edwards, Herrn
Eienbaas, Jim Farley, Michael Fischer,
John Gehron, Ardle Gregory, Bob
Hamilton, Lee Harris, Tom Holt, Drew
Horowitz, Barry James, Ralph Jennings,
Warren Jones, Vem Kasper, Don Kelley,
Tom Land, David Leeds, Dave Logan, Bill
Lueth, Nate Lundy, David Martin, Rick
Martini, Kipper McGee, Mike McVay, Kevin
Metheny, Josh Nash, Rob Norton, Mike
O'Brien, Jack Peion, Doug Podell, Mike
Preston, Jon Quick, Dick Rakovan, Tom
Ray, Dave Robbins, Ron Rodrigues, Gene
Ed Scarborough,

Already Registered? Welcome Back
llserrame
Password

L

N e registered? Sign Up Below

UPDATE
540 AD Radio stations on- air today
938 HD Radio stations licensed
2,500 HD Radio stations committed

WILL PAY CASH FOR PROMOS!
Announcing the
first radio promo
competition of the
21st century! We're
looking for radio's
very best HD Radio
on- air promo. This

The names of several programmers consulted about the
HD Radio Playbook site appear on its home page.

FCC Regulatory Fees Rise 2.6%
FCC regulatory fees increased 2.6 percent for 2005, to more than $280 million
for all the industries the agency regulates. For broadcasters, the fee increases ranged
from about 1percent for some Class A AMs to 14 percent for certain VHF TV stations. For now, the fees apply only to analog stations, not digital.
FCC regulatory fees were due to Mellon Bank in Pittsburgh by Sept. 7. Payments
after Sept. 7would be assessed a25 percent late fee.
Radio fees increased across the board from alow of $25 to ahigh of $400 over
last year.
This year's fees are projected to total more than $280 million; 2004's total was
projected at $273 million.
The U.S. Treasury has told the commission it may reject credit card payments for
amounts of $ 100 million or more. If you owe that much, use acheck, money order
or Fed Wire payment methods.
The FCC has begun using a "red light" flagging system designed to prevent it
from granting applications to those who have not paid their regulatory fees.
— Leslie Stimson

— Leslie Stimson
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After installing anew Kintronic diplexer with very short turnaround time, Jim Weitzman,
President of New World Radio said:
"Throughout the process, we were treated as family. Kintronic's concern for the success
of our STA operation was genuine and was abundantly reflected not only in the careful
planning and fulfillment of our order, but in the final results, which speak for themselves.

i

During my many years representing countless AM stations in markets from
Punxsutawney to New York, I'd worked with virtually every major manufacturer of RF
i broadcast equipment and most major consulting engineering firms. Almost unique
among these is Kintronic, family-owned and operated for over 50 years whose steadfast
devotion to uncompromising quality and truly responsive customer service have earned
it a hallowed position in the industry--with equipment in all 50 states and many foreign
countries, from tiny stations to megawatters, including US Armed
Forces and VOA."

•
&Mg,
423.878.3141

fax 423.878.4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com

www.kintronic.com
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Orban's new flagship and the next step beyond the 84:0,
the CIEW, all-digital 8500 offers major improvemerts:
twice : he sarnp e rate, twice the DSP horsepower, and
built-in HD Rad oVdigital radioinet:ast processing with
20 t<Hz bandwidth.
The .8500's competitive sound takes 8400 version 3.0
sonizs to the next level The 8500 will import and run
any 8400 preset, so anyone wfth carefully custom zed
84C0 user presets can upgrade to the 8500 without
missing a beat. For HD Radio broadcasters, a built-in,
defeaitable 8- second analog-ch3nne delay lets you use
the 8500's built-in stereo gene -ator and patented " HalFCosine Interooilation" composite limiter to maintain full
loudness on your analog channel.

Introducing

Optimod-FM

8500
lUFF ) F

7eie

un

M

All processing structures have ebou: 4 milliseconds
less celay, making headphone monitoring even easier
for tallent. For the most critical off-air monitoring
req_ii-e_ments, you can even use cre of the new " ultra low alency" presets wi:h only 3 miilliseconds of delay.
Ethernet is nov‘. built-in. Of coLrse, you can also control
the 8500 via modem, serial connection, GPI, external
RS-232-interfeced automation, or ¡internal clock -based
autor-ation with Internet time sync— the 8500 is
alweys easy to Întegrate into your acility, regardless of
complexity. And we've retainec the 8400's famous ease of- use.that makes it easy for you to brand your sound Oy
creait ng your own custom presets— even if you're not en
audio processiig exper:.

Ready for higher definition?
No matter whet your audio processing challenges may
be, Optimod-FM 8500 is ready when you are.

See us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 710

tr»,
OrbearyGlri

www.orban corn

Orban/CRL Fcunde - and vP o Engineering Bcb Crban ( left), and Orban/CRL
President, Chairman, and CEO : ay Brentlinger ( right, recen:e Radio World's "Cool
Stuff' Award for the new Orban Optimod-FM 8500 audio processor at : he National
Associatior of Broadcasters 2305 in Las vegas.
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Norway Looks at DRM Options
by Lawrie Hallett
OSLO, Norway A public broadcaster
in Norway — Norsk Rikslcringkasting, or
NRK — is evaluating the Digital Radio
Mondiale technology as part of its plans
to migrate from analog to digital delivery
platforms.
In May, NRK began DRM trial broadcasts from its Ingo)/ Kringkaster transmission station in the northern part of the
country. That station boasts a 1,187-foot
mast. Its transmissions cover the Barents
Sea area, including the Svalbard archipelago, and parts of the Norwegian mainland.
Evaluators reviewed transmission sys-

tem performance and mapped DRM coyerage achieved with mobile and station-

gramming, such as the NRK national
news, current affairs and general enter-

G

¡ven the size of Norway and its

dispersed population, DRM has the

potential to provide wide-area coverage at a
lower cost per head than equivalent Eureka147 DAB coverage, according to observers.
ary receivers.
The trials replaced normal AM pro-

tainment network.
However, to ensure that weather

The best
use the
best.

"I could not do my job without Selector. Music is the heart of every station
Iconsult and Selector is by far the most reliable, consistent music
scheduler available. Plus, RCS Support is the best, bar- none I've called
them in the middle of the night and received instant help."

See Us at NAB Radio Show

Booth St 918
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reports, news and local programming
were not disrupted, the DRM output
occasionally was replaced by normal AM
transmissions, typically for five minutes
at the top of each hour.
Given the size of Norway and its geographically dispersed population, DRM
has the potential to provide wide- area
coverage at a lower cost per head than
equivalent Eureka- 147 DAB coverage,
according to observers here.
This is particularly true in remote and
mountainous areas where a network of
DAB transmitters might be required to
achieve coverage similar to that delivered
by asingle long- or medium-wave facility.
Digital-only outlets
However, while NRK is exploring its
DRM options, it is also looking to boost
Eureka- 147 DAB by making some of its
specialized channels digital-only outlets.
By shutting down existing FM relays of
these channels, the broadcaster hopes to
both encourage DAB receiver uptake and
to save on transmission costs.
Services such as a24-hour news channel, classical music service and ayouth
network, which broadcast on FM analog
as well as on DAB in major cities, will
gradually become digital-only during
2006 and 2007.
NRK will phase out analog services as
DAB network coverage is improved.
NRK's folk music archive, for example,
is adigital-only offering.
Meanwhile, commercial interests are
beginning to establish themselves on
DAB with the February launch of adigital-only national commercial talk station.
According to the NRK Web site, DAB
signals reach about 70 percent of the
Norwegian population of xmany people;
this will increase to more than 80 percent
over the next couple of years.
Current concessions
Looking beyond that, the current
licenses for two national commercial
radio services expire in 2014. If DAB and
other digital technologies are established
by then, the 2014 date would be atarget
for most radio services to complete their
migration to digital.
Given the additional costs involved,
commercial and public-service broadcasters alike apparently do not wish to
pay for simulcasting analog and digital
output for any longer than is necessary.
The estimated total of DAB units sold
is around 6,000, while Norwegian consumers typically purchase some 800,000
analog receivers each year, according to
radio marketers.
As NRK and commercial broadcasters
publicize the technology more, however,
they're encouraging CE chains to better
promote receivers.
Figures for DAB sales in 2005 will not
be available before early 2006, but if other markets in Europe are anything to go
by, sales this year should eclipse those of
2004, according to DAB marketers.
In addition to its commitment to DAB,
NRK is putting more resources into the
expansion of its Web presence. Earlier
this year, the corporation began making
some of its programming available as
podcasts on an experimental basis. NRK
also is making some material available
for download in 5.1 surround sound.
Time-shifted listening is available on
the NRK Web site, offering visitors the
opportunity to listen to streamed programs up to three weeks after the original
broadcast date.
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Brotherly Love and
Data Technologies e'ekigek-*
At the NAB Radio Show

by tAward

New Ways to Put Bandwidth to Work
Technical Sessions at NAB Radio Show
Explore the Ramifications of Digital
by Carl Lindemann
Technical workshops at this month's
NAB Radio Show in Philadelphia reflect
the digital transformation sweeping over
some stations and being pondered by others.
On the engineering end, it's not just
about flipping aswitch to bring the familiar
analog AM/FM medium into the digital
domain. Getting the sound and signal right
requires rethinking.
D vs. A
Remember how CDs sounded different
from LPs when they arrived in the mid1980s? Pro audio professionals had to recalibrate to recapture the classic "sound" with
new technology.
The Thursday afternoon session
"Processing Audio for AM, FM and Digital
Radio" aims to help radio engineers up and
over asimilar learning curve. Andy Laird,
vice president and chief technology officer
of Journal Broadcast Group, will cover
basics, and Frank Foti, president of Oinnia
Audio, will expand on them.
"There is no ' standard' for audio processing other than not to over-modulate?'
said Laird. "Understanding the elements
available and how they interact is the basic
foundation for building asignature sound.
It's like mixing paint. You need to know
what colors to mix to get the right shade
you desire?'
Laird's presentation will stack audio
examples created by different types of
equipment or elements within asystem to
demonstrate how they can help or hurt each
other while creating a "sound."

Foti said he will explore differences
between the new "medium" and familiar
analog audio. For instance, bandwidth can
be as wide as 20 kHz, and there is no pre-

contend with, just as "wow and flutter" concerns of turntables once gave way to the
"jitter" of CDs. Now, instead of clipping,
audio engineers work with look-ahead limiting that brings its own distinct sound.
Also, harmonic distortion is traded for intermodulation distortion or IMD, which can be
controlled by applying various techniques.

is as much an art as ascience, he says.
"With HD Radio stations lighting up
every day, we're still on the front end of the
learning curve. Audio processing will play a
vital part in the successful deployment of
HD Radio?'
Tomorrow today
The transition isn't just about emulating
existing services.
The Friday morning workshop "Data
Technologies and Applications for Digital

n:1

The Radio Show Floor in 2003
emphasis in the transmission chain.
According to Foti, this allows the presence
and high-frequency spectrum to sound open
and clean.
Also, engineers have new qualities to

For Foti, getting in-depth with the new
dynamics of digital audio processing for
radio is essential; but there is no cure-all.
Each format, whether classical or heavy
metal, requires individual attention to what

Radio" is led by Mike Starling, NPR's vice
president of engineering, and Joe D'Angelo,
iBiquity Digital's vice president of
advanced services. It will lay out parameters
See TECH SESSIONS, page 22

Time Is Money. Make Morez
.
giTM Is ReBdy
10:51:11p
Real- Time

What if you could make extra minutes when you need them?
You could put back the LOCAL feature; your listerers want. Make live events happen on YOUR cue. Drop breaking news into
network shows, with no loss of wntent. Create extra ad avails when needed. Audio Time Manager gives you completely new
control over time, so you can do these things and more. With aucio quality so good, listeners won't know you're using it.
Can you press two buttons? Congratu ations — you now control time.
25-SEwEN SYSTEMS, INC. BOSTON, MA • 888-257-2578 • WWW.25-SEVEN.COM
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100+ Booths on the Exhibit Floor

Media Monitors LLC

207

Media Professional Insurance

404

ATA

702

Megatrax

908

ATI - Audio Technologies Inc.

819

Moseley Associates Inc.

506

Audemat-Aztec

116

MUSICAM USA

200

AudioScience Inc.

118

National Weather Service

608

Belar Electronics Lab

106

Nautel

719

BIA Financial Network

505

Non-Stop Music

218

Boost Communication

212

Omnirax

122

Broadcast Electronics Inc

319

OMT

707

Broadcasters General Store

112

Orban/CRL

710

Burk Technology

502

Practical Promotions

811

Burli Software Inc.

120

Precision Communications

928

Business TalkRadio Network

914

Preston-Patterson

100

CMBE

602

Promo Only MPE

906

Coaxial Dynamics

302

Propagation Systems Inc.

902

Colette Vacations

309

Prophet Systems Innovations

619

Communication Graphics Inc.

912

Radian Communications Services

102

Comrex

508

Radio Advertising Bureau

1023

Continental Electronics

513

Radio Music License Committee

1024

Continental Vista Systems

211

Radio Systems, Inc.

Control Concepts

203
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The following are exhibit booth numbers at the NAB Radio Show in Philadelphia. The
list was provided by show organizers and was current at press time.
Late registrants may not be listed. Check your on- site program for changes.
Highlighted booths are paid advertisements.

615 Music Library

308

Arbitron

419

AEQ

216

Armstrong Transmitter

402

Air Force Recruiting

306

Army National Guard

607

Ando Media LLC

922

Arrakis Systems

304

APT- Audio Processing Technology

208

AST (Application Science & Tech.)

613

1

k
Free Standing AM Briaadcasting Antenna

530 Khz to 1700 Khz - Used World Wide
Height 35ft to 85ft
Less ground area needed - Maintenance Free
Meets FCC Field of Sttength Requirements
From 1150 Khz to 1700 Khz

Twenty ( 20) Years Proven Experience

Y
!I P
P.O. Box 603, Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1H 6L3

409

dMarc/Scott Studios

717

written by engineers for engineers. Also:
Now is the time to reserve your ad space in

Dolby Laboratories

805

the 2006 Radio World Source Book &

ENCO Systems Inc.

108

Energy-Onix

405

Claudia Van Veen, Sales
PO Box 1214

ERI-Electronics Research

310

Falls Church, VA 22041
(703)998-7600, ext. 154

tion, exploring "deep tech" subjects, and

Directory.

Web Site: www.imaspub.com
Federal Communications
Commission

E-mail: cvanveen@imaspub.com
1022

See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth St 910

Radiosophy

303

RCS

918

Fibrebond Corp.

305

Harris Corp.

519

HarvestINFO

708

Station of the Year?

iBiquity Digital/HD Radio

406

NAB Marconi Radio nominees:

Inovonics Inc.

509

¡VP New Media

926

Major- Market: KFI(AM) Los Angeles;
WEEI(AM) Boston; WHUR(FM)
Washington; WPHI(FM) Philadelphia;
WTOP(AM) Washington

Jampro Antennas/RF Systems Inc.

511
1001

Klotz Digital Audio Sys.

813

LARCAN USA Inc.

205

LEA International

606

Linear Acoustic Inc.

206

Liquid Compass

104

Logitek Electronic Systems

110

Tel: ( 519) 824-3220 Fax: ( 519) 824-3411

Email: enquiries@valcom-guelph.com
Internet: www.valcom-guelph.com

1008

Now one year old, Radio World
Engineering Extra is an exciting new addi-

Dielectric Communications

Kelly Music Research

175 Southgate Drive, Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 31VI5

713

Large- Market: KIRO(AM) Seattle;
KQQL(FM) Minneapolis; KSTP(FM)
Minneapolis; WSB(AM) Atlanta;
WSTR(FM) Atlanta.
Medium- Market: WDBO(AM) Orlando,
Fla.; WKUS(FM) Norfolk, Va.; WQ0K(FM)
Raleigh, N.C.; WSM(FM) Nashville,
Tenn.; VVTCB(FM) Columbia, S.C.
Small-Market: KRCH(FM) Rochester,
Minn.; WCIZ(FM) Watertown, N.Y.;
WIKX(FM) Punta Gorda, Fla.;
WJBC(AM) Bloomington, III.; WLEN(FM)
Adrian, Mich.
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WO Promo optimizes the placement of

Exhibit Hours

promotional spots to maximize impact. WO
Promo increases the efficiency of your
inventory to increase profit while decreas-

Wednesday, Sept. 21

5-8 p.m.

Thursday, Sept. 22

8:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

Friday, Sept. 23

8:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ing wasteful under- or over- promoting of
programs.
Eric R. Mathewson
Founder and CEO

Roll aSign, Div.
of Reef Industries Inc.

525 Pacific #400
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 675-6700

503

Sabre Towers

706

Fax: (415) 675-6755

Safe Assured

605

Web Site: www.wideorbit.com
E-mail: emathewson@wideorbit.com

Shively Labs

612

SIERRA AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 504
The Rubicon SL Radio Broadcast
Console Control Surface is for the smallermarket station or less- demanding studio.

WireCAD

213

WireReady

916

Popular local air personality Ben Franklin, host of the
public radio show Snap, Crackle, Pop: How to Fly a Kite in

ZICAM

Bad Weather,' showed up last time and might be seen again.

902

Like its bigger brother, Rubicon, the "SL"
offers complete integration with the SAS
32KD and the SAS Connected Digital
Network, as well as stand-alone operation
with the new
Mixer/Router.

upgraded

RIOLink

Also shown: Rubicon Broadcast Console
Control Surface; 32KD Digital Audio

This is your program material and data.

Mixer/Router; RIOLink Remote I/O and
Ilocal Audio Mixer/Router.
Howard Mullinack
Director, Strategic Development
and Marketing

This is your current STL.

2625 N. San Fernando Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91504
(818) 840-6749
Fax: (818) 840-6751
Web Site: www.sasaudio.com
E-mail: radio@sasaudio.com
S.W.R. Inc.

407

SMI

924

Spark Network Services, an
AdvancedTele.com Co.

603

SRS Labs Inc.

410

Stainless

604

Statmon Technologies Corp.

704

Superior Electric

609

The Media Audit

703

TicketsNow

807

Tieline Technology

817

Traffic.com

202

TrafNet

904

UN Minutes/UN Foundation

307

Valcom Limited

910

V-SOFT Communications

403

Westar Music

815

Wheatstone Corp.

311

W1DEORBIT

801

Looks like you've got apro • ern.
Big Pipe is your solution.
Big Pipe is not just another studio- transmitter link. With scalable, bidirectional c3pabilities
up to awhopping 45 Mb/s, you can inte ,change analog and digital audio, HD Radio data,
Ethernet, serial data, video, and telephony via awireless or wireline path. Scalabe, flexible,
and reliable, Big Pipe works just as well for studio facility interconnects and many other
media transport needs. Because it cornes from BE, you know that Big Pipe is cesigned
for the realities of radio, including tight budoets and rock solid performance.

Program Generation &

Data Griner

WO Traffic for Radio is being introduced
at NAB Radio. Come see why more than
300 TV stations, cable nets and radio stations have converted to WideOrbit Traffic
Sales and Billing solutions.
WO Sales+ gives AEs and sales manage-

I =E

Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, RO. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606
Telephone: ( 217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • E- Mail bdcast@bdcast.com
ast Llectronic‘, anci the B. logo are n--gistered traciema-ks and Big Pipe is atradema -kof Broach ast
loch,sni-s Ire HD Radio s
cr- Bloody
rrosr.cat.e ,

ment the information and workflow necessary to increase revenue and profit.
See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth it 319
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Philadelphia Phans Phind Phun
in existence. The city today is home to
the Liberty Bell and Independence Hall,
where the Declaration of Independence
was signed and the Constitution written;
it retains its character as awaterfront and
naval community even as promoters also
point to its more recent renaissance and a
reputation as a city of restaurants. The
city is the fifth-largest in the country and
second on the East Coast. For Arbitron it
is Market No. 6, with aMetro 12+ population of 4.35 million.

Radio Show, or plan to stay an extra day
or two, here are some ideas.

by Jackie Broo
It's not easy being the cradle of
American democracy.
Think of Philadelphia and you picture
guys in wigs, short pants and silk stockings. In the past, Philadelphia has suffered from an image problem, at least if
you're looking for trendy nightlife and
entertainment. But that's changing. In
2005 Philly is putting the "PH" back in
fun with plenty of food and entertainment.
And for those of us who love history,
it's as good as ever.
If you're looking for things to do
beyond the official events of the NAB

Philly Phacts
Philadelphia was founded in 1682 by
English Quaker William Penn. Quakers
were known for their tolerance of religions and ethic groups. The town eventually became known as "The City of
Brotherly Love" because of this openness.
King Charles II gave Penn land that
included 1,280 acres between the
Delaware and Schuylkill Rivers. Penn
imagined a "green countrie towne" and
his surveyor came up with agrid pattern
that included five public squares, all still

Musical Scene
The city has been home to musical
greats like Dizzy Gillespie, Frankie
Avalon, Teddy Pendergrass, The O'Jays

How to build the perfect console.
Start with aflexible routing system that can accommodate
all of your facility's audio distribution, along with intercom
functions, EQ and dynamics processing, profanity delays,
timers, and more. Next, select the right frame size for the
router's control surface. Populate the frame with the
number of faders you want, along with programmable
pushbuttons, countup/countdown timer controls, and
meter bridge with extra graphic displays. The result?
Your console, exactly as you want it, with the functionality
your talent craves and asleek design that complements
the studio perfectly.

L,e7e,747!

and Patti LaBelle. Clubs continue to
crank out the music.
Leading the pack for many club hoppers is Warmdaddy's (4 S. Front Street,
215-627-8400), a place to kick back at
the end of the day and listen to live blues
and jazz. Other clubs of note are Chris'
Jazz Club ( 1421 Sansom Street, 215568-3131); Zanzibar Blue (200 S. Broad
Street, 215-732-4500); Ortlieb's
Jazzhaus (847 N. Third Street, 215-9221035); Shampoo Dance Club (
Willow
between 7th & 8th Ave., 215-922-7500);
and Tragos (
38 S. 19th Street, 215-6369901).
Sports Central
Philadelphia is asports fan's paradise,
with major sports teams in baseball, football, basketball and hockey.
The football Eagles host the Raiders
on Sunday Sept. 21. The baseball Phillies
are on the road during the Radio Show,
and return the following Monday to host
the Mets.
As asports-crazy town, the city has its
share of sports bars. Grab abite to eat at
McFadden's Restaurant & Saloon
(11th St. and Pattison Ave., 215-9280669) in the Phillies' new ballpark.
Also check out Buffalo Billiards, 118
Chestnut
Street,
215-574-7665;
Cavanaugh's, 119 S. 39th Street, 215386-4889; Champions Sports Bar, 1201

......••••••••••.•1•1•111111

Mosaic

Where art meets technology
• Multiple frame sizes allow configuration of systems
ranging from 2to 24 faders
• Support for 16-character source names, allowing you
to precisely identify asource rather than guessing
on unintelligible abbreviations
• Full color LCD screens on each module that provide
source information, meters, clocks, timers, delay
information, text messages and more
• Programmable backlight colors in ON/OFF buttons
alert users to operational conditions or separate
faders by source type
• Source selection, bus assigns and other controls with
each fader module make
operation easier and faster

Available now! Contact us today for more information.
Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
713.664.4470

1.800.231.5870

2005 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

www.logitekaudio.com
info@logitekaudio.com

Logitek
Console Router Systems

The College of Physicians houses the
began with 2,000 specimens donated
in the United States who sought
the use of

Market Street, 215-625-6066; O'Neal's,
611 South Third Street, 215-574-9495;
Reunion Sports Bar, Holiday Inn
Independence Mall, 4th and Arch Streets,
215-923-8660; and Tony Luke's Beef
and Beer Sports Bar, 26 East Oregon
Ave., South Philadelphia, 215-465-1901.
Junk Capital
Junk food aficionados rejoice.
Philadelphia could be the junk food capital of the world. It boasts perennial
favorites such as cheesesteaks,
Tastykakes
(
Tastykakes
Baking
Company, 29th & Allegheny Ave., 80033- TASTY), peanut chews, pretzels
(Philadelphia Soft Pretzels Inc., 4315
N. 3rd Street, 215-324-4315), hoagies
(Campo's Deli, 214 Market Street, 215923-1000 and Primo Hoagies, 21st and
See THINGS TO DO, page 21

See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 110
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love to shoppers by not charging tax on
clothing in stores.

shops in nearby Old City. The most original shops are clustered between Second

Continued from page 20

Chestnut Streets, 215-463-8488), cream
cheese and America's first successful
bubble gum, Dubble Bubble, whipped up
here by Walter Diemer of Fleer Co.
Phat City
Forget the calories, forget the fat content. The Philly cheesestake is the king of
"steak" sandwiches. A fresh- baked
Italian sub roll stuffed with thinly sliced
rib eye steak, cheese (or Cheez Whiz)
and fried onions is alittle bit of heaven
on earth.
The king ( and some say creator) is
Pat's King of Steaks in heart of south
Philadelphia at 237 Passyunk Ave.
Other Places to Eat
Barbecue tans should he on the look
out for Sweet Lucy's Smokehouse (7500
State Road, 215-287-1356). The former
lunch truck has evolved into aproper sitdown joint for eating barbecue cooked
from scratch in ahickory wood-burning
pit.
Fine dining is alive and vibrant in the
City Center and is led by the awardwinning Le Bec -Fin (1523 Walnut
Street, 215-567-1000), Philadelphia's
premier French restaurant, and the Food

I t's not just guys in wigs, short pants and
silk stockings — although PhiIly has
those too.
Jeweler's Row, bounded by Walnut,
Chestnut, Seventh and Eighth Streets,
includes the second-biggest concentration of diamond sellers in the United
States after Manhattan's West 47th
Street. If none of the 300-odd jewelry
shops have what you are looking for, you
can browse the stylish, individually
owned clothing and antique furniture

and Third and Arch and Walnut Streets.
Rittenhouse Square features an area of
beautiful boutiques, salons and restaurants, including al fresco brasseries that
look out onto the greenery of apark.
Guys in Wigs Again
No, we're not talking about a drag
queen show. Philadelphia is the home of

the Independence National Historical
Park, where the first Continental
Congress was held, the Declaration of
Independence was signed and the Liberty
Bell rang out. (The bell dates to 1753; the
crack had shown up by 1846.) At the
National Constitution Center in the Park,
buy aticket to view alive performance of
a costumed 1776 actor and access to
interactive displays for afun crash course
in history.
Philadelphia is acity of firsts. In addition to being the reputed birthplace of the
American flag, stitched by Betsy Ross,
the city was the site of the first presidential mansion. It's home to the first public
zoological gardens, founded by Benjamin
Franklin (who would have been 300 this
January) in 1874, and the first daily
newspaper, which rolled off the presses
See THINGS TO DO, page 22

Prophet Systems can get you to the top.
Tools that make the impossible, possible.

NexGen NexGen Digital. Stable easy to use content
nalleilMLIHE management for Radio and TV broadcast,

providing several hardware and software configurations to scale to
any size station.
Podcast XLR8R is simple to use and is easily
\jliek integrated into the workflow at a radio station.
--minima Content creation professionals now have a tool
available to them to easily craft compelling, original and even
experimental programming. NexGen 'sXLR8R enables radio stations
to convert content to an MP3 podcast file six to 10 times faster than
real time.

Wd/./C

sir,ff

Music-Gen Pro, the smart, sophisticated music
scheduling system for the way radio is
programmed today Top PDs have collaborated to

create a powerful program which will rotate music better than any
system available. Its the only music scheduling system designed to
run seamlessly with NexGen. It's time to replace your old, outdated
and more expensive scheduling solution.

NggAesGew

Mütter Museum, a collection that
by Dr. Thomas Mütter, the first doctor
to teach medical students through
real specimens.

This comprehensive, standalone newsroom
software enables reporters to write newscasts.
receive and manipulate wire copy and digitally record, edit and
playback audio. Completely scalable-from an enterprise wide
deployment to a server-based system and has NexGen integration
and WANcast capabilities you come to expect from Prophet Systems

ba

iàs Prophet Importer - Enables advanced HD radio
capabilities, like multicasting and datacasting.

Stand-alone module can work with any automation system.

Channel's Iron Chef Japanese namesake, Morimoto's (
723 Chestnut Street,
215-413-9070). Other City Center
restaurants include Alma De Cuba
(1624 Walnut Street, 215-988-1799),
Brasserie Perrier (1619 Walnut Street,
215-568-3000), Davio's (111 South
17th Street, 215-563-4810); Tangerine
Restaurant (
232 Market Street, 215627-5116), Roy's - Philadelphia ( 12434 South 15th Street, 215-988-1814),
and Shula's Steak House (Wyndham
Philadelphia at Franklin Plaza, 215448-2700).
Stop, Shop and Drop
Grab some plastic and head out to
Philadelphia's shopping venues including
the upscale shopping district centered on
17th and Walnut Streets, factory outlets
and street vendors. Philadelphia shows its

Effectively monitor multiple stations, and
make those recordings available via a
convenient, easy to use web-browser. And with NexGen's XML
export ability, users can pinpoint audio elements and hear them
exactly as they aired. Flexskim technology means that
programmers can easily maintain and
monitor airchecks, without having to
leave their desks.

Proven Performance
from Prophet Systems.
Developed with a purpose.

See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 619
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PROPHET SYSTEMS
innovations

1-877-774-1010

ProphetSalcs@prophetsys.com
www.prophctsys.coni
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Tech Sessions
Continued from page 17

of what's possible with bandwidth that's
becoming available for broadcasters to
innovate applications, services and business
models.
One of the highlights of Starling's 16year career at NPR, he said, was the pioneering "Tomorrow Radio Project" field
test on supplemental audio channel broadcasting, conducted in 2003. Multicasting
on SACs is just the beginning of the new
services possible as digital radio offers a
convergence of the traditional audio delivery service and interactive media, he
believes.
"Extended hybrid bits are going to be

NAB RADIO SHOW
invaluable components of the service
activities of radio stations in the future,"
he said. "It won't happen overnight; but
datacasting applications, conditional
access — i.e., subscription services —
integrated timeshift technology ( TiVo
style radio) and ultimately return channel
services will increasingly become important activities for radio stations.
"We may logically evolve from the core
station operations into `radioplexes' that
offer multiple services as revenue generators to maintain and strengthen the free
over-the-air local broadcast service."
IBiquity's D'Angelo sees abroad horizon and, with Starling, plans the workshop
as an opportunity to brainstorm.
"The exciting thing here is that the
infrastructure has advanced in front of the
clear business opportunities. We'll look to

the future by extending existing business
models and be open for the unexpected
and as yet unimagined," said D'Angelo.
The intrusion of the Internet, podcasting and satellite puts radio professionals in
asituation where maintaining status quo
isn't savvy, he said. Moving forward
offers achance not just to protect what's
left of radio's traditional turf but also to
beat new competitors at their own games.
The workshop will map out examples of
innovation in Europe and elsewhere.
"Satellite radio is beginning to leverage
localism, which is a serious threat," he
said. "But we can leapfrog past them with
the enormous bandwidth digital radio
brings. In the New York metro area alone,
radio has 8 megabits of bandwidth that
can form the foundation of the emerging
digital economy."

HD RADIO"?
I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right SIL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.
With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their StarlInk SL9003Q2SLAN, the first SIL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.
Or add a bi-directional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial
data link to a new
'
5:
,
7e-91111
or existing SIL with
the license-free 900
MHz LanlInk 900D.
For T1 lines or
license-free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starling&
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-directional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.
Your best connection to the future is
asmart SIL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radice' and the new digital
services of tomorrow.
Give the digital SIL experts at Moseley
acall for more details.

nn
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Another major shift in the migration to
digital is covered in "Measuring Broadcast
Signals," led by David Maxson, managing
partner of Broadcast Signal Lab, on Friday
morning. Aside from ensuring FCC compliance, how can engineers be sure that they've
maximized their digital signal?
To the max
Maxson points to a key difference
between digital and analog signals that
requires engineers to rethink spectrum analyzer techniques.
"The power spectral density of AM and
FM signals is focused in the center of the
channel, which makes it relatively easy to
prevent out-of-band emissions and to measure them," he said. "Digital signals, however, have greater power spectral density
across their bandwidth. Their energy is
spread evenly out to the band edges."
The upshot is that digital calls for new
techniques and greater attention to measurement. IBOC adds another level of complexity as ahybrid of digital and analog.
Other technical events at the NAB Radio
Show this year include atwo-part workshop
on "AM Directional Antennas in aDigital
World" presented by Benjamin Dawson,
president of Hatfield and Dawson, and Ron
Rackley, partner in du Treil, Lundin and
Rackley.
NRSC meetings and SBC certification
exams are also scheduled.
For information see www.nab.org.

Things to Do
Continued from page 21

in September 1784. Johann Behrent constructed the first American piano here in
1775, and Philadelphia was home to the
first computer, ENIAC, which booted up
in 1946.

i

Moseley
Dave Chancey

805 968 9621

Bill Gould

978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.corn

Other firsts include the country's first
public grammar school, public library,
life insurance company, volunteer fire
department, hospital, medical and dental
schools, university, mint, municipal water
system and zoo.
And Military history buffs should not
miss the retired, mighty battleship USS
New Jersey, just across the river in
Camden. le

SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

••••
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BYPASS
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EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY
Í

1MM

•••
MI•

LEVEL

PANIC

WAIT FOR

WAIT

SAFE

AND EXIT

REBUILD

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of : he highest quality revenue and licenseprotecting delay.
Our new HD compatible BD600, 24- bit delay, comes standarc
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory —
twice: as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump unctions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

RAMP 10
ZERO

reductioi: Eventid 3'S catch-up and catch- down system,
and an exclJsive fast- entry- and- exit: eature which allows
start ng a broadcast wi:h the delay alre:adiy built tp to asafe
amount and end ng it with a rapid reduction of delay.
For HD, the
D600 offers MicroFre:cision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seccnds cf de ay to be adjusted in
real ine in 10(0 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and dig-: al signâlis while on-air, without
audidle artifacis, to maintair a seamless user exper ence.
Whatever your size, Wiratever your format, you can't expect
to protect the iintegrity of your air and the bundation cf your
business without an Eventide Broadcast De'ay hr your rack.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup anc

Eventide
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643 te1.201.641..1200 www.evsntide.corm
Eventide is aregistered trademark and AlicroPrecisJon Delay is atrack merk of Eventide Inc. 7à2005 Eventide ir.

HD COMPATIBLE
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Radio Seeks aRebound at Show

Noon — 1:30 p.m.: "
The Changing State of
Talk Radio"
Noon — 1:30 p.m.: "PPM Data from
Houston: Answering the Industry's
Questions"

Below is a thumbnail overview of sessions and events at the NAB Radio Show in

I—3p.m.: "Processing Audio for AM,

Philadelphia. To register visit www.nab.org
and click on the convention icon.

FM and Digital Radio"
1:30 — 2:45 p.m.: "Group Executive Super
Session" with Ed Christian, John
Hogan, Joel Hollander, Mary Quass

WEDNESDAY SEPT. 21

and Charles Warfield

8a.m. — Ip.m.: "
AM Directional Antennas

2:30 — 4:30 p.m.: Live Remote: "Dick

in aDigital World, Part I"

Robinson's American Standards by
the Sea"

8:30 — 11:30 a.m.: "Broadcast Financing
2005: Radio on the Rebound," presented by Dickstein Shapiro Morin

3 — 6p.m.: SBE Certification Exams

and Oshinsky

3 — 4:15 p.m.: "What Technologies Keep
You Up at Night?"

9a.m. — 1p.m.: NABEF Career Fair

3 — 4:15 p.m.: "Urban — Maximizing
Your USP: Selling the Value of Your

1 — 2p.m.: "
Awesome Station Culture ...

Audience"

No Matter Who You Work For"
I — 2p.m.: "Bob, Ted, Jack & Alice"

a>

1 — 2p.m.: "Great Presentations = Great

o

Sales"

Show,
280 stations had licensed HD Radio and 55 were on the air. In
When panelists talked about IBOC at the 2003 Radio

1 — 2p.m.: "Future of Radio"
1 — 2p.m.: "What PPM Means to Your
Radio Revenues"

August of this year, the numbers were 890 and 460 respectively.
Radio's Positive Message"

2 — 5p.m.: NRSC Meetings

3:30 — 4:45 p.m.: Programming Executive
Super Session with Beverlee
Brannigan,

2:15 — 3:15 p.m.: "Fine-tuning
Radio's Image"

2:15 — 3:15 p.m.: "Hispanic — Maximizing

2:15 — 3:15 p.m.: "Your Radio Station

Your USP: Selling the Value of Your
Audience"
2:15 — 3:15 p.m.: "Radio's ' Idea Virus'

3 — 4:15 p.m.: "PPM for PDs"
3 — 4:15 p.m.: "Radio's New Advantages:
Emotion, Impact and R.O.I., Too"
3 — 4:15 p.m.: "Hispanic Radio: Hola
From Topeka"
6 — 6:45 p.m.: NAB Marconi
Radio Awards Reception

Bob Moody, Jimmy Steal, Bill

Website: The Newspaper of the
Future?"
2:15 — 3:15 p.m.: "Tech that Helps,

Incubator: Fighting Back with

3 — 4:15 p.m.: "Blockbuster Promotions on
an Art Film Budget"

Tanner and Doc Wynter

7 — 10 p.m.: NAB Marconi Radio Awards
Dinner & Show with Delbert

5 — 7p.m.: Opening Reception

McClinton and Kidd Kraddick (ticket

Tech that Hurts"

required)

1.1111111111r- "Illr"- "11111111
EXPECT MORE FROM YOUR AM TRANSMITTER

5 — 8p.m.: Exhibit Hours
FRIDAY SEPT. 23
THURSDAY SEPT. 22
7:30 — 8:45 a.m.: Legislative Breakfast:
7:30

8:45 a.m.: FCC Breakfast

Politics With Mark Plotkin

8a.m. — Noon: "
AM Directional Antennas
in aDigital World, Part II"

8 — 10 a.m.: "Data Technologies and

8:30 a.m. — 3p.m.: Exhibit Hours

8:30 a.m. — 3p.m.: Exhibit Hours

9 — 10:15 a.m.: Keynote Address by Seth
Godin, author of "Permission

9 — 10:15 a.m.: "Risk Takers Who
Lived to Tell About It"

Marketing" and founder of Yoyodyne

Applications for Digital Radio"

9 — 10:15 a.m.: "INeed Help —
Don't Laugh 101"
9 — 10:15 a.m.: "Competitive Media

THE NAB

Update: Winning Against Newspapers"
9 — 10:15 a.m.: "Less Is More ... or Less"
9 — 10:15 a.m.: "Brand Extensions: You
Can't Just Phone It In"
9 — 10:15 a.m.: "Beyond R.O.I. —
Measuring, Sourcing and Tracking
Radio"

I

Mack ir UÇA

10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Morning Shows:
Now What?"

411

10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Selling Radio
in aDigital Age"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Playing Nice

Armstrong Transmilter X- 1000B
1KW HD Radio. ready AM Transmitter
Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
RF modules capable of 150% modulation,
X- 1000B can bring that major market sound
to your radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
it is HD Radio ready.
Best of all, our customers tell us that
the money they save running the X- 1000B
pays for itself with savings in electricity and

for under

$10K

maintenance costs over an older transmitter
...and as a bonus they get exceptional
reliability and that major market sound for
free.
But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
our customers already on- the- air with the
X- 1000B. Call or email for a users list and
decide for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.
'ffrPrii7.17.rfe.
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ARMSTRONG
Tçi esr ,j,/irr -7 7r,. (77nnr7r

,
"71.7 -

.

Tel 315-673-1269 / salese,armstrongtx.com/ www.armstrongtx.corn
'FID Radio is aregistered trade mark cf iBiquitk Digital Corporation.

in the Sandbox"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Now Producing
Ratings: NPR's Audience Growth"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "INeed Help —
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "HD Radio for PDs"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Radio: Maximizing
Future Growth"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "The 411 on 911
Emergencies"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Secrets to
New Radio Marketing"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "
The Gen X, Y
and Next Exec: Radio's Future
Has Entered the Building"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Regulatory Hot
Topics: LPFM & FM
Streamlining"

Don't Laugh 102"
10:30 — 11:45 a.m.: "Steering Clear of
FCC Fines & Forfeitures"
Noon — 1:30 p.m.: NAB Radio Show
Luncheon with Randy Jackson and
John F. Dille III (ticket required)
1:45 — 3p.m.: "
Three Who Get It"
1:45 — 3p.m.: "Profiting from New
Technology: Ideas from
Around the World"

BSW Exclusive!!

uri

SENNHEISER

(NEW°

01E110

Marantz CDR420 Digital Recorder with
Built-In CD-Burner and FREE Gear!
▪ The CDR420 portable recorder can record and store up to 1800 hours of MP3
▪ recordings or 24 hours of uncompressed 44.1/48 kHz audio to its internal
I 20 GB hard drive and burn them onto inexpensive blank CDRs for listening
▪ and archiving. It incorporates XLR, 1/4" and digital S/PDIF inputs, abuilt-in condenser
microphone and monitor speaker, and aUSB 2.0 port. BSW's exclusive recording
I package adds aMarantz PRC300 carry bag, 100pack of recordable CDs and a
Behringer HPS3000 headphone. In addition, get FREE shipping when your
I order this package online!
CDR420PKG

List $ 1,649.95

freePORT

super affordable,
super simple
1 Sennheiser wireless

only $1,19999!

LowestPrice
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Aphex 230 Broadcast Voice Processor with Big Bottom
Let's face it - every body wants abetter voice - you, your boss, your boss's boss. Vocal presence is HUGE, and Ihere's no better way to get
than with agreat voice processor. Aphex has created an analog, single-channel preamp and voice processor specifically for broadcasters.
Its comprehensive features include tube preamplification, Easyrider auto-compression, Logic-Assisted gating, de-es‘,ing, parametric EQ
and Aphex' Aural Exciter and Big Bottom psychacoustic effects - all through . Call today for our lowest price.
230

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

List $ 799.00

OR CALL

1-800-426-8434

For foolproof, highquality wireless, that doesn't take adegree
in engineering to use. look no further than Sennheiser's
freePORT. Open the box, turn it on, and freePORT just WORKS
-with absolutely no •;etup. You can use up to four freePORTs
simultaneously with no interference. The FP35 freePORT Vocal
Set includes ahandheld transmitter WM acardioid dynamic
cap;ule and adiversity receiver. The FP12 freePORT Presentation
Set includes abodypack transmitter, receiver and atiny lavalier
omnidirectiona mic with clip.
FP35

handheld system

List $499.00

'2 99c°

FP 12

lavalier system

List $499.00

$299ce

LowestPrice

API-EX

only $299 each system:

Behringer UB FX Series Portable Mixers (NEWItl
Behringer's updated UB1202FX 12- input, and UB1002FX 10input, 2bus mic/line
mixers now also feature 24-bit/40 kHz multi-FX processor with 100 great-sounding
presets including reverb, chorus, flanger, delay, pitch shifter and more. Also packed
into this compact mixer are the same state-of-the-art Invisible Mic Preamps, ultra
low-noise design circuitry and a3- band EQ plus switchable low-cut filter on all
mono channels—the features that have made the entire UB series so successful.
UB1 002FX
UB1202FX

10- Input

List $ 99.99

12-Input

List $ 129.99

SENNHEISER

'79"

s9999

LowestPrice

5-Pack Sennheiser Headphones!!

from $7991

Five Sennheiser HD202 headphones for $ 89.00? We're not kidding!
Thee durable, sealec-ear headphones provide crisp bass response
and good isolation. Powerful neodymium magnets offer high
sound levels with 18 riz18 kHz frequency response. Impedance
32 ohms. BSW has sold over 10,000 of : hese popular heaophore

Super Affordable 6-Line Phone System

HD202PKG

I Two GREAT products that create acomplete 6-line telephone
I system (at an amazingly low price!): the Broadcast Tools
Teleswitch 6call director and the JK Audio Broadcast Host
▪ digital telephone hybrid. Together, they provide everything
I you need for ahigh- quality talk show system. You also get free
I call screener software, Teleswitch 6connection cables and full
instructions. Find out more and get our lowest price online.
▪ T56 -HOSTPKG

JK Audio

List $ 1,554.00

IMAIlkifikk:

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

I

OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434

M-Audio BXA Powered Monitors
M-Audio's
updated
Studiophile BX8
powered monitor',
offer 8" Kevlar
LF drivers and 1"
HF drivers, each
powered by
independent 65watt amps. These
speakers deliver
afull midrange,
still with deep full lows and awell-represented high end that isn't
too shrill, thanks to the silk tweeters. XLR and 1/4" TRS inputs. The
smaller BX5 monitors deliver the same performance in an even
more compact and affordable package, with 5" Kevlar LE drivers
and 70 watt HF/LF amplification. Priced as pair.
BX8A

8" woofer

List $ 599.95 pair

499"

BX5A

5" woofer

List $ 399.95 pair

$
299m

LowestPrice

AKG
C4500B-BC
FrontAddress
Broadcast
Mic

List $ 749.00

For critical MiniDisc recording and playback, Tascam's MD- 350
rackmount deck is aproven performer. It offers all the fea:ures you
need for your busy radio production studio, or on-air playback.
Features: Auto- Ready. Auto-Cue, pitch control, balanced XLR anc
unbalanced RCA I/O; digital S/PDIF I/O, computer keyboard poi t,
headphone output and wireless remote.
TASCAM.
List $
585.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL

LowestPrice@bswusa .
com
OR CALL

1-800-426-8434

New Product Alert # 53,572,481

from $299!

Tascam MD350 MiniDisc Recorder

MD350

The AKG C4500 BBC was specifically developed for use
in advanced radio studios and production suites It provides all the
features you'll need in ahigh-quality announcer's mic. The sound
entry has been designed ,iJch that i: can be plac ed in front of
the announcer's mouth without olottructing the rfield of vision.
The microphone provides awide dynamic range. naddi:ion, it's
shielded against electrostatic ard electromagnetic interference.
C4500B -BC

LowestPrice 5for only $89!

List $ 149.75

Imagine abroadcast-quality hesdphote that is ahvays with
you now miter wiere ' ou are! TIPPERS make the dream come
true! Once toey're surgically installed in your fir gertips, all ycu
have to do L. put ycur fingers in your eirs to enjoy GREAT AUDIO!

1 - 800-426-84534

Super
TwoFer
The A-TATH-M40
headphone offers
bullet-proof durability
in asealed-ear format
It ofers an amazing wide
frequency response of
5Hz-28 kHz with large 40 mm drivers with neodymium magnets for
maximum sound. In addition, its adjustable cushioned headband,
180' rotating earpads, lightweight design and ahard-wirec 1/4"
connector make it exc ellent for long days in the studio. 60 ohms
impedance. Get BSW't; 2pack and save!
ATHIMOFS-2PK List $ 300.00

LowestPrice 2for only $119!

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

Knovdedgeable Staff

BSW stocks ahuge warehouse of products. If we have it in stock, well ship it the
same day lust order by 7
.
00 PM Eastern Time

Ow sales pcafessionals have real-world broadcast and stnin expenencelto
offer expert help with your equipment purchase Fll,V 091i.05

Free Slipping on Most Web orders over $189

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Most web orders over 5189 get FREE ground service delivery to the contiguous 48 states.
Excludes heavy or chersized items.

For the bes' prices on all of your gear visit us on the web al
corn or em.11 us for aquote at LowestPnce . bswusa com

1-800-426-8434

NW

bswus.
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Fishing Focus in FM, MW Debate
by Bernd Trutenau

casts available for transmission via
Tórshavn Radio, the national maritime
shortwave station. But this would only be
an interim solution.
Tórbjorn Jacobsen, a member of the
Faeroese parliament, initiated adiscussion
on responsibilities for the transmitter failure. He accused Foroya Tele of not conducting regular maintenance that could
have ensured alonger lifetime for the tube.
Jacobsen urged a discussion on
responsibilities for the transmitter network, and asked the parliament to consider astatus change. Instead of administration by Foroya Tele, the responsibility

One in a series of occasional storie.s
about radio beyond the United States.
TÓRSHAVN, Faeroe Islands
Given that many citizens of this archipelago — located between the Norwegian
Sea and the North Atlantic Ocean.
halfway from Iceland to Norway
make their living fishing, it is no surprise
that those at sea make up an important
audience for Útvarp FOroya.
Every day, several thousand listeners
tune to the UF home service from the
Faeroese territorial waters or further
afield in the Atlantic.In March, when the 1.JF medium-wave
transmitter suddenly fell silent after a
technical fault, apublic discussion started
about who is responsible for maintaining
the national transmitter network.
Extensive network
L'JF is a public-service broadcaster
financed by state money and advertising.
Faeroese listeners on shore and aboard
ships in the North Atlantic can hear its
programs on FM and on medium wave.
The territory has apopulation of 47,000.
Since the mid- 1990s, private stations
have launched in the Faeroe Islands, too.
There are two independent broadcasters,
commercial Rás 2 and religious station
Lindin. Both broadcast on FM to all parts
of the archipelago.
Faeroese stations have limited broadcasting time; the stations close down for
the night at around 11 p.m., abit later on
weekends.
Traditionally, Foroya Tele, the
Faeroese telecommunications administration, has been responsible for the installation and maintenance of the 13F transmission network.
The main transmitters are a5 kW unit
at Tórshavn, and 3 kW transmitters at
Klaksvík and Hesturin on the island of
Seuroy, as well as 12 smaller relays of
500 W and less.
For decades, 1.)F has also been available
on medium wave from a5kW transmitter
in Tórshavn. In order to provide abetter
service for Faeroese fishermen and sailors,
the Faeroe government decided in the late
1980s to finance the construction of anew,
powerful medium-wave transmitter.
1.)F acquired a200 kW Brown Boyeni
transmitter and installed it at Akraberg.

In March, when the

level and tall masts with directional FM
antennas could cover large distances
across water. But the physical limits for
FM signals would exclude listeners on
ships farther out in the Atlantic.
Also, at greater distances from the
shores, FM frequencies would be subject
to interference from stations in other
countries, especially under conditions of
tropospheric inversion.
Immediate action
I•dceLl vith public discussion and possible consequences for the company,
Foroya Tele decided to take immediate
action. It found a new tube in France,
which arrived in Tórshavn on March 20.
Soon thereafter, the transmitter was on
the air again.

UFmedium-wave

transmitter suddenly fell silent after a
technical fault, a public discussion started
about who is responsible for maintaining
the national transmitter network.

The Akraberg Medium-Wave Tower Site
The new outlet entered service in 1990,
and it performed better than expected;
however, the results were two-sided.
On the one hand, the coverage area
increased considerably. On the other, the
operational costs turned out to be greater
than expected.
This raised questions about whether or
not the energy costs could justify afullpower operation. After investigating the
coverage area, it was decided to reduce
the regular output power to 100 kW.
Even with 100 kW, coverage was satisfying. The 531 kHz frequency ensures
good ground-wave coverage across the
waters. Crews on Faeroese ships reported
fair reception as far away as the Barents
Sea and the east coast of Canada.
In mid- March, after 15 years of operation, the transmitter suddenly went dead.
The main tube had failed, leaving the
Faeroese fishing fleet without radio from
home.
Moreover, Foroya Tele reported that
because the Brown Boyen ibrand is no
longer marketed and spare parts are not
readily available, it could take up to six
months to repair the transmitter.
UF moved quickly and made its news-

The parliament decided not to follow
for the network ought to shift to the ministry of culture, which is also responsible
up the proposals by Jacobsen for arefurbishment and expansion of the FM netfor 11.JF, he said.
Jacobsen also questioned whether a work. The medium- wave system at
medium-wave transmitter was necessary
Akraberg will thus remain the main
at all. He proposed instead enlarging the
transmitter for the audience at sea.
FM network to include the surrounding
It will operate at 100 kW, rising to the
full 200 kW during the main newscasts
waters in its coverage. Such an expansion
would cost 1million Faeroese króna, or
three times daily.
Bernd Trutenau is afreelance media
about $ 164,000 U.S.
The islands rise 800 meters above sea journalist based in Vilnius, Lithuania.
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Name Scott Fybush
Role: RW contnbutor on awide range of radio topics
Expenence: 15 years in radio and television, in front of the
mike and behind the scenes. Editor of " NorthEast Radio
Watch" and "Tower Site of the Week." Has visited more than
3,000 transmitter sites from coast to coast and around the
world. Currently writing ahistory of New York City FM radio.
Industry awards/certifications: RINDA Edward R. Murrow
award for newswriting
Mentors/heroes: Major Edwin Howard Armstrong; Ed Murrow; Randy Michaels
Favorite Tower Sites: Empire State Building and the Armstrong FM tower in Alpine, N.J.

RadLè

Wteld_' spages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Like Scott Fybush. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.

Comprehensive data services, publications, custom research, and investment resources
to expand, compete, advise or invest in the media and communication industries.
MEDIA Access Pro - — Instant access to revenues, ratings, multi-level contact information, ownership, transactions, market
demographics, and technical stats on both commercial and non-commercial radio stations. Information updated daily.
Version 4.1 now available with over 200 new data fields.
Investing In Publications — Comprehensive investment reference guides for the Radio industry, covering all 1,702 owners
in all 293 Arbitron-rated metro markets, including Puerto Rico. Third Edition of the Radio Market Report now available.
BlAfn's new division, Dataworld — Expanding our
offerings to Broadcast with comprehensive media
services: FLAG`" Service, advanced mapping services,
FM Explorer, and more!
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www.bia.com l800.331.5086
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Preview our new technologies at the 2005 NAB Show — Booth 505

Fr me C-band satellite capacity, digital system design, aid expert field engineers to assist you. To cover the
U.S., iViexico, and the Caribbean. Faraway affiliates distant staticns, hard-to-reach are

are all with,n easy

reach. .
Nith reliable, ow-cost solutions, iaximum flexibility, and engineering support 24/7. Wherever you
.

want us, whenever you need u
_
,space segment

equipment
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uplink services

system design

engineering support

npr
satellite
services

24x7 custorrer service
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The Useful Life of Broadcast Equipment
by Tom Vernon
How long does broadcast equipment
last? Until a few years ago, the answer
usually was until it was physically worn
out, which could be 30 years or more.
Today, some stations toss equipment
when it becomes obsolete or fully depreciated, long before it is worn out.
Some gear is simply uneconomical to
repair. There are differing opinions on
this topic. In an age of rapid obsolescence, managers need to understand these
perspectives on useful equipment life,
how long to hold on to gear and when to
get rid of it.
Your old is my OK
What is obsolete?
Brad Harrison, director of international
sales for Wheatstone Corp., says it depends
on whom you ask. "Obsolete in one station's view is perfectly OK in another operation?'
The demand for broadcast gear extends
beyond the large groups in the United
States, he said. Smaller non-group stations,
educational operations and broadcasters in
third-world countries make up asignificant
portion of the equipment market.
"Large group operations in the U.S. usually demand the latest in networked consoles and make more frequent purchases;
but these other customers are looking for
very simple, basic digital and analog consoles. For them, getting 10 to 15 years of
use from aconsole would be reasonable?'
Supporting equipment over its useful life
is becoming achallenge for equipment
manufacturers. Jim Wood, president and
chief engineer of Inovonics, said the company gets a surprising number of calls
requesting parts and support for gear it
made over 20 years ago.
"We're usually able to help those folks
out. Ironically, the problems are in supporting the newer digital products for auseful
life of five or more years."
Wood said companies like his often are

at the mercy of parts manufacturers, who
are notorious for discontinuing production
of key components like RAM and DSP
chips in short order. There are no sure fixes
for this problem, but precautions go into the
equipment design process.
"Our Omega processor is designed with
no DSP chips. The microprocessor board is
multiple-sourced, and all of the intelligence
that runs the processor is in the software.
No firmware chips are used:'
In the case of inexpensive parts,
Inovonics anticipates short manufacturing

INTERCONNECTS

cycles and purchases extra stock at the time
of production.
The theme of parts availability was
echoed recently when Orban/CRL
announced it would terminate support for
certain older Circuit Research Labs models.
"In servicing very old equipment that
has become obsolete because of technological improvements, we feel we are doing
our customers adisservice by keeping outdated equipment working long past its useful life," Customer Service Manager Scot
McDougal stated in the announcement,
saying parts unavailability had made ser-
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New Products
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Complex
High-tech broadcast gear can often be
avictim of its own complexity. Space and
economic considerations frequently make
surface-mount technology necessary. Tech
manuals for this equipment usually don't
discuss troubleshooting and repair, as this
gear is not field repairable.
"In many cases, it's not even cost-effective for us to repair it at the factory," Wood
of Inovonics said. It is often easier to toss a

Dave Morgan says the oldest gear at his plant is aCollins 830E although it's no
longer on the air. ""' slong as it meets our needs, we keep equipment going.'

NEW CATALOG
SEMICONDUCTORS IPASSIVES

vice of some units impossible.

ECTRONI

-,

ati, company

(800) 346-6873
www.mousencom

defective board and install anew one.
"It's reaching the point where some professional broadcast gear is becoming
throw-away technology?'
For some smaller groups, the useful life
of broadcast equipment is as long as you
can make it last. Dave Morgan, director of
engineering for family-owned Sinclair
Communications, says save-or-scrap decisions are based on the bottom line, rather
than tax depreciation schedules.
"Sinclair has several transmitters that
date from the '70s, and one from the ' 60s.
We run them until parts are no longer available or factory service is discontinued?' He
estimated the cost of anew 50 kW transmitter at around $ 175,000, asignificant
investment particularly for asmaller operation.
Morgan and his staff regularly rebuild
consoles and cart machines to get the maximum life possible out of their gear.
"As long as it meets our needs, we keep
equipment going. It might be nice to have
the latest gear, but listeners usually can't
hear the difference, and that's an important
consideration:'
There are some situations where the purchase of new equipment makes sense.
Morgan cites an instance where unreliable
Tl service combined with prohibitive cost
made the upgrade to adigital Sil system
attractive. "In the long run, adigital system
was the cheaper alternative?' Also aconsideration is that older gear may not readily
accommodate modern needs, as in a25year-old console that lacks mix-minus or
expandable inputs.
Service plans
Time is also aprecious commodity. Time
management at the repair shop gets special
consideration, and the logistics of getting
broken gear to acentral location for repair
are afactor.
"Our bench technician is often overworked, so it makes sense to contract out
for repair of our Denon CD players and

35 Groups
Entme
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TECHNOLOGY FOR RIM
send Telos Zephyrs back to the factory
when they develop problems!' Morgan said.
Taking a larger perspective, he added,
"Money saved in engineering can be invested in other parts of the company, or used to
enhance the bottom line, and that helps all
of us!'
While transmitters and studio gear have a
long life, computers and peripherals seem tu
be in and out in aflash. Richard Doll.
President of D.A.V.I.D. Systems in Virginia,
said, "Workstations have alife cycle of
around three years, servers last abit longer?'
He said it is usually not worthwhile to service older computers to the board or component level.
Networking gear can go longer than
three years, although Doll said that when
facilities are moved, the system is usually
upgraded from 100 MB to 1GB.
He also said computers are one item
where stations frequently purchase service
plans.
"lYpically we see stations upgrading to a
three-year warranty with a guaranteed
response time of four hours?' These plans
are provided by the hardware manufacturer
and provide for maintenance and repairs to
be completed on-site.
From an accountant's perspective, the
useful life of equipment is based on amortization schedules. Jeff Rutan, controller for
First Broadcasting Investment Partners, cited some differences.
'Towers typically have a39-year schedule, transmitters and studio equipment can
be depreciated over five or seven years, and
computers are usually on a three-year
cycle!' Once equipment is fully depreciated
for tax purposes, it may be disposed of, or
donated to anon-profit organization for an
additional tax write-off.
An across-the-board belt tightening
seems to have resulted in fewer stations
disposing of equipment after it is written
off, opting instead to improve their cash
flow.
Holding on to old equipment has a
downside, Rutan cautions. "Risks include
increased operating and maintenance costs,
plus the possibility of lost revenue from
being off the air."
He said depreciation schedules occasionally are changed by the IRS. In 2004, for
example, abonus depreciation deduction
was created to encourage capital expenditures.
There are no universal truths about the
useful life of broadcast equipment.
Managers need to consider several factors
when making purchase and maintenance
decisions including type of equipment, likelihood of afacility move, the technical
sophistication of the audience and corporate-wide policies on equipment disposal
and donation.
How long do you keep equipment at your
station? Write a letter to the editor at
radioworld@imaspub.eom.
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Buyers and sellers may send project
news to radioworld@imaspub.com.
WMIT(FM) said it was the first
Christian station in the Carolinas to
adopt HD Radio. Chief Engineer Mike
Dwinell oversaw the project for 106.9
the Light, which was founded by Billy
and Ruth Graham.
The station bought a Harris M3HD
transmitter system, Bird Wattmeter,
Neustar and Omnia 6EX processors; it
upgraded its analog exciter to a Harris
Digit CD. The station is using its Han-is
Intraplex Sil system to carry AES/EBU
audio and bi-directional data and telephone. It is air-combining using its aux
ERI six-bay antenna....
The Shreveport Bossier City facility
for Cumulus in the new Louisiana
Boardwalk is complete
Wheatstone said Cumulus is using
Audioarts D75 consoles for eight of the
nine studios serving five stations. It purchased prewiring and Wheatstone
Preference studio furniture, with custom
cherry trim....
Supplier ERI says Christian organization EMF Broadcasting built and
signed on a new K- Love Radio
Network facility serving southeastern
Idaho. KLRI(FM) is licensed to Rigby.
The transmission facilities feature an
ERI 190- foot self-supporting tower
with a Lambda Optimized Antenna
Mounting Structure and 12-bay, halfwave spaced, vertically polarized, ERI
P300 Series FM antenna. Skip Bushell
is manager of broadcast construction
for EME Tower and antenna installation were by Colton Tower Consultants.
The antenna and tower were by ERI.
KLRI operates on 89.5 MHz with ERP
of 78 kW. ...
AEQ said it landed its first U.K. customer for the digital BC2000D console.
Globecast UK Ltd. took delivery; it is a
subsidiary of France Telecom. The board
will be used in Globecast Radio's new
central London studio in the ITN
Building....
Broadcast Electronics won acontract
to provide 42 FM transmitters to the
largest TV/radio operator in Hungary,
Antenna Hungaria RT. The order
includes FM 5C 5 kW solid-state transmitters and FXi 250 digital FM exciters.
Separately, BE said KUT(FM) in
Austin, Texas, ordered an HD Radio system and plans to begin multicasting a
supplemental audio channel and PAD by
year-end. It will feed HD Radio into a
separate three-bay ERI antenna. Dana
Whitehair is manager of technical services.
KMTX Inc. in Helena, Mont., purchased an FMi 106 transmitter package.
The chief engineer is Shawn Ketchum.
BE said Findlay Publishing ordered
an AudioVault digital audio system that
will connect seven stations in two states.
The group will upgrade its AV 100s to a
Vault2 platform.
And the Stabilization Force for Bosnia
and Herzegovina, SFOR, acquired BE
transmitters and is using them to establish 10 stations for Radio Mir, anetwork
that promotes national unification. SFOR
is led by NATO. The most recent order
was for three transmitters plus two digi-
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tal FM exciters....
Omnirax said it has taken orders for
its Innova line of broadcast furniture for
a number of projects. They include
rooms for Infinity, San Francisco;
KKIQ(FM) in Pleasanton, Calif.;
Westwood
One,
New
York;
WGLY(FM) in Essex Junction, Vt.;
KZYR(FM) in Avon, Colo.; and
KSKA(FM) in Anchorage....
Klotz Digital said it has sold a 16fader Aeon radio on-air console to the
NBA's New Orleans Hornets.
The supplier said the console will
allow the Hornets' broadcast facility to
have more simultaneous channels in
direct access. Lew Shuman is director of
broadcasting for the Hornets. Klotz said
more than 100 Aeons have been installed
since the product was introduced last
December. e
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The future home of Clear Channel Albany

Looking for a new Digital Audio System? Why not try the

Broadcast Automation Software
It's no lie - iMediaTouch is the original automation
system, introduced back in 1985! Our list of firsts' in
radio is unprecedented - from our broadcast automation
system, to our industry leading digital logger and our
award winning Internet streaming software. Our ¡ Media
product lines provide complete solutions for radio.
iMediaTouch is the choice for radio station clu.sters.
We make the most innovative and easy-to-use content
sharing software on the market!
Purchase iMediaTouch and we guarantee your station
will be prepared for the future of radio

NAL

n1992 we began asearch for an automation sys:enn
that would provide us with the reltabillity and flexibilily at a
fair price By mid-year. we had determined that only tie
iMediaTouch Sys'em would do al the things we neeCec
with the many different formats and devices vvith which
we operate'
Bob Mercer - Operations Manager
Delmarva Broadcasting Group - Wilmington. DL

iMediaTouch features:
-Non-proprietary hardware use any audio card
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ePC

-Supports MP2 MP3 PCM. WA% APT x• and Doltw'
-Live Assist Satellite or Full Automation
-Complete website integration with XML or 111 — ML autput
-On- Air Promo builder for on the fly promos
-CD Ripper and complete production bcls hr automation
-On-Air studio or Production studio Voicetraz4iinç.
-On- Air Phone bit editor with full producton capabiliities
-Non- Stop Broadlcastina featu es w th thenei Autw-Farlover'
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To find out more, call us Toll Free 888 665 0501 or visit www.imediatouch.com
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Mystery Cable
by John Bisset

Our picture of a "mystery" cable in
the Aug. 17 column brought back alot
of memories. Many replies saw
through my comment of using the
adapter as a permanent fix for someone's audio gear. The secret was the
little tab on the "AC" plug.
Jerry McCarty at the University of

Past columns are archived at www.rwonline.com/reference room

Identified!
different perspective.
He has the " other end," a 1940
Western Electric 22B Portable Mixer.
This equipment used the three-pin twist
lock for mic inputs.
So the answer was an "RCA-to-twist
lock" as an input cable for aPA system
or tuner.
Dennis can be reached at dennis.
gilliam@riomaiLmaricopa.edu.

online copy of a 1969 instruction manual
for aShure M62V level controller on the
electronics portion of the site www.freeinfosociely.com.
In the accessories section of the
manual is a reference to an A68C
adapter kit, which contained, among
other things, a twist lock-to-XLR
cable. So while the cable looks bizarre
by today's standards, Jerry writes that

.

One

ter pin of the RCA, or to the AC itself.
The purpose would be to supply a
ground to apiece of equipment that has
no ground, such as the many pieces of
consumer audio equipment that only use
two-pin AC plugs. Interesting!
George writes that he's reminded of an
audio amplifier and accessory tuner that
he owned in the 1950s. Each was built on
an open metal chassis, with the tubes
plugged in on the top surface. The tuner
got its power from the amplifier via a
plug-in connector.
For some reason, perhaps to save pins
or avoid ground loops, the power connec-

12" two-conductor shielded adapter cable

with Cannon XL- 3-11

plug on one end and

Hubbel twist lock plug on other end.
.

One

12" single conductor shielded adapter cable

Cannon type XL-3-11 on one end and Amphenol
type MC1
.

on rie other end_

One Phone Plug adapter for use with MC1

Con-

nector.

A48C

Fig. I: It looks weird, but it was a
lifesaver for surprises at remotes.
Michigan says he actually never saw one
of these, but he was familiar with remote
mixers that used twist- lock connectors
for the audio. This was before XLRs
were standardized. Jerry also had seen
adapter cables advertised for sale into the
1970s.
He did some searching but had just
about given up when he came across an

010PUT CABLE

KIT

Fig. IA: Image from M62V manual, dated 1969.

it was a lifesaver for surprises at a
remote.
McCarty
can
be reached
at
mierotv@umich.edu.
* * *
Dennis Gilliam, chief at FM stations
KJZZ/KBAQ in Phoenix, writes from a

Fig. 2: Your points are never lost with the FIM-4100.

* * *
George Waters, an engineer in Florida,
had yet another take. He thinks he sees a
ground pin on the "AC" end. If that's the
case, he postulates that the pin is connected to the sleeve of the RCA connector, and there is no connection to the cen-

tor carried DC power only. The ground
return was the RCA audio connector,
which carried the audio from the tuner to
the amplifier.
George found out the hard way when he
unplugged the audio cable to reroute it, then
put his other hand on the chassis to steady it
as he plugged the connector back in.
See POINTS FOR YOU, page 32
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StudioDrive with USB is perfect for
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the strongest link in your digital
audio ai" chain

THE STROKTdEuÉ
ST LINK
Introducing WorldNet Oslo from APT. Now you can have up to
eight full bandwidth audio channes with low delay,
cascade- resilient, Enhanced aptXTM coding.
Each WorldNet Oslo gives you achoice of Encoder, Decoder and
Duplex Audio ModuIes, AC and DC redundant power supplies, a
flexible auxiliary data system and automatic backup. Wo-IdNet
Oslo supports 16, 20 or 24- bit Enhanced aptXTM audio,
delivering lossless audio quality with under 2ms delay.

VVorldf\let Oslo comes complete with an easy to use IP-based
Management System so you can set up, configure and moritor
your installation across town or across the globe. To see just how
useful this user interface can be, download ademonstration
version from vvvvw.aptx.com.
Contact us to find out what WorldNEt Oslo can do for your air
chain or request ademo.

Features & Benefits
Highly intuitive
user-frierdly interface
with VU meters and
programmable fault
monitoring, all via IP

•Multiple Channel Audio Codec
•Designed for your STL and
Studio-to- Studio Links
•Redundant Power Suppls
•Modular Architecture
•Audio over El, Ti or Ethernet
•Up to 4 audio channels oer audio card
•Up to 6audio cards per chassis
•Analog and AES/EBU audio interfaces
•Enhanced

aptXTM

coding
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TECHNOLOGY

See us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 208

Audic Processing Techrology Ltd
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Audio Processing Technology North America
Toll- -ree 800-955-APTX

Audio Processing Technology Japan
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732-796-03C4
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Points for You
Continued from page 30
Waters
can
be
reached
grg999@gmail.com.

at

* * *

n7 - nq

Gordon Carter, chief at Chicago's
WFMT(FM) and the WFMT Radio
Network, urges readers to think older.
He remembers when the twist locks
were used for mic connectors, too. He
adds that the adapter cable could have
been used to adapt a line- level source,

F El
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2,264 rali
17117-117-1k
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the connector properly as a three-

DIST 12.

4C7iF".

LAT

"

Fred Shetler from Port Royal, Pa., correctly identified the connector as athreeprong twist lock, adding that it could never
fit in an normal AC outlet. He also saw the
connector used as amic connector many
years ago.
When
he
was
working
for
WDAD(AM), the Collins 12Z Remote
Amp had the connectors modified to the
twist- lock style. All the station mic
cables had this style connector also.
Fred adds that he did the church
remotes for years and used them every
Sunday.
MARKET

* * *
And Ben Dawson, principal engineer at
Hatfield and Dawson, weighed in, remembering at least two kinds of "twist-lock"
connectors, one the type seen in Fig. 1,
another that had abarrel/cavity with the
connections on the sides. Both kinds, he

PLACE

Translator Monitor 2000
Is First Product of
Crown/AIRSIS Partnership
A new distribution agreement means Crown Broadcast will be able to offer the
AIRSIS transmitter and translator product line to its customers.
Crown Broadcast/International Radio and Electronics Corp. and AIRSIS Inc.
announced the non-exclusive distribution deal. Crown Operations Manager Cleo
Betts made the announcement with Alan Remen, AIRSIS vice president of business
development.
The first product offered under the agreement is the Translator Monitor 2000, which
allows an engineer to monitor and control a
Crown transmitter/translator network via
satellite and the Internet. The system monitors and sends alerts based on the customer's
parameters; it receives diagnostic and operational commands such as turning transmitter on/off; and occupies one rack space.
Communication is via Internet or any land-based or cell connection for alerts.
Crown said the system does not need phone connections, satellite dishes, Web interface modules or aPC in the tower.
Also offered is amonthly Web service that lets users manage the transmitter network. Sensor signals send data, reports and alerts via the Web to station personnel.
For information call Crown at ( 866) 262-8972 or visit www.
crownbroadcast.com.
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like aconsumer tape machine, into the
mic input. Gordon writes that there might
be acouple of resistors under the tape,
making asimple "L" pad, to reduce the
level! He's at gcarter@wfmt.com.
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en Dawson was the first to identify

terminal ' Hubbell twist lock.'
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Fig. 3: Front-panel display of the FI
said, were used as audio connectors.
Ben was the first to identify the connector properly as athree-terminal "Hubbell
twist lock." He writes that not only were
they occasionally encountered as microphone connectors in old studio and semipermanent remote installations, they were
used along with Cannon "P" connectors
and even three-terminal Jones plugs. He
thinks the cable may be arelic from apoor
soul in the 1950s or ' 60s who was trying to
get some awful Webcor or Tandberg radio
to put out audio in his antique production
room.
Ben adds that getting to or from a50ohm low-level input/output to Hi-Z RCA
pin plug is alittle odd but not unreasonable. Remember that Motorola — and
Moseley, when it remarketed chassis it
bought from Motorola — used RCA pin
plugs for 950 MHz RF connectors!
The RCA pin plug is one of the finest
examples of cost-effective design Ben's
ever seen, and he still hates them. Dawson
can be reached at dawson@hatdaw.com.
* * *
The last quarter will be here before
you know it. Now is the time to start your
wish list for capital improvements.
If you handle AM stations, particularly
directionals, here's aproduct you must
consider. It's a new AM Field Strength
Meter, Model PI-4100, manufactured by
Potomac Instruments; it earned a Radio
World "Cool Stuff" Award this spring.
Potomac has ended the problem of
finding monitor points. It combined GPS,

41 00

compass, self-calibration, digital tuning,
and data acquisition and storage capability. This last feature anticipates the future
acceptance of e-filing of data by federal
regulatory agencies.
An expanded view of the screen is
shown. You can get a PDF of the data
sheet by heading to www.pi-usa.com.
* * *
A reminder: Don't forget about entering our do-it-yourself circuits contest.
We've got engineering-themed T-shirts to
be awarded to the three best " home
brew" circuit projects, courtesy of the
NAB Store.
Your submission can be an equipment
modification that improves performance
or abread-boarded circuit that solved a
problem at your stations. E-mail or fax
your entry using the information below.
Be sure to include aclear drawing of the
schematic, ahigh-resolution digital picture of the device, a parts list and a
description of what the circuit does.
It's an opportunity to put afew bucks
in your pocket, ashirt on your back and
credit toward SBE recertification on the
books.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is northeast regional
sales manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603)472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit.
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"Mini Encoder ),

Dynamic Encoder

TCP/IP Dynamic Encoder

Decoder/Reader

Our low-cost " Mini Encoder" supports
simultaneous Scrolling- PS and
RadioText messages for station IDs,
promos and advertising, plus all the
housekeeping IDs and flags. Quickly
installed and easily
programmed
with
Windows® / USB
interface.

The RS-232 serial port ties directly to
station automation to scroll song
artist/title info and promos or advertising. The PS and RadioText fields are
simultaneously available for greatest
messaging capability. Static house-

All the messaging functionality of
the Model 712, but with direct
LAN/Internet connectivity. 3- way
addressability: TCP/IP network, serial
RS-232, USB. Supplied with Windows®

Monitor, decode and log all the ADS
data groups. Read the data from the
front panel or use the supplied
Windows® software for further
analysis and logging.

$420

•
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software for network setup and static
register programming.

$1250

Visit www.inovon.com for full technical details.
See Us
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keeping data is easily programmed with
the supplied Windows® software.

at NAB Radio Show Booth U 509
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a Capable of recording multiple sources with a single Audio Science sourcbard

AUDIOSCIENCE
• ASI audio cards seamlessly integ7ate with SkimmerPlus
• Many of be cards have on- board MP2 and MP3 playback,
in additiol to supporting varipus audio file types through
software CODECs
e Digital or analog audio, even on the same card
e Pass through and record capabillies

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software is.

Test and try before you buy!
Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97401
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSIUSAI (888-274-8721) info@bsiusa.com
Para el español, llamada Felipe Chavez, Distribuidor de los EE.UU.
(916) 368-6300 fchavez@ommedianet.com
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Tour Tower Sites Coast to Coast, Virtually
by Scott Fybush

F

Iadmit it. I'm addicted to traveling to
tower sites.
And I've got agood excuse — something about needing new pictures for my
Tower Site Calendar and for Tower Site
of the Week at fybush.com. But even so,
all that time on the road and in the air
gets pretty draining after awhile.
So when the radio message boards
began buzzing about a new, less strenuous way to see some of the greatest sites
in radio, Iwas ready.
The magic carpet comes to us courtesy
of Google, which quietly launched anew
mapping site, Google Maps, at
maps.google.com afew months ago. The
maps were neat, but the fun really began
when Google added "satellite" images to
its arsenal after buying an imaging company called Keyhole.
Click and go
Here's how it works: as long as you
know the coordinates of the station
you're searching for (and if you don't, a
search site such as www.fccinfo.com will
pull them up), you can enter them into
the search field at maps.google.com just
like this: 40 45 10 N 746 15 W. Try it.
Neat map, huh? But wait. Go ahead
and click on the " satellite" tab at the
upper right corner of the screen, and
behold. You're now looking at the threetower site of WMCA(AM) in the swamps
of New Jersey from high above.
Go ahead and zoom in, using the zoom
bar on the left, and you'll end up with a
magnificent view of the old Truscon towers and the catwalk that leads out from
the transmitter building.
Go just to the northwest, across the
New Jersey Turnpike, and you'll see the
remains of the old WNEW(AM) twotower site, abandoned in the shallow
water since the station ( now WBBR)
moved to anew site afew miles to the
north in 1967. (And you won't have to sit

.

Bat,

%Me

between that site and downtown Boston,
20 miles northwest. (The big open area
south of the two towers used to be home
to Westinghouse's WBZ shortwave station — and can you pick out the residential- style transmitter building from
above?)
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37 31 35 N 122 6 2 W — Here's one
for the West Coasters: it's the three-tower
array of KGO(AM), San Francisco, alongside the Dumbarton Bridge on the east side
of the bay. It's just one of several nifty sites
in the Bay Area — look along the tollbooths on the east side of the Bay Bridge,
afew miles north, to spot afew more.
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42 042 N 88 27W — Our final stop
on this tour needs no identification — literally. Take a look for yourself, and
you'll see that this legendary 50 kW
voice of the Midwest has thoughtfully
spelled out its own call sign in painted
rocks on the ground just west of its tower.
(And follow the road south from this site
about two miles to see another 50 kW
station from this windy city, too.)
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A view from above of South Mountain, serving Phoenix, from Google Maps.
Note the shadows of broadcast tower shadows stretching up and to the left.
in Jersey traffic to get there; just punch in
"40 48 39 N 74 224 W" to see what that
site in Carteret looks like from above!)
Click on the "Hybrid" command, and
the image will be overlaid with map
information.

Now, nothing can compare to actually
visiting these sites in person. And there
are some limitations to what Google
Maps can do. It's not great on skinny
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Six to try
Having fun yet? We're just getting
started. Here are afew more destinations
for the discerning, yet lazy, radio tourist:
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42 1 39 N 83 20 42 W — Strange
alien land works? Nope — it's amodern,
computer-designed AM directional array,
this one belonging to WXYT(AM)
Detroit, with nine towers.
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29 57 53 N 89 57 31 W — Another
watery site, this one down Nawlins way
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You can measure...
with the best monitor and the most accu -ate test

The four towers of VITIX(AM) in New Orleans.

set.

— the four towers of WTIX(AM), to be
exact.
33 20 2 N 112 3 40 W — Doesn't
look too impressive, until you zoom in
and see the shadows from more than a
dozen FM and TV towers. Zoom out a

towers, especially if the photo was
snapped at atime when the sun was high
in the sky and nothing was casting much
of ashadow. It's also not complete; outside major cities, the images on display
are often low-resolution ones that can't
quite resolve atower site.

S/N below 90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You

N

can

a fun virtual tour of tower sites.

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater
degree of measurement than ever before...You can measure
measure
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measure frequency response to
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to
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better than
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dB,

You

can

0.25

dB,

You

0.01%,

and

much

more... Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make
these measurements a dream.

MELAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19233-0076 USA
(610) 687-5550 • FAX ( 610) 687-2986 • WWW.BELAR.COM
Call, write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and IV monitors

See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 106

othing can compare to visiting in
person; but Google Maps lets you take

few times and you'll see that we're high
above South Mountain, which is itself
high above Phoenix, Ariz.
42 16 44 N 70 52 34 W — A sentimental site for me, since this is the first
big station I ever worked at —
WBZ(AM) in Boston. But it's a neat
transmitter site, too, with two tall towers
rising from the little peninsula of Hull,
Mass., and nothing but salt water

It's awork in progress, with the promise
of more hires images on the way. I've also
heard that some sites show up better on other mapping sites, such as terraservercom,
so it's worth clicking around.
What are you finding on the mapping
and satellite sites? Share some of your
favorite coordinates with us at RW, and
we'll publish another "virtual tower tour"
in a future issue. E-mail me at
scott@fybush.com.
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MPEG 2, MPEG 3, G.722 and G.711 encoding, and can even send and receive linear
uncompressed audio. Both are effortless to operate, with automatic recognition of the calling
codec and a built in Web Server for remote control from anywhere. Both give you 8 contact
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NetStar is rack or tabletop mount. RoadSta - is
portable, with a built-in 4- channel mixer, 48 VDC
phantom power, analog and AES/EBU inputs and
outputs and adud headphone monitoring system.
Now, you can take your stereo show on the road and
RoadStar rear panel

deliver spectacular aLdio your way.

See us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 200
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pendent of the Armed Forces Radio
Service. These were all later combined,
and were supplied*by Hollywood with
16- inch pressings of AFRS shows."
Those shows included " Command
trot,' which got me to the latrine after I Performance USA," "Mail Call," "At
Ease," "G.I. Journal" and popular proturned on the transmitter in the morning.
grams like Jack Benny's and "Your Hit
Iplayed the 'Star Spangled Banner,' then

When Broadcasters Went to War
The Late Jack Kruschen Recalled What It Was Like
To Help Establish the Armed Forces Radio Service
by Bill Ryan
The year 1942 was pivotal for the
United States, with the Japanese controlling most of Southeast Asia, and the Nazi
and Italian war machines occupying virtually all of Europe.
American factories had geared up for
war; millions of men were inducted into
the armed forces. They were given basic
training at dozens of camps, preparing
for duty in this country and overseas.
In the early days of wartime, several
small radio stations were established by
servicemen in various military outposts.
Their success prompted the creation of
the Armed Forces Radio Service in May
of 1942 by the War Department, predecessor to the Defense Department, as a
means of entertaining and informing military personnel on base or shipboard.
On the scrounge
Switch to California's Mojave Desert,
where soldiers were being trained for
combat in the harshest conditions. Enter
Jack Kruschen at Fort Knox, Ky. The
Canadian-born U.S. Army private had
been a radio actor and announcer in
Hollywood. Kruschen knew his way
around Hollywood and he had the confidence of AFRS brass. His superiors
ordered him to set up a radio station at
Camp Young.
The little station would serve as the

model for the AFRS operation as it
expanded. Development of AFRS programming began with Kruschen there.
"If Idescribed leaving Fort Knox in
freezing weather and arriving at the
Indio, Calif., railroad station in 120
degrees, that was my first taste of the
Army's Desert Training Center,"
Kruschen said in a 1984 interview with
the Society to Preserve and Encourage
Radio Drama, Variety and Comedy.
"There was asmall building, probably
about 10 x 14. We had a Signal Corps
transmitter on the broadcast band, a
Collins mixer with two remotes and two
in-studio positions — two actual microphone pots for the studio and arecording
pot and a 16-inch table with alathe-type
recorder. We were licensed as an experimental station."
Kruschen said he began with one
microphone but managed to "scrounge"
three more — "Don't ask me how, for the
statute of limitations is still on for anything taken from the services," he said in
the SPERDVAC interview, which is part
of the organization's audiotape library.
"We used carrier wave, with the transmitter hooked into the camp's power and
telephone lines. We were sometimes
heard in Palm Springs, about 30 miles
away.
"I had no records, and a license to
broadcast as long as Icould without
killing myself. Ideveloped the ' quick

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

Head Start or Jumpstan?
Mustering ashow of community support for the National Guard unit.
Rallying shoppers to keep their dollars working in their own hometown.
Spearheading anew campaign to cut down on drunk driving.
Promoting "safety first" at home or on the farm.
RADIO gets the word out and the job done in ways no other medium can match!
For fifteen years Grace Broadcast Sales has served stations in markets of every size.
providing inexpensive, professionally produced : 30- and : 60- second radio features for
community campaigns, holidays, celebrations and special events. Listeners enjoy them and
advertisers readily sponsor them. So whether you need ahead start or ajumpstart, we can help you be
(or become) the resource you want to be. Visit our website for ideas. inspiration and fire demos.
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•
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An photo circa 1942 of Jack Kruschen reading news
in his Camp Young control room in the California desert.
Note the RCA microphone and windup alarm clock.
read some news I
had copied from
sources that Iwould
listen to, then ad-lib
through the morning."
It wasn't long
before Kruschen had
all the records he
needed,
through
friends
at
Hollywood's Music City
stores and the new
Capitol Records Co.
He later received the
NBC ( RCA) Thesaurus music library
and eventually had
two 16- inch turntables for recording or
playback.
Kruschen developed disk jockey
shows and request
shows, mixing news
received from other
stations. He also
devised "Prof. G.I.,"
based on the popular
"Dr. I.Q." radio
show.
He said mail started coming in from
the first week on the air.

Kruschen at the console. He has by this time received
disks to play on his combination playback and
recording turntable (and two chevrons on his sleeve).

Birth of a network
"About a year into it, Ifinally had a
headquarters in Los Angeles, which was
set up to utilize what Ihad developed.
There were stations that went into North
Africa with the troops and into Sicily."
Once Kruschen had established asuccessful format, AFRS set up stations at
other bases, operated by personnel who
also had worked in radio. (They too probably had to do some scrounging.)
"Some troops in the South Pacific had
developed their own small setups, inde-

Parade" with the commercials removed.
Kruschen developed a system of
broadcasting that would work in areas of
combat.
"That little station in the building in
the desert generated what now is the
largest network in the world:' he said in
1984, referring to the Armed Forces
Radio & Television Service.
"Some of the early units that went to
Africa and Italy and to the continent after
D-Day were the units that were trained in
the desert to work with portable equipment:' he said.
See KRUSCHEN, page 37
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"Then, later on when Iwent to the
Pacific — to Guadalcanal, Espiritu Santo
and Bouganville — Ifound that every
island that would accept our troops had a
station set up to carry AFRS material."
Some stations were equipped to
receive as well as transmit. Late at night,
he recalled, the Voice of America would
broadcast what he called "the slow news"
via shortwave, for stations to copy, "since
some of us in the Pacific didn't have
recording equipment. This gave us news
to disseminate on broadcasts," Kruschen
said.
"We scrounged and found an RCA 1K
transmitter — the last one available — to
take with us when we went to the most
forward station in the combat zone," in
Japanese-occupied Bouganville.
Kruschen said that the staff of AFRS
in the Pacific had come from broadcasting backgrounds, and all were combattrained. And the engineers, he recalled,
were great.
Offloading his equipment from aship
at Espiritu Santo, the handlers accidentally dropped it into the bay; it could not be
pulled out for two weeks. "We got it out
and everything was encrusted with salt.
These two engineers unwound, cleaned
and rewound every transformer. They
cleaned all the goop off of everything
electrical. In amonth, we were on the air,
which Ithink is amazing.
"Whenever visiting dignitaries came
— we had Jack Benny and Joe E. Brown
and other big ones — we made sure we
had them on the air:' he said.
"Tokyo Rose was big on the island,"
he said, referring to the English-speaking
female broadcaster of Japanese propaganda. "She would say something and we
would rebut what she said. She was
broadcasting from Tokyo on ahigh-power transmitter and we had just 1K. A
friend in the Seabees personally dug our
copper wire ground system, and we had a
full-wave antenna.
"We took an old surplus ambulance,
repaired it and put a broadcast station
into it. We towed our own generator, and
had atransmitter similar to the one Iused
at Camp Young. We put in a single
turntable and lined the walls with
records, giving us the capability to go
anywhere."
Wire service
By 1945, Kruschen and his crew were
on the air 24 hours aday in newly liberated Manila. By this time the operation was
using wire recorders, which were much
more portable. "We (also) had a lot of
Hallicrafters equipment," he said.
"We were set up to go with the invasion of Japan and take aJapanese station
that had been 'pacified,' but the A-bombs
ended the war.
"By December, 1945, Ihad enough
points to come home, with additional
credit for combat duty. Ileft that month,
just 10 days short of four years in the
army."
By the end of the war, according to a
Museum of Broadcast Communications
history, there were nearly 300 AFRS
radio stations operating; the number
decreased to 60 a few years later and
continued to fluctuate depending on U.S.
military commitments.
Looking back, Kruschen said in 1984,
the most valuable thing the service had

supplied in addition to entertainment was
news. "We had agood editorial staff. We
also helped miniaturize broadcast equipment." But Kruschen's greatest contribution to the war effort was developing the
format used by Armed Forces Radio stations around the world to inform and
entertain U.S. troops.
Kruschen went on to become a successful Hollywood character actor. He
worked on radio dramas and appeared on
dozens of network TV shows; he
appeared in more than 100 movies and
was nominated for an Academy Award
for his work in "The Apartment." He died
in 2002 at the age of 80.
Bill Ryan is aretired college professor
and former broadcast news writer for
UPI. Reach him at wryan1807@aol.com.
Share your radio stories at
radioworld@imaspub.com.

Kruschen, now a sergeant, worked up an audience participation
show to entertain the troops. Here he is quizzing acontestant on his
Whatcha Know Joe, a takeoff on a popular radio show of the time, ' Dr. 1.Q.'
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innkeeper Inc Full featured phone line interface uses a proprietary dual-convergence echo canceller algorithm.
Designed to achieve excellent separation without any setup, and without sending a noise burst down the line. A mix of
features and common sense create a product that engineers can appreciate but anyone can use.
1J11 Interfaces (no phone needed)

PBX OR POTS WE MAKE SURE
YOUR PHONES GET ON THE AIR

JK Audio has solid solutions for every situation
You want no-nonsense tools that do the ¡ob. Tools built
to last. Tools even your talent can operate. JK Audio is
your answer. Our solutions provide broadcast-quality
audio to and from your telephone equipment, whether
standard POTS or PBX. And, because we know your

reputation is on the line with every call, our rugged construction ensures that our hybrids remain bulletproof
long after you've set them up. Our tools are surprisingly affordable, so give us acall or visit us on the web
to make JK Audio part of you -broadcast team.

JK Audio
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • www.ikaudio.com • info(iiiikaudio.com
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Radio the Way You Want It
Dallas-Based RadioTime Aims to Be
The TV Guide and TiVo of Radio
by James Careless
TV viewers can find the shows they
want using TV Guide, or record them for
later viewing using TiVo; why can't radio
listeners do the same? A Texas company
says they can using RadioTime, a Web
site that allows the user to search for
favorite streamed shows for free and
record them using RadioTime's
player/recorder for $39 ayear. The site is
www.radiotime.com.
For $59, RadioTime will throw in a

USB AM/FM Tuner that allows your
PC/Mac to tune and then record local
AM/FM broadcasts too. Recordings of
local or streamed programs can be
replayed on aPC, broadcast to the home
stereo using a short-range wireless FM
transmitter, such as the $69.95 model
sold by C. Crane Co., or transferred via
USB cable to an iPod or MP3 player for
portable listening.
"People want to find and hear the
radio shows they love, when and where
they want to hear them," said RadioTime

founder and CEO Bill Moore, age 43.
"With RadioTime, this is easy."
The company, based in Dallas, was
founded in 2002 and is privately held. It
states its business mission as "tracking
and delivering structured information
covering millions of radio programming
events around the globe." Moore's background includes broadband networking
and consumer software. He says he
founded the firm "after years of personal
frustration without a way to find radio
programming or listen when Iwanted.
Knowing widely deployed broadband
would bring even more selection, we
decided the world was ready for aradio
electronic program guide, so we built the

business."
Conceptually, RadioTime is simple.
Users surf to the site, enroll for free and
use customization features to select the
types of music and talk shows they like
— including preferred programs — plus
broadcasts on local AM/FM stations. The
site also provides information on specific
programs, hosts, guests and show topics.
When used to search local broadcasters,
RadioTime can help listeners decide
which station to tune to while driving to
work, or commuting on the bus.
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Radio Time
Continued from page 38

the right time, recording the audio stream
to the user's hard drive. In those cases
where the PC has a USB tuner, such as
RadioTime's own FM unit or the AM/FM
radioSHARK receiver, off-air broadcasts
can be captured as well. Shows are recorded as MP3 files, making them compatible
with portable digital music players.

e
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attract surfers.
"We are akin to Gemstar or TVData,"
he said. "By compiling all of the unorganized data on local radio and Webcasting
stations and programs into acoherent,
easy- to- surf package, we have created
something that other people want to offer.
This is why we have been working with
major portals to deliver RadioTime the
way surfers currently access TV listings
online."
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Impact
Every time something new like
RadioTime hits the Web, AM/FM station
owners are confronted with the same
question: Is the newcomer an ally or a
threat?
From Moore's perspective, his service
is definitely an ally.
"A guide is valuable to any industry.

4I

An example of the 'TV Guide"style live programming screen
RadioTime shows listeners the depth and
quality of radio programming available.
The guide connects 'old radio' content,
quality and distribution models with ` new
radio' features."
One particular winner, as far as Moore

is concerned, is talk radio.
"The demographic we are targeting —
30 to 55 — is tired of listening to the same
music, and hungry for good spoken word
programming:' he said. "RadioTime helps
them find it."
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'RadioTime at a Glance' feature
scheduled recordings.
The back office portion of the system
relies on automated software called
RadioMill and staff who maintain the
guide.
The business case
At first glance, the RadioTime concept
seems a bit dot-comish; surely people
won't be willing to pay for recording radio
shows when they can tune in for free.
But Moore says 4,000 people have
paid RadioTime for its recorder, although
the site has done little promotion and
only launched in June. Also, he sees the
biggest opportunity in licensing its software to radio manufacturers, who can
then offer it as avalue-added feature on
new receivers.
"When you buy anew TV and turn on
its program guide, it doesn't say Channel
27; it says HBO and tells you what's on:'
Moore said. "RadioTime can do the same
for local and Internet radio."
Moore's third idea is to sell data to
Web portals, which can then use it to
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More Versatility

•Plug-and-play integration with

•Frequency agile: N+1
•Programmable frequency & power

Nautel's NE IBOC FM signal generator
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•Better than 62% overall efficiency

•Built-in programmable analog
modulation time delay is ideal for HD

•Compact, light weight rack
(32" W x72.5" H x35" D) is ideal
for tight spaces

• Links with Nautel FM transmitters to provide digital adaptive pre-correction
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Radio or FM synchronous applications

•Six programmable pre-selections for frequency, power and audio source

•Hot-pluggable RF modules

•Instantaneous remote or local selection of digital, hybrid or analog
transmission modes

•Hot-pluggable PS modules

•Diagnostic 128 event time stamped log

•Parallel rectifiers
•Redundant ventilation fans

•Built-in DSP stereo generator interpolates AES/EBU digital data or L&R analog
audio to produce digital stereo composite

More Duplication

•Built-in SCA generators and RBDS/RDS coder

•Dual digital exciters

•Universal AC supply: 90 V to 264 V

•Dual IPA
•Dual IPA power supply
•Dual low voltage power supply

Contact Nautel for details.
Phone (
200)94/.8200
infoOnautel.com
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Eight inputs, 0-160 V AC/DC,
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Full monitoring and control via any Web
browser; flexible reporting via e-mail

III

No extra relay or connection panels
needed - everything's in the box

control system that makes it simple
to keep track of all your critical
equipment at the transmitter or the
studio. Use it for unattended facilities,
silence sensing, temperature monitoring,
signal switching and more... and it's all

IP capable
MAC+ and MiniMAC+
are the latest developments
in an ongoing research program.
These RTIls, together with the MacComm
and MacNet softare. provide solutions that can
meet needs from small single-station operations to
large international networks.
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Russell Johnson's Station in aBox
by James Careless

ship, the jock can produce the show as if he
or she were in the studio.
Because it can output MP3, Windows
Media or Real Media audio, the system can
be used for conventional broadcasts, webcasting or in-house broadcasts through corporate LANs and PA systems simultaneously. The WVRS-P will generate program,
music and announcement logs, and can
send HTML playlists and "What's Playing
Now" information to the transmitter, Web
site or Internet radio services.
A 12-volt DC car battery can power it, so
aWVRS-based station can be established
anywhere acar can drive, such as aremote
Third World village. The original
WorldVibrations Radio Station has, in fact,
been included in UNESCO's guide to village radio.
The WVRS came to market in late 2004.
Johnson has sold one to amusic magazine
for a webcast featuring new artists.
"Another was purchased by acollege station
for webcasting, one (went) to asports network while four more have been acquired
by religious organizations."
He uses the prototype to produce
"Connected
Traveler
Radio,"
a
webcast/podcast of world music, culture
and travel that Johnson records with Meier.
The WVRS-P came to market this summer
and replaces the earlier version.
"The new WVRS-P integrates both the
technology and workflow of podcasting,
making broadcasters podcasters and podcasters broadcasters," he said. "This unit
allows broadcasters to aircheck a show
while it is being broadcast live from the unit
and then, from the same unit, publish an ondemand podcast by converting that program
to MP3, creating an XML file and uploading both to apodcast site:'
Johnson believes his invention could be
used by organizations as diverse as hospitals, museums and retailers.
"I created the WorldVibrations Radio
Station & Podcaster to make professionalsounding radio production affordable and
accessible to almost anyone?' he said. "It is
away for local communities, individual
artists and groups to gain avoice."
The company Web site is www.worldvibrations.com.

Pack an automated radio studio into a
fanless, VCR-sized case. Add aprice tag
under $ 3,000 and you've got the
WorldVibrations Radio Station & Podcaster.
"It can serve as acomplete radio station
in abox, including abuilt-in CD player,
professional-level audio interfaces, voice
tracking and automation software and
Internet streaming?' said designer Russell
Johnson. "All you have to put it on the air is
add is amicrophone, EAS generator and a
transmitter?'
The system, also called the WVRS-P,
can produce, record and replay stereo audio
to air or the Web. Under certain circumstances it could automate 5.1 multichannel
music selections using Wmdows Media.
It can run in automated mode, leaving
open windows for inserting live newscasts.
With amicrophone, the system can be used
for live-assist, with the DJ able to drag-anddrop music, commercials and PSAs.
With amixing board, the developer said,
the WVRS-P will support complex live
broadcasts. It can serve as aproduction studio, recording and editing while playing
programming to air. The WVRS-P can
record its air feed in real time, then store the
The UNRS-P is shown. Monitor and peripherals are purchased separately.
files for podcast downloads. "The unit can
be used by podcasters to automate their
chipsets and hardware that is used by comand other audio devices, balanced, professhort segments into afull 24x7 radio stasional audio inputs/outputs and Ethernet.
puter, appliance and set-top box manufaction," he said.
The system is acustom integration of
turers." Johnson said. "As it turned out,
hardware and software for which Johnson
combining VIA% professional-level Envy24
Genesis
sound
processor,
low-powerhas apatent application pending. The operDespite its price tag, Johnson thinks big.
consumption/low-heat EPIA motherboard
ating system is Windows XP Pro, which he
"With two units, one for on-air and one for
says allows for Internet time checks, remote
creates apowerful, capable broadcasting
production and backup, you could create the
appliance that doesn't need afan.
operation and maintenance and compatibilikind of redundancy desired in abig-time
ty with other storage and production
"As aresult, the unit — although it is PCoperation?' He says the biggest challenge in
based, it is really an integrated unit built on a devices.
such asituation might be an interface with
The unit records in WAV and creates and
chassis also used in PVRs — makes very litproprietary back-office traffic databases,
uploads MP3 and XML files for podcasts;
tle noise, making it ideal for in-studio user
which would probably need systems customthe automation plays back most audio forThe units are built by VIA to his specs.
designed around legacy gear and software.
mats including WAV, MP3, AIF, WMV,
The WVRS-P is ahorizontal unit with
"Ours is turnkey, simple to set up and
Ogg and others.
room for amonitor on top and connecuse — more suitable for afirst-time digital
tions for keyboard, mouse, USB-2 for
He believes the system has applications
broadcaster without alot of technical bagstorage, FireWire, for connecting iPods
for remotes. At the store, fair or car dealergage."
Johnson says he knows of no other system that integrates automated and live
broadcasting, audio streaming, offline con4e Ft414.1,
tent production as well as podcast creation
and publishing. He describes other systems
0
1111 0
as "limited-purpose automation computers
1111
... that are built in towers or minitowers
e
with noisy fans."
His target, though, is not limited to the
200
traditional automation market. His Web site
Yes, it encodes 5.1-Channel Surround,
Yes, it can process your mail
Yes, it has all the
compatible with FM, HD and
multiband processing
FM, main HD and up to two
details possible users including hobbyists,
millions of consumer decoders TODAY.
functionality you expect.
supplemental HD channels.
bands, religious organizations and cultural
institutions.
AEROMAX-HDFM
With three decades in the industry,
Johnson is familiar with radio having programmed content and managed automation
systems. He now is a media producer
whose clients include the Asian
Development Bank and the U.N.
Development Program; he has done work
in Web and streaming media development
and produced HDTV content.
But he says his dream was to find away
Yes, that is acomposite
Yes, the user interface is
Yes, there is aheadphone
connector behind this door.
spectrum analyzer. Really.
simple to learn and use.
for community and nonprofit broadcasters
(and of course there is ablue light)
(and there's ascope too)
to have access to tools used by the big boys
at acost they could afford.

Audio processing for FM, multiple HD
Radio programs and 5.1 Surround?

Capabilities
It was his wife Pat Meier who made it
possible for Johnson to realize that goal.
She owns and operates the PR firm Pat
Meier Associates.
"One of my wife's clients is VIA
Technologies, which makes computer

Yes, yes and yes!
The Linear Acouatic AEROMAX-HDFM

334 North Prince Street, Lancaster, PA 17603, USA Mt- 292-3117 ewe linearamustk com
,N:105 linear Acoustic Inc. All des resened. AEROMAX HEWN and designated company logo are trademarks
Al linear Mow& Inc. SRS® and the Circle Surround® logo are regtstered trademarks of SRS LAM, Ire

LINEAR
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BEE Expects Second Sellout Show
The SBE-Sponsored Broadcast Engineering Expo
Emphasizes Practical Uses of Digital Technologies
by Stephen M. Poole
Gerry Dalton knows all about burning
the proverbial candle at two ends.
In addition to his engineering duties as
part of the Tier 3 Team for the Network
Operations Center of Consolidated
Communications, alocal exchange carrier, he's vice chairman of local SBE
Chapter 67 Inc.
He edits the newsletter. He's been
helping the local chapter to tweak its
bylaws. And he is the chairman for the

Broadcast Engineering Expo, or BEE, in
Dallas, which will be held Oct. 19-20 at
the Hilton DFW Lakes Executive
Conference Center in Grapevine, Texas.
What's it like to put on aBEE?
"It's awhirlwind for us," Dalton says.
"We're all volunteers; it's tough to juggle
the time needed to properly organize the
event."
Adding to the whirlwind for 2005 is
the fact that the national Society of
Broadcast Engineers will be there.
Dalton gives credit to his team, Bill

Wise and Martin "Sandy" Sandberg, who
are handling sales for the event, and Dave
Davis of University of Texas at Arlington
and Buddy Brown of KTVT(TV), who
are handling the programs. Members of
Chapter 67 also are helping.
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and attendees."
Dalton expects to sell out the exhibit
floor again. Vendors that have signed up
include distributors such as CrouseKimzey and RF Specialties of Texas, and
manufacturers for radio and television
including
Harris,
ERI
and
Telos/Omnia/Axia.

Mid-week
This is Chapter 67's second Broadcast
Engineering Expo; Dalton says organizers have learned from last year's experience. For example, you might think the
event would be held on aweekend; but
Dalton says both exhibitors and attendees
requested otherwise.
"Based on feedback, we moved the
dates to mid-week to help the exhibitors

Sabre

Towers
,

4.

e

Sabre offers acomplete line of towers, monopoles

to an 84" face solid leg knock down tower, Sabre

and tower components. In the tower industry for

has atower for nearly all broadcast applications.

more than 25 years, Sabre towers are engineered

Committed to customer service, Sabre offers

with experience. Offering everything in guyed

quality products at competitive prices with the

towers from a 12" face tubular lightweight tower

shortest lead times.

,
Sabre
J
Communications
Corporation

800-369-6690 • www.sabrecom.com
2101 Murray Street •

PO Box 658

Sioux City, IA 51104

See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 706

Gerry Dalton expects
Bootcamp to rival that
Digital technologies will be represented, from HD Radio and television to
spread- spectrum links and station
automation. But typical of an SBE-sponsored event, the emphasis is going to be
not just on sales and viewing gadgetry
but on the practical use of equipment in a
typical broadcast facility.
Society events
Dalton says the Expo draws from the
five- state region around Dallas- Fort
Worth and is intended to be an opportunity for working engineers and engineering
managers to enjoy one-on-one time with
technical representatives of vendors.
"The smaller, more intimate atmosphere gives everyone achance to ask more
questions, get more answers and network
with people who have similar problems. It
gives the vendors achance to meet their
clients and bring in their best technical
people to talk about the newest technologies and products," he said.
"We also expect the Ennes workshops
to be well attended on Wednesday, Oct.
19, with a walk-around reception and a
sneak peak of the exhibit floor scheduled
for 6 p.m.," he said. "On Thursday, Oct.
20, we will have the exhibit hall open
from 9a.m. to 5p.m., and are planning a
walkaround lunch on the show floor,
along with some short educational programs throughout the day."
John Poray, executive director of the
national SBE, said the organization will
hold its annual membership meeting in
Dallas concurrent with the BEE, including
the induction of anew national board of
directors as well as the induction of anew
president for the Society. The term of the
current two-term president, Ray Benedict,
is coming to an end this year. Chriss
Scherer is running for president unopposed.
The fall meeting of the national board
will take place on Oct. 19 at 6 p.m., followed by the annual Fellows Breakfast at 8
am. on the 20th. The SBE National Awards
Dinner will follow that evening at 6p.m.
At the dinner, the SBE will present annual awards for Broadcast Engineer of the
Year, Educator of the Year and Technology.
See SBE, page 43
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"We will also elevate two members to the
distinguished SBE Fellow membership level," Poray said. "A number of chapters and
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will be Doug Rasor, vice president of
Texas Instruments' Semiconductor
Group. Tickets for the dinner are $ 12 and
include areception at 5p.m.
For more information, visit www.
sbe.org and www.sbe67.org; alist of participating vendors and exhibitors is at
www.bee2005.org. For information on
accomodations at the Hilton DFW Lakes
Executive Conference Center, call ( 817)
481-8444.
As for Gerry Dalton? You'll see him
there.
"Basically, Bill, Sandy and Imove into
the hotel for the three days involved with
the show to cut down on travel. The
national meeting means we have to plan
for more meeting rooms, too."
Sometimes, the work is never really
done unless you burn the candle in the
middle, too. e

Dalton gets a helpful push from Martin 'Sandy'
Sandberg to get the financial work done during last year's show.
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THE SWITCH
IS ON.

attendance at this year's CBNT
ot the inaugural show, shown.
members will be recognized as well, in
about 10 award categories."
The keynote speaker for the dinner

Coast to coast.
Border to border.
Broadcasters in markets large
and small are switching to the
elegant Rubicon - family of console control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.
In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy-to-use
controls are turning on hundreds
of Dis, operators, engineers and

Other Regional

programmers across America.

SBE Events

Rubicon, and the versatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary

A number of other SBE chapters
plan shows and expos this fall. Contact
local chapters for more information.
The national SBE also maintains a list
of events for which it has received
information at its www.she.org.
Ai atypical expo, the trade show is
free. but there may be charges for
workshops or other events. In all cases,
of course, you're responsible for your
own travel and lodging.
Here's asampling of regional events
from around the country:
Seattle — SBE Chapter 16 hosts
Sea- Con 2005 on Sept. 15 at the
Boeing Museum of Flight. Attendance
is free, as is admission to the museum
of flight. Visit www.sea-con.org.
Central New York — SBE Chapter
22 will present the 33rd edition of its
Broadcast & Technology Expo on
Sept. 28, at the Turning Stone Resort
Convention Center in Verona, N.Y.
Visit www.sbe22expo.org.
Pennsylvania — SEE Chapter 20
will host the 34th Pittsburgh SBE
Regional Broadcast Expo on Oct. 20 at
the Pittsburgh Radisson Hotel in
Greentree, Pa. The theme is "Riding
the Explosion" and admission is free.
Visit www.broadcast.ned--sbe20.
Boston — SBE Chapter 11 will hold
the
BOS-CON
SBE
Regional
Convention on Oct. 26 at the Best
Western Royal Palace Hotel and Trade
Center in Marlsborough, Mass. The
trade show is free; there is acharge for
the Ennes workshops. Visit www.boscon.com.
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RIOLink remote I/0 router/
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To learn more about why so
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to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us a call or
drop us an email.
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Safety Rules Aid Remote Crews
by Craig Johnston
Considering the miles covered every
day by electronic newsgathering and
remote broadcast vehicles, they are
involved in relatively few accidents.
But as Doug McKay, national sales
manager
for
Frontline
Communications, put it, when accidents have occurred, "Unfortunately,
they were severe. When you do put the
mast up into power lines, you pay a
heavy price. People have limbs amputated. People die."
It's a story that affects both radio
and TV broadcasters. Awareness was
renewed once again by an incident in
Virginia this summer, when four adults
died erecting atent at the National Boy
Scout Jamboree. Although that was not

abroadcast situation, news coverage of
the tragedy reminded broadcasters of
the dictum, "Look up and live."
Guidelines
In response to several high- profile
incidents where ENG masts did come
into contact with high-power overhead
electrical distribution lines, the
California Occupational Safety and
Health Standards Board established a
set of guidelines for ENG van construction and operation two-and-a-half
years
ago
( see
www.dirca.gov/title8/2981.html).
Among the CAL- OSHA guidelines
specific to ENG are the use of switches
that require constant pressure to raise
the mast; level indicators to ensure that
the vehicle is level; spotlights for oper-

ating the mast at night; audio and visual warning indicators to prevent moving the vehicle while the mast is
raised; and extensive employee training about the hazards of electrical
energy in relation to vehicle operations.
RW
sister
publication
TV
Technology spoke with four U.S. ENG
vehicle builders about the state of news
van safety since CAL-OSHA promulgated the new rules. Each noted that
they build CAL- OSHA compliance
into their news vehicles whether they
are delivered to California or elsewhere.
"California sometimes leads the way
in alot of things," said Howard Kirsch,
director of sales and marketing for EN- G Mobile Systems. " I think

California OSHA had led the way in
safety in this country in alot of areas,
including ENG safety."
Van builders say their news vehicles
were built more or less in line with
CAL-OSHA prior to the regulations.
Wolf Coach ENG vans "always were
CAL- OSHA compliant, less a few
placards and things that we have
adjusted to meet the new requirements," said Tom Jennings, broadcast
sales manager for that company.
While van fitters said they were
already paying attention to safety concerns, CAL-OSHA did spur customers
to pay more attention to the need for
safety gear.
Override features
In the past, "customers would have
folks on their staff who would override
the safety features we installed on the
trucks," said McKay. "What has happened is our customers have had to adopt
a company policy to say, ' if you are
going to operate this ENG van, you need
to play by the rules."

model AFS-3 audio failsafe
FUNCTION: dual channel, adjustable length silence sensor
FEATURES: two audio inputs • relay ouput • optional status voltage output for signaling external devices • silence detection delay from 30 seconds to five minutes in 30
second increments • positive adjustment via rear panel rotary switch • front panel LED

W

status indicators • front panel defeat switch • internal audible alert-continuous or pulsing
•audio detect mode • silence alarm output is compatible with RFC- 1/B telemetry input
and requires only two wires

hen you do
put the

mast up into

model DAI-2 dialup audio interface
FUNCTION: remote broadcast or emergency interrupt via telephone

power lines, you

FEATURES: telephone line autocouper and tone decoder • momentary or latched

pay a heavy price.

relays for control and audio switching • programmable relay output • front panel relay

People have limbs

status indicators • telephone audio output • audio monitor input • AGC on audio feeds •
balanced audio I/O • four logic level input triggers • seven DPDT and one 4PDT relays
OPTIONS:

amputated. People

CI- 1 composite insertion module • DB-1 50ms delay board

die.
model RFC -1/B remote facilities controller
FUNCTION

— Doug McKay

transmitter remote control via telephone

FEATURES: expandable from 8to 64 channels of telemetry and control • programmable control activity by date and time • programmable telemetry alarms
OPTIONS:

MA- 2 modem

adapter •

PA- 2 parallel

printer

adapter

TS- 1 temperature sensor • ACM- 2 AC current monitor ( tower light monitor)
RS- 232 serial data adapter • SP- 8 telemetry and telephone line surge supressor

model RAK-1 intelligent rack adapter for RFC- 1/B
FUNCTION: modem, printer output and battery backup for RFC- 1/B
FEATURES: parallel printer adapter • modem adapter • backup battery • telephone
line surge supression • front panel status indicators • sleek 1U chassis • available for
new installation or as an add on accessory package for existing RFC- 1/13 installations
(use of the RAK-1 does not eliminate the need for the RP- 8 relay panel)
OPTIONS: SP 8/70 telemetry input surge supressor

model MBC-1 message board controller
FUNCTION: studio devices trigger custom messages on LED display
FEATURES:

fifteen

logic

level

inputs •

selectable

input

priority •

text and graphics can be combined in asingle display • communications output can drive
multiple displays • displays can have different messages on same input trigger • factory
default messages for easy initial setup • works with inexpensive, attractive LED display
OPTIONS: 0C-2 Optocoupler senses ringing telephone line

Sine Systems, Inc • 972 Main Street • Nashville

innovative solutions

TN

37206 • ( 615) 228-3500 • www sinesystems com

« Sine Systems

However, Mark Bell, who has written
and lectured on news van safety and
manages the ENG News Truck Safety
Web site — www.engsafety.com — said
broadcast van operators often still feel
intense pressure from those back at the
studio to get the van up and operating.
Overloaded with tasks and under pressure, mental errors can occur.
To require operators to pay attention to
the mast while it deploys, CAL-OSHA
mandated constant pressure switches. But
Bell noted that some companies have inhouse cultures that encourage operators
to find away around such safety devices,
describing one operator involved in a
mast-electrical line accident who was
taught to bypass such aswitch.
"He had actually been taught by his
station to get the generator going, and
then move the lever to move the mast up
and secure it with a rubber strap," he
said. "That was in the OSHA notes in the
investigation."
Perhaps such practices have become
less commonplace with the new regulations in place.
See CAL OSHA, page 45
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"Customers are proactively purchasing
safety devices, warning devices, and
spending extra money ... to try to make
the trucks safer," said Ron Crockett, president of Shook Mobile Technology.
Sonar system
One such device is the Will-Burt DTEC AC Field Detection System, which
has been available since 1998. Sitting
atop an ENG mast, the system is an overhead sonar detector and an alternating
current detector.
Will-Burt said it has begun aprocess
to enhance the sonar and AC detection
abilities with the D-TEC II. Although the
device is undergoing field-testing and not
yet in production, the company touts the
D-TEC II as another important safety
device.
Ed Williams, chief engineer for
KPTV(TV) in Portland, Ore., led adisciplined ENG safety program for years
before the CAL-OSHA regulations were
issued, and he wonders how much CALOSHA has changed opinions.
"I have not had the impression from
anyone that CAL-OSHA has made any
impact beyond the first couple of weeks
when the announcement came out, and
everybody said ' we better get the new
gear.' Beyond that Ireally do not hear
about it too much."
One issue outside the CAL- OSHA
regulations remains an area of concern
for van makers: news vehicles that
exceed their gross vehicle weight, or
GVW, limitations.
"We are very, very conscious of truck
weight and GVW, truck safety, so we try
to use, as best we can, the lightest, most
durable materials to keep the truck
weight down," Kirsch said.
"We have customers demanding more
and more hardware in these news vans,
and now we are reaching the maximum
weight limits," said Crockett. "We build
them, as does everyone, to be safe when
they leave our facility, but we have no
control over what they put in them once
they get out of here."
Next chassis up
If it looks like they will overload the
vehicle once it is delivered, "you sort of
advise them to go with the next chassis
up," McKay said.
Jennings pointed to an additional
problem: "There are manufacturers out
there who are re- rating the OEM
GVWR on vehicles and sending them
into the field that way," he said, making
tire, spring and other changes to the
vehicle.
"The vehicle was designed to handle a
certain amount of weight, and that is, by
far, the more critical issue at this moment
than the CAL-OSHA safety," he said.
This, he said, is "just dead wrong. If not
illegal, it's extremely risky."
Crockett said he thinks one way of
lowering news and remote vehicle weight
as well as the center-of-gravity is through
power take-off (PTO) generators that
mount in the vehicle frame and use the
vehicle's engine for power instead of a
separate engine.
"Because they weigh less than gasoline or diesel-driven units, that saves payload, which gives us more capacity
aboard without keeping them up at the
maximum weight," he said.
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"There are some PTO generators that
we can do 12, even 15 kW and fit them
under the truck in the frame rails. That
doesn't take up internal space, and where
these things may weigh 200 pounds," he
said. Conventional generators bigger than
7kW can weigh 400 pounds, he said.
Bell said CAL-OSHA has put ENG
operators and manufacturers on notice,
but it might not be enough.
"I sometimes feel that in the industry
in general, there is not quite enough spent
for prevention as could be," said Bell,
"and the dollars for an accident are huge.
So it is really kind of a penny-wise,
pound-foolish approach'
Ultimately though, Bell said,
ENG/remote van accidents are human
tragedies.
"Lives can be affected for generations." e

The Web site www.engsafety.COM publishes photos of ENG
and remote van accidents. This one was sent to the site from
Australia and captures an accident as it happened.
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Radio, Tuning in to Multicast
Multicasting Is Embraced Quickly,
But There Is Still Much to Learn
by Skip Pizzi
Last time we started adiscussion on
next steps for IBOC, and focused on multicasting as apotential killer app for HD
Radio broadcasters on the FM band. This
time we'll consider the receiver marketplace in that regard.
Of the relatively few HD Radio
receivers in the market, even fewer handle multicasting, but this is about to
change. Numerous new HD Radio
receivers are expected to hit the market
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soon, and most of these will include multicast reception capability.
How these receivers display and navigate among multicast channels is not necessarily uniform, however. This creates a
potential problem for consumers' accessibility to any new multicast services. It
also makes broadcasters' promoting of
these services difficult.
For this reason, the NRSC has established aSupplemental Identification Task
Group, or SIDTG, which may ultimately
provide the industry with some guidance

in this regard.
(Note that Supplemental Program
Service or SPS is the official title given to
an IBOC multicast channel in the NRSC5 standard, distinguishing it from Main
Program Service or MPS, which in IBOC
Hybrid Mode is the name given to the
digital simulcast of the analog program.)
Meanwhile the industry is considering
various elements of what the consumer
experience of multicast services could
soon be like.
Tuner behavior
The first commercial multicast-capable receiver was produced by Kenwood
in 2004, and its designers made their own
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by Skip Pizzi
decisions on how to tune and display
multicast channels. Initially the Kenwood
design used the pause button of the CD
player (which has no function when the
tuner is selected, of course) as amethod
of selecting supplemental program audio.
Kenwood radios also displayed
"-HD1" after the station's frequency,
once the receiver switched from analog
to MPS digital signal. If amulticast channel was selected, the display showed "HD2" or "-HD3", etc.
Other HD Radio receivers will use a
similar approach, but generally with only
numerals "- 1," "- 2," "- 3"... instead.
Some units will display these subchannel
identifiers in ahighlighted circle or other
geometric shape, to better distinguish
them from the frequency numbering.
More variation is expected on how to
access the multicast channels (e.g., buttons with differing labels, menu-driven
operations, etc.).
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ost new
HD Radio

receivers will
include multicast
capability.
Then there's the scanning problem."
If an HD Radio user is scanning
upwards through HD Radio- enabled
channels, typical tuning behavior is to
first access astation's analog FM signal,
and after about 5 seconds of acquisition
time, to switch to MPS digital. Seeking
or scanning any multicast services on that
channel can then take place without difficulty ' assuming the user knows what button to push).
When scanning down the dial, the user
might intuitively expect the process to he
essentially reversed. In other words, if
you are listening to MPS on 107.3 MHz
and push the scan-down button, the first
signal you'd expect to encounter would
be the highest- numbered supplemental
service on 106.5 MHz, for example. But
because this is a supplemental channel,
which has no analog acquisition/back-up
signal, the radio has to do one of several
things — none of which are particularly
pleasant or expected by the listener.
First, if the radio wants to take the
intuitive approach of going to that highest numbered supplemental on the next
station down the dial, there will be at
least five seconds of muting, while the
tuner acquires the channel ( in silence),
See MULTICAST, page 47
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Multicast
be' Continued from page 46
buffers the digital signal, checks for the
presence of multicast services, then
switches to the highest- numbered SPS
signal. (The receiver might display some
kind of "acquiring signal" sort of visual
message during the silence.)
Alternatively, if the receiver wishes to
avoid along mute time, the station's analog ( main channel) signal could be
played while the digital buffering took
place, and the radio could switch to the
highest- numbered SPS signal when it
became available a few seconds later.
The abrupt but delayed content change is
likely to cause seriously negative listener
reaction, however.
A final alternative would be to scan (at
least in the downward direction) only
MPS services, ignoring SPSs until the
user actively called for them on each station. In other words, if amulticast service
were desired by the listener, it could be
accessed by another separate command
(e.g., pushing the up-scan or some other
button) after acquiring MPS on anewly
tuned station. To aid in this, some visual
display element could indicate the presence of any SPS on the channel.
Among automotive radio manufacturers, particularly the major car companies'
OEMs ( Delphi and Visteon), resistance to
addition of any new hardware buttons is
expected to be high. Equally problematic
is anything that encourages drivers to
take their eyes off the road to read indash displays. (An increasing number of
new vehicles now include scan and volume buttons on the steering wheel for
this reason.) Therefore one-button scanning may be the best way, at least initially, to access a multicast channel, so just
how the scanning of multicast channels is
handled becomes critical for supplemental services' access to mobile audiences.

Latency hurts
A related SPS latency problem will be
encountered in any radio that allows direct
access to amulticast channel (for example
via a memory location). Broadcasters
seem to like the idea that anew multicast
service could be stored to apreset button
like any other station, but no one likes the
fact that when that service is recalled,
there would be several seconds of dead air
before the channel's audio is heard.
And of course, when the IBOC signal
fails, an MPS service will blend to analog,
while an SPS service simply mutes. If the
digital signal is reacquired while still
tuned to an SPS service, there will likely
be an additional few seconds of reacquisition time before SPS audio is played.
Perhaps listeners' reaction to this problem will be blunted by increasing exposure to tuning latency in satellite radio and
digital TV, or from buffering delays on
digital music playback devices and PCs,
but those delay times are typically shorter
than the —5 seconds expected for directtuning of an IBOC-SPS service.
Note that this issue doesn't go away in
the all-digital IBOC era. Then, too, the
MPS service will maintain low-latency
acquisition and backup via alow bit-rate,
robust digital signal, while SPS services
will not benefit from such assistance.
Marketing challenges
As mentioned earlier, in order for
broadcasters effectively to cross-promote
their multicast services on-air, or to adver-
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tise their presence in print or other inedia,
there will have to be relatively consistent
display and navigation for multicast channels in HD Radio receivers. Meanwhile,
however, broadcasters themselves may be
introducing another element of inconsistency in how they position their multicast
services.
So far, most stations offering multicast
services are leveraging their analog/MPS
service's existing brand and adding arelated service (e.g., programming asecond
service with " Deep Tracks" or "New
Releases" from the same musical genre as
their main service). Other broadcasters
have hinted they will offer weather and/or
traffic services, once sufficient multicast
receivers proliferate — perhaps even airing these as narrowband third services.
Yet some broadcasters would like to at
least reserve the right to provide new mul-

ticast services with no connection to their
existing brand — perhaps even offering
services that run counter to their existing
brand, such as country and classical, or
conservative and liberal talk. Therefore
they feel it's important to be able to maintain afully separate identity on multicast
channels. How these divergent views
eventually are accommodated remains to
be seen, and will likely be one of the key
discoveries of the early multicast era.
Finally, how ratings services deal with
multicast channels will also be critical to
their success. Both diaries and PPM systems will have to be adjusted to include
multicast services, and broadcasters will
need to establish effective and memorable on- air identification styles to
encourage accurate diary reporting of
multicast-channel listening.
HD Radio multicasting seems to have

caught fire with broadcasters and receiver
makers, with both sectors acting to
enable this fundamental shift with relatively high speed. All this early activity is
based on initial assumptions, however.
As the transition continues, the industry
should remain agile and open to adjusting
its strategies to those that resonate most
strongly with the audience, but it should
act in auniform and consistent fashion.
Confusing listeners with widely divergent
methods of accessing multicast services
could obstruct success for one of HD
Radio's most promising components.
Next time we'll look at some other
areas of IBOC that will mature in coming
years. and how they might also change
the future landscape of radio broadcasting.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World. •
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With my bottom line in mind, llooked
around the shop and decided to design everything around alongtime audio classic that
happened to be sitting on astoreroom shelf.
Although it is no longer being made by

Mall TIPS 1

Build aSimple IFB System
by Gary Palamara
In its simplest form, an interruptible
foldback system allows air talent to hear
foldback audio mixed in with incoming
phone calls or remote feeds. The interrupt-

deliver needed information.
In the studio, some broadcast consoles
have IFB circuitry built in; but for field
work or smaller studio setups, IFB cueing
often is aluxury. Commercial systems are
available, but many engineers are under
IFB Output
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Fig. 1
ible part happens when aproducer, telephone coordinator or broadcast engineer
breaks into the talent headset system to

budget constraints that force them to
home-brew their systems, or worse yet, do
without IFB.
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The modified Shure M67 and two IFB control boxes.
Sometimes, aproducer's IFB microphone
can be sent through aspare channel of the
broadcast console, but that means you run
the risk of crosstalk or IFB audio accidentally entering the on-air signal path. Not good.
What's needed is astand-alone system
that is easy to set up and simple to use. The
Simple IFB satisfies all of these requirements and has enough flexibility for producers and technical crew, while also providing aprogram interrupt channel, all in a
small, stand-alone package.
Three basic components make up the system: microphone switching, mixing of all
audio sowres and headphone amplification.

Shure Bros., the M67 four-input audio mixer is legendary for its reliability and ease of
use. The M67 was probably the first massmarket field audio mixer, it entered production in 1968. Tens of thousands were made
over the two decades of its manufacture;
many are still in use. The M67 is reliable;
when repair is needed, its discrete circuitry
is simple to fix. It has afair amount of extra
room inside which makes modification easier. The mixer's four inputs, tone generator
and VU metering make setting up and monitoring the IFB system relatively easy.
Naturally, your particular setup might
See IFB, page 49
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Continued from page 48

vary from what Ihave designed, but the
basic idea is straightforward. If you don't
happen to own an M67 mixer or even its
newer big brother the Shure M267, either
unit may be purchased for a $ 100 or less on
the surplus market. But afrugal engineers
may well have along-forgotten spare mixer
sitting on ashelf somewhere, ready to use.
Figs. 1-3 show the complete system setup. Most of the IFB circuitry is built inside
the M67. Relay K-1 and other small parts
were pre-assembled onto asmall, perforated
circuit board, and then installed into the
M67. For ease of field setup, the connectors
associated with the first three inputs were
replaced with five-pin XLRs. This allows
both microphone audio and the program
mute circuitry to flow through asingle connector.
Input 4of the mixer is used for program
audio and is muted by relay K-1. Energizing
K-1 puts the wiper of input 4's control pot
at ground potential and effectively kills the
program audio when the tech crew is giving
cues to the talent. The mixer output signal is
sent to all talent headphones and can be
controlled individually by aShure FP12
headphone amplifier or other similar device.
If on-air guests require anon-interruptible
foldbacic, either aseparate console output or
splitting input 4's signal prior to feeding the
M-67 mixer will do the trick.
Nice extra
Along with the modifications to the M67,
three control boxes were built, each with a
microphone input and two outputs.
Output 1sends the IFB mic signal to the
system along with the relay closure that
controls the program mute relay K-1.
Output 2may be omitted, but in my design
is used for feeding astudio announce amplifier or self-powered speaker system.
That's anice feature when you're trying
to pump up an audience prior to air or need
a "Voice of God" mic for announcements.
Just remember to kill that feed prior to
going on the air! In astudio situation, the
SA signal can be shut off whenever the onair lights are turned on. Fig. 2 shows the
control box circuitry.
Both in the studio and in the field, the
technical crew nomially works fairly close
together, so cable runs between the control
boxes and the IFB mainframe are not long.
My system was made for fieldwork, and for
ease of setup, Ichose to build "special"
cables that carry both the IFB audio and
program mute switching in the same cable.
Five or six cables of varying lengths
were built to give me some options during
setup. To interconnect the IFB system to the
control boxes Iused Canare brand, star
quad cable and five-pin XLR connectors.
The quad cable has atotal of five conductors: two twisted white wires, two twisted
blue wires plus ashield. Iused the two
white wires to carry microphone audio to
the mixer and the two blue cables switch the
mute relay. The shield connects to ground
on pin 1of the XLR.
With short cable runs, crosstalk between
the microphone audio and K-ls DC voltage
doesn't seem to be aproblem. Referring to
Fig. 3, one reason for this is the reversed
biased diode D-4 and capacitor C-4 that are
connected across relay K-1. When relay K1de-energizes, its magnetic field collapses
suddenly, and the D4, C4 combination help
dampen any back voltage.
One drawback of building " special"
cables to work this system is the
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inevitability of not having the right cable
at the right time for making the interconnections in the field. So make sure to
carry a few spares of various lengths
when you go out on the road. To identify
the five-pin XLR cables, all of the wiring
for the IFB system is a nice bright
orange color.
While the Shure M67 is agreat mixer,
one of the problem areas of its early
design is the rather poor voltage regulation of its power supply. Trying to run
relay K-1 off of the main voltage source
that also runs the electronic circuitry
inevitably will cause the mixer's DC
voltage to sag to a very low, unacceptable level. Luckily, there is another
option.
The secondary of the 67's 120- volt
transformer has two independent windings.
See IFB, page 50

The M67S rear npu'.-panel. Connectors 1-3 have been changed to five-pin XLRs,
which allow for IFB control switching. Input 4 may be used for the program input.
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IP Is Target Niche for Harris Intraplex NetXpress
Harris is promoting what it calls "the
first managed platform for transport of
audio over IP" available to the radio
industry. The system is slated for shipping early next year.
Intraplex NetXpress, Harris said, is a
networking platform that can send multiple services over an IP connection while
allowing an operator to control and monitor the operation from acentral area.
"Radio broadcasters can transport
multiple audio programs in multiple formats, local- area network data and
PBX/PABX telephone communications
over asingle IP connection:' Harris stated.
"The result is a far more cost- and

bandwidth- efficient transport network
compared to the expense of using separate dedicated El/T1 circuits and individual codees."

The supplier touts the system for
redundancy, error mitigation, quality of
service and network performance monitoring. It said the product also allows sta-

tions to transition gradually from El/T1
or work within a hybrid IP/TDM network.
For current Intraplex users, it provides
ahigh-speed bus as well as amulti-channel El/T1 bus that allows auser to repurpose El/Ti family channel modules in
the IP environment. This, Harris says,
lets the user move to IP incrementally.
Channel Sales Manager for EMEA,
Harris Networking Solutions Bob Band
stated in the announcement, "The ability
to reliably transport audio, voice and data
over arobust, lower-cost IP connection in
a point-to-multipoint design is clearly
more efficient than the typical point-topoint design of El circuits." •

IFB
Continued from page 49

While the center-tapped, high-voltage winding operates the mixer's electronics, another
low-voltage winding provides approximately 6- volts ide to only run the two # 47
lamps that illuminate the VU meter. Fig. 3
also shows apartial view of the N467 circuitry. You might notice that one side of the
green 6-volt minding is already at chassis
ground potential. By adding diode D-5 and
capacitor C-3 to the non-grounded end of
the winding, you'll end up with plenty of
DC power to nun 1{-1 without affecting the
audio circuitry. A 5-volt regulator and LED
indicator were added to help stabilize the
relay voltage and provide avisual indication
of IFB switching.
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I've used this simple IFB system many
times with good results. The entire package with mixer, control boxes, headphone
amps and cables fit into a single small
road case and only takes afew minutes to
set up and test out. You can modify and
expand this system with more channels
and to meet other needs. Just remember
the KISS principle.
With alittle effort, building the Simple
IFB system will give your remotes studioquality performance and convenience on
apoor man's budget.
Gary Pa/amara, AF IUS, is a radio
amateur and afreelance audio engineer
He began his career with Armed Forces
Radio and has spent three decades working in audio and video production. He
owns Morningstar Sound, aprofessional
sound services company. Reach him at
morningstar938@verizon.net. 3
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You May Already Have Won! Sorta
by Ken R.
"If you're the 10th caller, you'll win
one hundred grand!"
That was what the DJ on Cumulus
Broadcasting station " Hot 102,"
WLTO(FM) said. And that is what
Norreasha Gill of Lexington, Ky.
believed. But after being notified she was
the 10th caller, it was later explained to
her that what she really had won was a
candy bar called " 100 Grand."
Jamie Gumbrecht, culture writer for
the Lexington Herald- Leader, heard of
the incident when the boyfriend of the
alleged victim called her paper.
"The story checked out and Norreasha
was very hurt by this," said Gumbrecht.
"For some people this contest may have
been funny, but to a pregnant woman

who needed a new backyard, it was no
joke."
Gumbrecht reported that Cumulus
offered Gill $ 5,000. She felt she was
owed another $95,000 and a civil suit
resulted.
Playing by the rules
Asked for the management point of
view on the " 100 Grand" controversy John
Dickey, executive vice president of
Cumulus Broadcasting in Atlanta, said,

"It's become alegal matter, so we can't
comment specifically. But Ican tell you
that in general, the contesting we do at our
company is taken very seriously, and this
was an isolated incident involving a
'rogue' employee who didn't follow the
rules. Two individuals were fired as a
result. We have never had asituation like
this happen before?'
Was this an amusing jape or was it a
deliberately phony contest?
The FCC has specific guidelines. If one
were to look up section 73.1216 of the
code, one would find the following language: "(On-air) contest descriptions may
not be false, misleading or deceptive."
Harry Cole, member of the law firm
Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth and acontributor to Radio World, said such shenanigans
might earn astation asmall fine from the

commission but are unlikely to result in a
suspension of license. He explained the
process by which such incidents are
addressed.
"Let's say Joe Listener sends acomplaint to the FCC," he said. "The FCC may
then choose to write the station aletter of
inquiry requesting the facts as the station
sees them. From the licensee's response,
the commission may ask additional questions or issue anotice of apparent liability.
"Let's say the station disputes the

You've got
to hear
( this ...
There's abuzz in the broadcasting community. People are talking about

NAB's Property & Casualty Insurance Program. It offers:
•A wide range of coverages — General Liability, Workers Compensation, Auto,
Inland Marine, Umbrella Liability, Directors' & Officers' Liability, and more.
•Coverage limits tailored to radio, television and cable broadcasters of all sizes.
•Competitive rates.
•What makes it really different: In certain circumstances, the program pays a
*dividend to program insureds.

notice. The FCC may then modify its position or just issue aforfeiture order. This
whole process may take years."
But even if astation were fined $4,000,
the complainant doesn't get the cash. So
Joe Listener may wish to address his problem by filing acivil suit against the station.
That remedy may not be worth the pain
and expense.
Dickey said any company that serves
customers, be it in fast food or radio, is
open to litigation. "But the onus is always
on the radio station to make sure the rules
are in place and followed," he said.
Reports of station hijinks keep popping
up from time to time.
The San Jose Mercury News this summer reported that aLos Angeles listener to
KBDS(FM) in Taft, Calif., was told she
had won anew Hummer H2. The station
allegedly neglected to tell her one small
detail: it was actually aremote-controlled
model. April Fool.
A lawyer for the listener filed suit seeking $60,000, the price of the actual vehicle.
In adifferent kind of instance in August,
the Associated Press reported, a Clear
Channel station in Florida ran acontest in
which three people in shackles and jail
clothes tried to get motorists to give them a
ride in hopes of winning atrip to Los
Angeles in conjunction with aTV show.
People called 911, traffic was tied up and
the contestants briefly were taken into custody.
A police official was quoted by AP as
saying state law would have allowed
motorists and deputies to shoot the participants if they had been seen to pose a
threat.
Can't win
Sometimes contests can go awry when
astation acts in good faith.
According to the commission's Web
site, in 2002 the FCC received a complaint from Joe Lucker, a listener to

Compare your current coverage.
Call 1-800-432-7465 and ask for Maria
Moreno at ext. 553 or Amy Doherty
at ext. 571. Or visit us online at
www.nab-aon.com to learn more.

John Dickey
WDRQ(FM), Detroit. He had been
awarded two tickets to the premiere
showing of the film "Spiderman," good
for aspecific evening. Because of alarge
crowd at the theater that night, Lucker
arrived too late to get in. The station
offered him tickets to another movie
playing that night or, if he preferred,
another showing of "Spiderman" on a
different date. Apparently this wasn't satisfactory to Lucker. WDRQ's parent,
ABC Inc., was fined $ 4,000, in part
because the station had failed to broadcast an announcement saying prizes of
equal value could be substituted.
The morale: Put contest rules in writing and broadcast them on the air. Also
train station staff about FCC rules and
your own policies concerning both contests and on-air spoofs. When those two
areas overlap, take special care.
Make sure everyone knows how to
play the game.
Ken R. is afrequent contributor. He
wrote in the Aug. 17 issue about Mt.
Washington Valley Visitor Information
Radio. e
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State of Streaming Broadcast Stations
As Idrove the Capital Beltway around
Washington today, Ilistened to radio stations from San Francisco, New York,
Chicago and Corpus Christi, Texas.
No, these were not powerful AM radio
stations booming down from the ionosphere late at night. Satellite radio? Good
guess; but no, Idid not install a new
radio in my car.
About six weeks ago, Ibegan streaming stations on my mobile phone via my
media player and wireless broadband
Internet. Iplug my phone into acassette
adapter, which pops into my radio and
voila! Iget streaming radio from anywhere in the world.
Yep, I'm a geek; there's no way that
Joe Blow the consumer is going to do

this in massive numbers, at least not until
he has an easy Web connection built into
his car.

W

here does the task of restarting the
stream fall within the hierarchy

of things that your busy engineers are
required to do?
by Mark Lapidus
Ibring this up for two reasons: The
first is to let you know that it can now be

But more important, it has given me
the chance to listen to alot of streaming

/ What's your monitoring plan?
/ Does someone at your radio station
listen regularly enough to notice if your
stream has gone off?
./ Does someone act right away when
they get e-mails from listeners telling you
that you're off?
/ And critically, where does the task
of restarting the stream fall within the
hierarchy of things that our busy engineers are required to do?
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radio. This has heightened my awareness
about the state of streaming commercial
broadcast stations.
What the plan
The state of streaming is best
described as neglected. Often the streams
Icheck out are down for hours — even
days — and nothing is done about it.
This triggers many thoughts on stations that stream:

when you need bass that plays equally well
on subwoofers and earbuds...

oun

Promo Power

done pretty easily in many major cities,
so you can monitor stations around the
globe for ideas.

MaxxBass
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The last question is perhaps the most
difficult to answer; most engineers these
days are stretched across several radio
stations and sometimes also responsible
for IT issues. So while we may not tolerate our radio stations being off the air
even for two minutes, it may be necessary to live with our audio streams being
off for afew hours.
It does get silly, though, when half a
day goes by and nothing is being
streamed to your Internet-active listeners.
Your management team should discuss a
reasonable timeframe in which action can
be expected.
Selling it
Stations that stream the exact same
content as they broadcast over the air are
rare in the United States. Most streaming
stations extract over-the-air commercials
for both legal and financial reasons.
The legal reason often has to do with
paying fees to union voice talent. The
financial reason has to do with selling an
additional set of spot inventory. If you
don't stream your over-the-air commercials, you have the obvious option of selling Internet-only spots. However, the
state of these sales is the same as the
technical state: pretty poor.
Too few stations have adedicated Web
seller. It's long been my contention that
unless you have at least one person dedicated to Web sales, you will not maximize success. Radio sales people will
gravitate toward the easiest path of making money, which almost always means
doing what they already know how to do:
selling over-the-air spot advertising.
Selling audio insert ads on astream is
different than over-the-air advertising. Web
sales people have to envision adifferent
See STREAMING, page 53
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Streaming
Continued from page 52

listener experience and know adifferent
terminology: "uniques," "impressions,"
"tune-ins" and adozen other terms that
have nothing to do with radio.
Also, the best client targets for audio
inserts on streams may not be able to
afford broadcast radio; so a radio sales
rep has to do a totally different lad of
prospecting. Opportunity can be everywhere for adedicated Web seller whose
entire income relies on successful selling
of audio inserts, content-based ads (for
example, acamp section) and Web banners. And with today's tight budgets and
demanding numbers, your station's general health can only improve.
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Anderson
Helps Out
With
AIDS PSAs
Pamela Anderson, center, spokeswoman for M.A.C. Viva Glam, participated in the making of public service
announcements for the M.A.C. AIDS
Fund by McHale Barone.
The : 60, : 30 and : 15 spots were cowritten by Joe Barone, right, Chris
McHale and partner Jill Cheris, left.
The campaign began in June in conjunction with National HIV Testing
Day. Anderson has Hepatitis C, and
delivers AIDS statistics in the PSAs.
Organizers say the M.A.C. AIDS

Fund has raised $ 47 million in 11
years through sales of Viva GI= lip-

stick. Cheris produced the session on
location in Los Angeles.
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Radio
Until we manage to sell out all the
insert advertising on the streams, we
must
fill
it
with
something.
Unfortunately, most filler material Ihear
consists of repetitive promos, repetitive
public service announcements and bad
production music. As an industry, we can
do much better.
As always, I'm sure there are still a
few naysayers of streaming technology.
When Ifirst starting working in AM and
the sister FM station would go off the air,
it was no big deal. Eventually an engineer would get around to turning it back
on. There were even AM- FM owners
who sold their FM stations for peanuts in
the early 1970s because they thought FM
had no future.
The lesson: Technology takes time to
catch on. As broadband continues to
expand around the world and streaming
improves, more people will use it. It's
simply another delivery method; and we
just need to continue our quest to
improve it.
See the Aug. 17 issue of Radio World,
page 27, for a discussion of how to get
started with streaming by engineer Art
Reis.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. E-mail him at marklapidus@
yahoo.com..
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Multiple Personalities
Aren't Disorders Anymore.
In fact, they're apowerful way

«
Co

build fistenership.

Multicast-capable consumer receivers wil' be available soon. Broadcast additional, digital
program channels now using BE's IDi 10and IDi 20 HD Radio' Data Importers and
Encoders. Enhance listener loyalty by providing program information and station
branding using broadcast data software and services from The Radio Experience.
Only Broadcast Electronics delivers the toois you need for HD Radio today, tomorrow and
the day after tomorrow without risk of rapid obsolescence or unexpected costs.
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Letters
Send letters via e-mail to
radioworldeimaspub.com, with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World, P.O.
Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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COMMENTARY

Ready to Commit? Marry Your Listeners
How to Build a Winning Franchise and
Increase TSL in Your Market
by Gary Begin
The author is president and co-owner
of Identity Programming in Jackson,
Tenn.
Radio is an art form but also abusiness. Producing great radio involves both
commerce and art.
But further, successful radio stations
are married to their listeners. When we
fail to satisfy our listeners' needs and
desires, we don't meet their expectations
or our revenue goals.
As an industry we need to rejuvenate
the creative spark in our radio product.
Radio's underlying sameness from market to market has created ahomogenization in sound. Our creativity has been stifled in the name of corporate profit. This
is aproblem, especially in small to medium markets.
The key to solving any problem is
knowing it exists. In business, as in marriage, problems are defined by dissatisfaction. It's really that simple. So ask
yourself: Do Ihave listeners who are dissatisfied? If you do ( and you do!), you
have aproblem.
In my 25 years as aprogram director
and air personality in large and small
markets, I've seen great stations succeed
because they foster a strong creative
environment coupled with strong leaders
who act as mentors. Station employees
who tap into that well of creativity and
apply it to their everyday craft help build
winning franchises.
Radio works best when it connects
emotionally with its listeners, just like
good marriages. And satisfied listeners
are good customers.
Here are a few examples of building
that winning franchise and increasing
TSL in your market.

The more locally focused your presentation, the greater the opportunity to
serve your community with excellence.
"Local" should become your new buzzword.

Great stations know one of the best
ways to winning an audience is having an
air staff that live, love and play in the
community. Become tapped into what's
going on in your town or city, then deliver the information in auseable and interesting form to your listeners.
Communicate!
Know the market
Chain stations are programmed from
far away, but while everyone likes the
"hits," not every market has the same
interests, hobbies, spare- time activities, etc.

Do you and your staff understand
what your target audience's interests
are? Do you understand their needs and
wants? Are you listening to your audience or are you vulnerable to attack
from the competition? If you don't
know the answers to those questions,
you are vulnerable.
Ask yourself, as if you were the competition, "Where are they the weakest?"
Fix that area ASAP. Use research to
benchmark your progress and determine
if you're cutting through the clutter, and
how your target audience perceives your
programming.
If research dollars are tight, perform
listener panels, Internet surveys/polls and
Internet music tests. You can even do live
interviewing; ask waiters/waitresses, etc.
If Leno and Letterman can do it, so can
you.
Put your Web site to work
If you don't have asite, for shame; get
one.
Maintain a site where listeners can
answer surveys and take part in special,
online-only contests. Make it fun and
involve the listener often, at least twice
per daypart. And remember, stream,
stream, stream your audio. This will
allow you to pick up listeners in unconventional ways. Go where your listeners
are going. Today that often means the
Internet.
Work your Web site correctly and it
can become your best marketing research
tool. This is important especially in small
markets, where dollars are tighter.
KISS ( Keep It Simple)
Great stations are simple stations. We
never confuse the listener.
This means not just playing the right
songs, but playing them in the right order
and giving your playlist some expansion.
On music stations, 70 percent or more of
any given hour is music. Make sure your
air staff's comments reflect the music
and image of your station.
Consistency
More than just needing to be simple,
we need to be consistent and stick with a
well-thought-out game plan.
Worse than not sticking with your plan
is not having a plan to begin with.
Inconsistency is frequently caused by:

Nobody Knows
Them Better Than We Do
Don't pay ridiculous prices to OEMs for
replacement rectifiers when we can provide an
economical retrofit package that will more than do
the job. The Model 51014 package shown is asinglephase, full wave bridge to retrofit all AM and FM transmitters
to greater than 15 kilowatts, depending upon modulation method.
Rectifier cards are rated at 24 KV per leg at amaximum forward
current of 6amps. suitable for plate supply voltages to 12 KV.
Additionally, each diode is protected by both an MOV and aresistor

/ Boredom
/ Impatience
be Lack of commitmen
/ Lack of confidence
/ Too many distractions
Today's successful stations are not
produced overnight.
Failure is not an option
Don't fail your listeners. II you are in
amarriage worth saving, you go to counseling to see how to be successful again.
Your radio station is no different.
How do we fail?
/ Lack of research
/ Assumptive familiarity
/ "Personal favorite" of the
PD or MD
/ To get the trip/concert/promotion
/ Rights songs, wrong order
/ Someone called in a "requested
song"

Gary Begin
Start mentoring
The encouragement of a strong creative environment begins with a mentoring program. Successful stations are
professional, forward-thinking organizations that hire and train the best people and find away to keep them happy.
In the new millennium, it's a much
more difficult task to find a great air
staff and productive sales people. We
need to bring "communications" back
into the communications industry.
Successful mentoring starts with:
Leadership: Delegate authority and
encourage teamwork. Be different. Don't
follow conventional rules blindly.
Become passionate about your projects.
When management is excited and enthusiastic, a trickledown effect occurs.
Communicate excitement. If you don't,
how can you expect your staff to get
worked up?
Involvement: Don't reject ideas out
of hand because they seem wild, crazy
or unproven. People who are involved
in a decision- making process participate much more enthusiastically than
those who just carry out their boss's
orders. Help them contribute and show
them you value their opinions. Listen
and incorporate their ideas when it
makes sense to do so.
Brainstorming: Something normally
thought of as a group activity, this is
also a great area for private problemsolving. Do it away from the station.
Find a quiet place: a park, someone's
home, a friendly restaurant with private meeting rooms, any place where
management and staff can feel mentally and physically comfortable to talk.
Play some games to get everyone
warmed up mentally. Remember, the
mind is a muscle; it needs warming
up. Make an agenda of things you
want to create ideas for. Informally
review the agenda, then let people
throw out ideas.
Include everyone. This imparts a
sense of ownership with the staff.
Include interns; they haven't been in
the business long enough to be screwed
up. For them, any idea is a good idea,
which is the basis of brainstorming.
And take good notes, which include
the originator of any ideas that will be
used.
See MARRY, page 56
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APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel, the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for voice.
Voices will be bigger, more present, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its comprehensive complement of exclusive
proprietary features brings these benefits to any voice - from athundering bombast to awhispering waif - without changing its essential quality.
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Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...
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•The RPA -tube preamplifier provides warmth, image and detail.
•The Easyrider® Compressor controls output levels without pumping or breathing.
•The Logic-Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off words.
•The Split Band De-esser effectively cuts sibilance without dulling.
•The Big Bottom® and Aural Exciter® add resonance, depth, presence and clarity.
•The parametric EQ takes care of any frequency anomalies with surgical precision.
•Post- processing insert point, - 10dBV and +4dBu analog outputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3,
S/PDIF and Optical, word clock I/O, and acough switch with soft mute allow the Model 230 to
be easily interfaced into any system.

AP HEX

So if you are looking to touch your listeners, you should be looking at the Aphex Model 230.

www.aphex.com
©2005 Aphex Systems. All

Rights Reserved. Designed and manufactured in the USA
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Incentives/Bonuses: Show your staff
you appreciate their hard work and
good ideas with bonuses or incentives.
This practice helps create staff loyalty,
making it difficult for competitors to
lure your best people away. Staff
longevity can also promote loyal listeners and an excellent reputation for
your station.
Continued from page

Job 1
Ford Motor Company claims
"Quality is Job 1." We need to think of
our radio product in the same way.
My approach to getting and keeping
listeners through " identity program-
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ming" is summarized by the phrase
"Marry Your Listeners." Most families
have afamily physician and dentist, an
insurance agent and a favorite hair
stylist. Why can't we also have afamily favorite radio station? Any station
can become wed to its listeners for life.
You simply need to communicate with
them and the desire to keep them happy.
Congratulations! And may you both
be happy and successful together for
the rest of your lives.
Identity Programming is a consultancy specializing in small and midsize markets and in adult formats in
AC, standards, smooth jazz and country. E-mail the author at garybegin@
charter.net.
RW welcomes other points of
view.

WEB

WATCH

EMSLive Targets
Paramedics Via Web
When it comes to the War on Terror,
EMS paramedics are definitely on the
front line. This is why a Canadian
paramedic has launched a one- hour
weekly webcast and downloadable
podcast via www.emslive.com.
"The problems faced by paramedics
across North America are the same, be
it dealing with a heart attack or aterrorist incident," said John Bignell, producer and host of "EMSLive."
"Add the fact that, when Ilooked in
early 2003, there were no radio shows

BROADCAST FURNITURE

NAB Radio Shomilill
Philadelphia 9/21 1311Y5'

dine #
CAD drawing

Omnirax from Design to Production

addressing the needs of paramedics
anywhere on the Web, and you'll
understand why Iproduce EMSLive
out of my own pocket."
Since its first webcast on March 2,
2004, EMSLive has interviewed a
range of EMS professionals.
"We've spoken live to UK
Paramedics who responded to the
London bombings," said Bignell, a
paramedic in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
"On the other end of the scale, we've
interviewed Randy Mantooth, who
played Johnny Gage on the hit TV
show ' Emergency!" Also covered
during the past year have been topics
like coping with tight government
funding, new medical technologies and
how coconuts can provide an improvised IV drip during emergencies.

Ill At Omnirax we work together with you from initial
design concept all the way through finished product,
ensuring that your furniture will provide you with
years of satisfied use.
al Our strength is forging partnership relations where
we can use our expertise to turn your ideas into
reality. We are able to work to your exacting
specifications or provide comprehensive design
services that remove the guesswork from your
investment.
II Our CAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and
finish, repeatability, and ease of modification.
All of our designs are rendered in the computer
prior to manufacturing. We are able to make
alterations and adjust to your equipment,
guaranteeing you not only get what you want,
but exactly what you need.
II We are small enough to give every job the personal
touch, large enough to outfit acomplete facility.
• The measure of our success is the achievement of a
synthesis of form, function and ergonomic comfort.

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392 FAX 415.332.2607

www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

CAD rendering
KOIT
San Francisco, CA

During its live hourly webcasts,
EMSLive hosts Bignell and journalist
Shannon McCarthy respond to e- mails
and chat group comments sent by listeners. They do so while operating out of
Ferguson Music Productions in
Dartmouth; across the bay from Halifax.
"It's a modern music recording studio where we rent production space,"
Bignell said. " The show is captured
using QuickTime Broadcaster, then
sent to aQuickTime server for streaming over the Web. We have the ability
to support up to 2,000 simultaneous
streams." In addition, listeners can
download aired shows directly from
the site's archives, store them to their
MP3 players and listen later.
Meanwhile, affiliated Web sites can
link to EMSLive's News Digest audio
file, which is updated twice aweek.
To date, EMSLive's audience consists primarily of downloaders, Bignell
said. " We have anywhere from 50 to
150 people listening live each week,
judging by e-mail and traffic in our
chat room," he said. " From 1,000 to
2,000 visitors then download the
show's audio file each week."
Overall, "We average about half a
millions hits each month and will
reach 1million hits by this September,
based on current growth. Better yet,
we are rated No. 1by Podcast Alley
under their Health category, and No.
78 out of 5,000+ podcasts overall."
— James Careless

Conserves AU.

Technology can save you money.
Consider: computers, VolP phone systems and
bandwidth cost less and deliver more every year.
Wouldn't it be great if broadcast gear did, too?
Thanks to Axia, it can.
Axia saves you money by using open Ethernet
technology to replace expensive proprietary
mainframe routers. Not only is Ethernet less
expensive, it's simpler and more reliable —
perfect for critical 24/7 operations. The Axia
IP-Audio solution eliminates sound cards, DAs,
punch blocks and cumbersome cables, so it
reduces installation and maintenance costs.
And now, Axia has acool new modular control
surface: Element. Scalable from four to forty
faders, you can build the ideal surface for every
studio. Element's abundant outputs and flexible
architecture can be switched between stereo
and surround mixing. Its info- rich user display,
HD Multicast, HD Surround, conventional stereo -- Element
handles them all. Upgrade your studios with confidence;

built-in router control, and integrated phone
elehient

and codec support simplify the most complex

you're ready for anything.

shows. You'll never outgrow it.
Like all Axia products, Element does more and
costs about half what others try to charge for
their "
Trust us, this is better than Ethernet, would
we lie to you?" stuff.
Element. Worth its weight in... well, you know.

A

TELOS

COMPANY

www.AxiaAudio.com
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Character Generation for Radio
by Jeffrey Hedquist

fondness for lutefisk and his affection for
his plaid snowmobile. This will give you
hooks on which to hang stories.
Characters can compliment the product or service — for instance, areminiscing storyteller who reflects on the "good
old days" on behalf of a down-home
restaurant, historical district or any business with yesterday's prices or service; a
character with a foreign accent for an
ethnic restaurant or imported car dealership; a 12- year- old genius nerd for a
computer store.
They can be caricatures of the advertiser him or herself, especially if the owner is familiar to the audience.
You can create aconfused or obtuse

One way to give long legs to a radio
campaign is to create it around acharacter or ensemble of characters who will be
identified strongly with the advertiser as
soon as the audience hears their voice(s).
Their personalities should have enough
facets to allow for character development
and interesting stories to be told.
Make each character unique. Don't
just give us Sven, the generic
Scandinavian guy from that cheese shop;
give him a name that reminds us of the
advertiser, develop a biography for him,
show the audience quirks in his personality — his feeble attempts at humor, his

character who needs to have everything
explained by aknowledgeable advertiser
representative.
Mr. Moonlight
Use a category character as
spokesperson or interviewee: The
World's Most Experienced Traveler,
Mrs. Fuss-budget, Mr. Nervous, Your
Guardian Angel, The Extreme Dude for
a sports store, Mr. Sandman for abedding store, Mr. Know It All for abookstore, an argumentative family for a
video store.
Ihave apersonal bias against anthropomorphic characters such as talking
trees, toothbrushes and cars. I'm sure

NEW

Xtreme-digilink
Live On Air
Hard Disk Music
Satellite Automation
over100shipped
since April !!!

NEW

No down payment

Features

Return at any time
Free Factory training

Music Scheduling

Free Hardware support

Long Form Recording

someone has made them work, but it's
rare case.
Characters with too much borrowed
interest — The Simpsons, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Jim Carey — will soon
become dated, are overused and draw
attention to themselves rather than to the
advertiser. Remember, your goal is to
attract people to the advertiser.
Successful campaigns featuring characters abound: the funny characters for
NYNEX Yellow Pages, Tom Bodett for
Motel 6, Charlton Heston and his GenX partners for those Bud Light spots
from a few years ago, the overblown
announcer for the " Real Men of
Genius" campaign.

Free Telephone support

... with Logic

Free Software upgrades

Live Remotes by phone

àeb.

and much more...

Free Hardware upgrades
Free PC and Network setup

New... use third party music
schedulers or the powerful internal
scheduler. Record multi- hour programs with logic and play them
back like avirtual satellite feed. Call
in by cell phone and interrupt programming with aLive update.... and
much more

ONLY $ 100 PER MONTH
Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio

W

hen you
develop a

character with an

systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We

interesting history

supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that

or back story, the

you supply is the PC. Without alarge initial equipment investment

audience will look

there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need

forward to hearing
each new episode.

to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

come to our FREE school!

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

over 100 shipped !!!
See us at

NAB Radio Show Booth # 304

When you develop acharacter with an
interesting history or back story, the audience will look forward to hearing each
new episode.
The next step in making your character- driven commercials effective is to
have character development. Are you different now than you were last year, last
month, yesterday, a few minutes ago?
We're all changing. So should the characters in your radio commercials.
This will make your story more cornSee CHARACTER, page 59
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Character
Continued from page 58
pelling, even in the short duration of a
radio commercial. Aside from making
the story about them, with aplot your target audience can relate to (based on their
needs, wants and desires), if you can
have your characters move, you will draw
listeners in. When characters remain static, you're less likely to keep the listener's
attention, especially upon repeated exposure.
A character can go from being adevil's advocate to an advocate, sad to happy, frustrated to relieved,
frightened to calm,
shy to confident,

Radio World 59
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Show the changes with dialogue and
the attitudes of the actors, but also with
sound effects and music. A simple
example is the problem/solution commercial.
If you've created a character your
audience can relate to strongly, they will
have the same "a-ha" experience as the
character in your mini radio play. Now
you have an ideal situation in which the
listeners are co-creating with you. They
are, to an extent, "rehearsing" that discovery themselves.
Try applying this technique to your
commercials, even the monologues. See
if your character has remained static or
has changed. Change is movement,
which attracts and keeps attention, which
leads to involvement and, eventually, to a
purchase.
Anytime you have that kind of corn-

pe I
I
mg entertainment
value in a commercial, you've gone a
long way towards getting the audience's
attention and interest
— and, of course,
results
for
your
advertiser.
For years, Jeffrey
Hedquist says, he has
been creating characters based on members of his family,
who have yet to recA character can work wonders. DDB Chicago won
$5,000 in the Racfio-Mercury Awards for an Anheuserognize themselves in
his commercials.
Busch spot in the 'Real Men of Genius' campaign that
Visit www.hedquist.
poked fun at 'Mr. Pro Sports Heckler' The campaign also
won the Grand Prix at the International Festival, Cannes.
corn for afree subscription to his news- Shown are Mark Gross, Bob Scarpelli and Chuck Rachford.
letter
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Ask us about the most advanced
technology in digital consoles an
routers for Radio and TV

BC 2000 D_Digital Console

Cost effective and flexible design.
_ Flexible inputs and outputs allocated to faders.
_ Design adaptable to digital and analog environments

D Router

for a single studio or multi- studio installations.
Enhanced interconnectivity between engines through

The same router used by the BC 2000D

MADI multi- channel links.

Console works as a stanJ-alone router,

_ Incorporating motorized faders with position memories

cowardly to heroic, from losing to winning. You can take your character from
the throes of passion to the depths of outrage, from hysterical crying to hysterical
laughter.
That's life
What can be the catalyst for these
changes? Other characters, each behaving
from his or her own point of view, which
you've already developed in your back
story. As they experience their lack of.
discovery of or interaction with the
advertiser's product or service, they
change.
What else? Self-discovery, overcoming obstacles, emergencies — all the
vicissitudes of life cause us to change.

with thousands of inputs and outputs,

enabling the allocation of up to 9 different channels

summing and processing, with a

per fader and with instant access.

scalable and modular architecture.

For more information and user references please visit us at www.aeqbroadcast.com
AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment

Fixed and portable ISDN Audio Codecs and
telephone hybrids.

AD Converters, monitors and digital
commentary system for large sport events.

Advanced multi-channel
talk show system.

AEQ USA
Phone. + 1(
954) - 581 7999
e-Mail: sales@aeqbroadcast.com

JutiRaue
_ Multiplexers, analogue mixing consoles,

_ Hand held digital audio recorders.

.ri

• + 1 ( 954) - 581 7733 ,
www.aeqbroadcast.com

International Sales
, + 34 916 861 300
aeqsales@aeq.es

See Us at NAB Radio Show Booth # 21 6

+ 34 916 864 492
www.aeq.es
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News, Talk and Sports Still Atop Format Cake
What does the radio format pie look like?
A graphic from Interep actually looks more like alayer cake than apie, but
it gives avisual indication of the relative size of various radio format niches.
The analysis is based on spring 2005 audience information using Arbitron data
and the M Street format list. The top 10 categories account for nearly 90 percent of total radio listening in continuously measured Arbitron markets,
Interep stated.
"News/Talk/Sports, Spanish, urban and CHR continue to dominate the list
of format categories; aresurgent country has tied adeclining AC for the fifth
position:' the ad sales and marketing company stated.
"However, the big gainer was classic rock, which surged to its highest level
in years with a share increase of more than one and one-half points. As
impressive as those numbers look, it should be noted that the latter category
includes the ' play anything' (`Jack' type) stations - more than two dozen of
which switched to the format in time to be listed under that heading in the
Spring Book.

SPRING 2005

AUDIENCE SHARE BY FORMAT
PERSONS 12+

*Spanish
•Contemporar)
*Religion
•
AC
Tejano
•
*Mexican
*Tropical
*Romanlica
•News/Talk

•NEWS/TALIUSPORTS 17.0

1.4
2.4

iN

•CIIR

11.8
23
2.8
0.1
0.0

*
Farm
*
Travel

0.3
1.1
0.1
3.8
1.0

> * SPANISH

0.0
0.0

12.6

1.3
1.2

-Urban t'ontemp/R&13
-URBAN

ewsiTalk/Sports, Spanish, urban

'News/Talk
*AU News
*AU Sports
•Businen News
*Full Service

5.4

>>> 'CUR

11.0

* Urban Al
-Urban Oldies

10.7

and CHR continue to dominate

the list of format categories; a resurgent
country has tied a declining AC for the

*Adult Contemporary
*Son AC
*
Modern AC

4.3

4.1

•ContempChristian
•Itellgious
4:thrift:
•Ens, listening
Christian Country
'Children

9.0

*COUNTRY

9.0

0.6

fifth position.'

"So, even though the format share total is higher:' Interep concluded, "it's
really too soon to judge the performance of these evolving stations on abookto-book basis."
News/talk/sports was off from peaks reached in last fall's campaign season
but the format grouping is steady from ayear ago. Spanish edged up to another
record high.
Urban was up incrementally, matching its total from spring ayear earlier.
Interep sees a recent shift from urban contemporary toward urban AC.
Meanwhile CHR experienced some erosion since it peaked last spring and
summer; the declines have occurred mainly in the dance segment.
Country had its best performance in several years; the oldies format hit a
new low, apparently due to flips to Jack-style stations. AOR rebounded in the
spring while new rock fell back..
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Products & Services

Network Control of Voice Processors?
6200

Digital

Voice

Processor

PREV

e
EXIT

You bet.

Network control gives you the freedom to adjust processors while they're on the air - without
leaving your desk. Network control gives you the power to remotely manage programs

running on processors in multiple studios. Network control helps you realize the potential of digital audio.
Give each AirTools 6200 Digital Voice Processor its own IP address on your station's LAN. Then you're in control.

Contact your AirTools dealer and see what network control can do for you.

Engineered by

5.2

4.9
0.9

symetrix

AirToolsAudio.com

e

investing in Surround Sound
is Good Business
¡MAS Publishing Group presents

How to Plan Budget Build and Broadcast in Surround Sound
minar at

Ci

_

s.

Learn how you can set yourself apart from the competition with surround sound at your facility! StKlies
snow that surround sound makes DTV pictures "look better"; HD- Radio offers parity with state-of-the-art

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

&lob to radio stations.

-TV and Radio Engineers

See and hear for yourself the difference surround sound can make. This seminar is packed full of

- Operations Directors/Managers

neEd-to-know information, such as:

I How surround

-Tech Directors/Managers

sound fits into the digital broadcasting transition

- Station Group Owners, Network CTOs and
Engineering Directors

IThe

present state of broadcast and production equipment for surround sound

IThe

present state of consumer equipment for receiving surround sound, including DTV and HD- Radio,

NTSC and FM, automotive environments, PCs and convergent devices and the w'reless world

YOUR HOSTS: ATEAM OF EXPERTS

Market demographics: Who's listening to surround sound?

ISurround

-Audio Engineers

This surround sound seminar is hosted by

sound's use and impact in sports, music and educational content

TV Technology, Radio World, Pro Audio Review
and Audio Media.

Planning for corversion
Budç.eting for equipment, design and staff training
I Quaky control and maintenance
•

rit

-7"-

Thursday, October 6(immediately preceding the

119th AES Convention)

VVNET Studios, 450 W. 33'd St. (
2-1/2 blocks from the Jacob Javits Convention Center)
New York, NY

IMAS Publishing

Ea.m.-9 a.m.

On- site registration and continental breakfast

9a.m.-5:30 p.m.

Seminar Program:

specializes

in professional audio

and video technology magazines ( including the
one you're reading now). Publications include such
industry standards as Radio World newspaper. and
TV Technology. Pro Audio Review and Audio- Media

-Introduction/History and Overview of Surround Sound

Europe magazines.

-Surround Sound Broadcasting
-Lunch Break ( Lunch Provided)
Skip Pizzi. who is moderationg the
seminar, is arenowned expert in digital

-Implementing Surround Sound at the Broadcast Facility
(separate breakout sessions for TV and Radio run concurrently)

audio and cc-chair of the NRSC Surround

-Producing Surround Sound Content

Sound Audic Task Group, as well as a
Contributing Editor to Radio World. He is

•

•••- .9. •

also aformer technical training manager

...211111rerlr.•_•. •

for broadcast technology.

egistration

How to PlEn, Budcet, Build and Broadcast in Surround Sound
At WNET Studios in New vork City, 450 W. 33rd St., NY. NY

I/ YES,

please sign me up for the Surround Sound Seminar.

E Early-bird Registration Rate ( must respond by Sept. 9): $575
E Regular Registration : after Sept. 9): $675
111 On-site Registration: $700
E Multiple attendees from the same company save $50 on each registration!
(check here if this apolies) Note co-worker who will attend:
Payment Terms: For credit card orders, anon-refundable $ 100 deposit will Pe charged to your credit card
upon receipt of regis:ration. The remaining balance, based on your date of registration, will be charged to
your credit card on September 30, 2005. Cancellations after September 30 are subject to a50% penalty.
To register, you may RSVP online at www.imaspub.com/surround or fax this form to 703-671-7409,
o. -mail this form to: IMAS Publishing Group Surround Sound Seminar, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church,
VA 22041. Or phone in your reservation at 800-336-3045 x153.

Form

Name:
Title:

Company

Address:
City:

State:

Phone:

Fax:

Email:
P
AYMENT !METHOD'
D Check (Check #
Credit Card:

III Visa

)Enclosed
Mastercard

LJ American Express

Credit Cato? #:
Amount to Charge:
Please pr:nt name as it appears on card:
Signature-

Exp. Date:

Zip:

Products & Services
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RECEIVERS
OUTSTANDING specifications and pricing on professional
quality receivers for EAS, monitoring and translators.

Re%

A

%sie

r

e*

ir rig

EAS

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

Price S1750.00
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

The AFC3 is athree receiver rack mount that is configured
to your EAS or monitoring specific application. Each receiver has intemal frequency selection (PLL) switches, front
panel controls and indicators, and rear panel connections.

•.:130€12; ic"nr
VDE 9, P.l,

U 9.2
L.:•6 ,PC .ie-Fcrt Hot le

autemn

MINIUMÉN
Price:

pproximately $ 1206 (
depend
* ing on receiver choice)

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOAA
Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers. All
receivers are PLL (synthesized) designs using the latest
state of the art components and are available as stand
alone receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.

•5two-way RS-232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board • 2minutes of digital audio storage
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended • 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
operation
•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

•20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input leveLs

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454
Email: SCARadio@aolcom WebSite: vAvw.DaytonIndustrialcom
Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980

• BNC fining with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

•Will handshake with automation equipment

iiing@gOrman-redlich.com

tuned radias, rernateifillak Ides

f
i
ller 111111Vbaracter generators.:
--

AM Antenna Solutions

roduga.automation

LBA Technology . Inc is your
proven supplier cf innovative
digital- ready AM antenna systems
Our products include tuning units
phasing systems multiplexers AM
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level
We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide to --

Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required
NEW! Just Released v3.8
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand
•For AU Stations, All Formats
•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations
•Plays All Audio File Formats
•Complete Automation Systems Available
•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $259
•Music Libraries Available
...Did we mention FREE SUPPORT

Roduga Software
Download your FREE Demo Today
WWW.raduga.netinv.htm
1513) 887-0714

Web Site: www.gonnan-redlich.com

—•
• Also
— ninilable. uffltber
— radios, antenna; for weather radios, crystal conindled synlbeized FM digitally

RF Components

LBA Tunipolen"
Folded Unipole Systems

Reach further -

•

sound better!
Diplexer, Triplexer and
Phasor Systems

Low as 5149* Buyout

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

3400 Tupper Drive Greenville NC 27834
800-522-4464 252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-9155 / Email Lbatech@Lbagroup com / www Lbagroup com

LBA

Since 1963

Th(F teeny,
" CircuitWrrkEs MicTEI
Tl-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE!

dG"

tWes rice ss

AA

I

F•Ginr1/8/11c Input

( sec

en

D Outputs & Inputs for telephone
handset. cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to + 10dBm.

Eteemel.

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two
9V alkaline batteries.

D

High quality. user-switchable,
internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with silent.
auto- switching battery backup.

Fiber Optic Modem Protection
Light Protection that keeps on working!
Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.
For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038,
Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044. For pricing and sales call:
Harris, Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S., or your local distributor.
See our web page: www.opticshield.com It is for real!
The Ultimate Lightning Protection!

D Individual

gain controls for send.

receive and headphones levels.

Amplified IVlic/Lirte to Telephone Interface

Check out this & our other remote
solutions at www.círcuitwerkes.corn
CircuitVVerkes. Inc. - 2805 NW 6th Street. Gainesville. Florida 32609. USA

sAi
352-335-6555
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The Politics of Radio Relationships Irish
In a Training Program for Radio Bosses,
Broadcasters
Holtom Teaches the People Perspective
Increase
Choice
by Carl Lindemann

A fresh outlook is crucial for any manager
navigating the rapidly changing opportunities
and obstacles in today's radio environment.
For Georgetown University Professor
Brooks Holtom, the right outlook is also a
look inward. Radio is apeople business. By
creating opportunities for employees to
flourish, organizations flourish too.
Holtom has created 'The Power Game"
and " Managing
the
Politics
of
Relationships" for the NAB's Executive
Development Program for Radio
Broadcasters (
www.nab.org/radio/seminar),
aclassroom-type training seminar that takes
place each summer and for which NAB
members pay about $ 1,800.
The EDP's curriculum is designed to give
managers an opportunity to sharpen skills
and gain new perspectives; but Holtom's
piece is more experiential.
Over the past three years, he has guided
radio managers through arole-playing game
to come to abetter understanding of human
dynamics at work within their organizations.
While he believes that the best way for radio
managers to take these lessons to heart is by
participating, he offered afew pointers for
those who haven't had the opportunity.
'Underling' view
-The key is for managers to stay sensitized about what it's like to work in any and
all aspects of their organizations," said
Holtom. "For most, it's been along time
since they knew firsthand what it's like to be
at the entry-level or talent side of the business. But knowing what drives people wher-

The top group consists of 10 percent of the
participants but controls two-thirds of the
resources. The middle- and low- power
groups divide up the rest.
For managers used to seeing things from
the top, being placed at the bottom can raise
awareness.

have directed it to charity.
The specific outcome isn't so telling as
the process. In one session, the signature
action of the organization was renaming the
low-power group, which made up the bulk
of the participants, to "the large group."
The lesson in this is to understand the
power of perceptions. Creating the impression that everyone is a "player" fosters
employee engagement. Though there is a
difference between actual and such per-

Prof. Brooks Holtom talks management theory at the NAB's seminar with Tom
Fahy of Broadcast Strategy Group; Theresa Timm, local sales manager for
Family Radio, Inc./Midwest Family Broadcast Group, far left; and Mary Lopez,
cultural affairs director, KOHN 91.9 FM, right.
Even though not everyone can be on top,
that doesn't mean that those working under
need to feel out of the loop.
"Most senior managers haven't been in the
role of underling for along time. What they
see in the role-play is the need for clear and

The "Power" of
Emotional Intelligence
According to Daniel Goleman's research:
•Emotional intelligence proved to be twice
as important as technical skills or IQ in
explaining excellent executive performance.
• When star performers were compared with
average performers, 90% of the difference
in their profiles was attributable to
emotional intelligence factors rather than
cognitive abilities.

ceived power, employees who feel they are
stakeholders far outperform those burdened
by asense of disenfranchisement.
Seeing radio in terms of larger business
principles has value, he says. For all of
radio's idiosyncrasies, the fundamentals that
apply throughout industry hold true in ours.
Time and again, Holtom says, he has seen
how human dynamics trump industry differences.
The bottom line? Attractive workplaces
that draw in and retain excellent employees
tend to be managed by people who share
credit and are not consumed by maintaining
power. Productive leadership operates by
effectively communicating the organization's
vision and mission and providing everyone
the opportunity to engage in the common
enterprise to the best of their abilities.
This, he argues, is the cornerstone to
building and maintaining athriving organization.
For Holtom, success in the seminars isn't
about providing an academic appreciation
for the problems of radio management.
"What we really want is to shake people up.
We want them to be different, to be changed
by the experience, when they get back to the
office?' he said.

by Kevin Branigan
With afresh round of radio licensing
to commence later this year, groups large
and small in Ireland are gearing up to
apply for lucrative franchises.
According to the Broadcasting
Commission of Ireland, all citizens will
have at least one new service to listen to
within the next three years.
The release of unused frequency allocations by regulators has led the BCI to
plan to issue anew quasi-national license
as well as regional and local licenses.
Youth-oriented services will make up
a large percentage of the new licenses
advertised, along with a national religious service on AM with low-power
FM repeaters.
The developments will significantly
alter the Irish landscape and come at a
time when the BCI is evaluating its rules
on ownership and control, as well as
those governing news and current affairs
mandates.
New services
Meanwhile, while some operators
intend to expand their range of services
by acquiring new licenses, others have
found ways to tap into new markets and
develop new services.
Midwest Radio has set up the
Midwest Irish Radio Internet Service
aimed at the Irish diaspora. The new venture is an addition to the existing local
radio station for County Mayo and
broadcasts Irish music to a potential
global audience of almost 70 million.
Midwest Irish Radio provides a
"unique and interactive" service for the
Irish community worldwide, said Station
Manager Paul Claffey. "This is the first
time that an Irish radio station has provided such a service for Irish people all
over the world and made it instantly
available over the Internet," he said.
Programming includes news and current affairs from Ireland, as well as all
sorts of Irish music. The move by
Midwest to a new studio complex last
year facilitated the Internet project.
"Naturally, it is putting astrain on our
resources but we believe in the concept
and that it is the way forward," said
See IRELAND, page 64

Slide from Holtom's presentation
ever they are is essential?'
Holtom's "game" makes explicit the
power relations that exist within hierarchical
organizations.
The way the game works is simple. Start
with aclassroom full of managers and divide
them into three groups with different levels
of power in ahypothetical organization.
Each participant antes up a $ 10 stake in the
enterprise. The money serves as asymbol of
the organization's resources. Working out
how it gets directed is the prime activity.
Though all players put up equal stakes,
control of resources is not shared equally.

accurate communications so that no one feels
they're working in the dark," Holtom says.
"Wherever you are in an organization,
you want to see how you contribute to the
whole. You need to feel connected to the
mission or else you feel exploited?'

Product Showcase
Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Inter-face
• perform unattended remote broadcasts
• DTMF operated controller with relay outputs
• fully programmable output on any key press
• momentary and/or maintained relay outputs
• four logic inputs with programmable output

Perceptions
Observing radio managers at play with
this "game" over the years, Holtom has seen
various groups arrive at much different
approaches to managing power relations.
Some have directed the bulk of resources
into the pockets of top management. Others

• balanced audio input and output with ALC

Sine Systems

615.228.3500
mon MIMmation: www.sinesystems.com
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base, specializing in music from the
1980s.
A new service, Radio.ie, intends to
launch from Dublin within the next six
months, offering anumber of specialized
live and on-demand audio channels for
Irish people around the world, and
FM104 ran Wod 1.com, an Internet-only
dance station, which also became avaluable training ground for the station during 2001.
Some services have begun to make use
of IP-based linking methods as the technology becomes more accessible to users.
Developments in this area reflect the
increased use of new technologies.
Broadband Internet access has become
commonplace, lowering the costs of
transmitting and receiving streaming
media and reducing barriers to access for
broadcasters and consumers alike.

Ireland
Continued from page 63

Claffey. "Our new studios afford us the
perfect infrastructure to progress our
ideas. We acknowledge the potential of
Internet radio."
Claffey launched the Internet-only
radio service after he lost the franchise
for North West Radio. Following apublic
court case, the license went to Ocean FM
in 2004.
Reducing barriers
Other Irish services broadcast via the
Internet too. Most radio stations now
stream their normal programming online,
while Sun80s.com operates a global
Internet radio service from its Dublin

Other developments in wireless technology, such as radio services over satellite or cellular networks, are creating possibilities for the listening public and are
expected to grow in popularity.
Meanwhile, the bulk of the development in Irish broadcasting over the coming years will continue to be analog.
Development of aformal digital policy
will not begin until 2006, while no public
tests of any form of digital terrestrial
broadcasting have taken place since the
late 1990s.
Full-time licenses
Despite this, new stations have continued to make their mark on the airwaves.
In Dublin, five radio services have
won licenses over the past five years,
including new formats such as youth-orientated, news and current affairs, country

REGISTER TO ATTEND AT WWW.AES.ORG

and Irish and over-35s.
In addition, arevision to the BCI temporary licensing scheme has allowed a
series of stations to operate high-power
broadcasts from locations around the
country for prolonged periods of time.
Dublin has welcomed alternative rock
station Phantom FM, Christian broadcaster Spirit FM, Irish Music Radio,
oldies station Premier FM and ethnic station Sunrise FM.
Such is the availability of spectrum
that, even if all of these services had fulltime licenses, there would still be room
for new stations in the Dublin area, not to
mention the rest of the country.
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audience of almost
70 million.
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ALIVE.
SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONFERENCE
THE HOME STUDIO REVOLUTION
SURROUND i
--UP 1Gk DEFINI 1
i3N

OVER 400 CUTTING EDGE EXHIBITORS
DVER ic> TRAINING 'vv)Pk:m--1( -)rw,
PAPERS THAT WILL CHANGE THE COURSE OF AUDIO

A recent report for the Irish
Government by Dutch consultant OX
suggested that almost 40 percent of available spectrum space in Ireland is unused,
with large swathes of the FM band and
virtually the entire medium-wave band
unused.
With the availability of such a large
amount of analog spectrum, the pressure
to move to digital that exists in other
markets is not present in Ireland.
Hot topic
It would appear that, apart from
prospective transmission providers, the
only party actively interested in digital
broadcasting is public broadcaster Radio
Teleffs Eireann.
RTE has been attempting to plan for
digital broadcasting since the mid- 1990s,
and it even conducted DAB tests in
Dublin during 1998.
Rumors have circulated that the public
broadcaster now plans to conduct Digital
Radio Mondiale tests from its Athlone
transmission site, and one group, Irish
Overseas Broadcasting, has predicted
that audible reception could be achieved
across most of Europe and into North
Africa from the Athlone site using DRM.
RTE is said to be keen to trial various
modes of digital transmission and feels
that if Ireland does not get involved in the
debate at this stage, it may be ultimately
forced to accept a system that does not
match its requirements.
Kevin Branigan contributes to Radio
World from Dublin. Contact him via email at kevinbranigan@eircom.net

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange .'accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst'"
=7888-785-2900
Pull product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL

AIVI Ground Systems
Redatole, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Ampex AM-10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Now available, radio automation
for Linux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks- more. Visit
www.digitaldevelopment.net, click
on RADIO AUTOMATION for
screen shots. Free software with
small
duplication
fee.
Call
406.665.1832.
WANT TO SELL
Arrakis-Digilink 2, Digital automation
system, cd-switcher & 3 6-pk cd
players, keyboard, mouse & monitor
donbler- extended switcher, all cables,
keyboards and mouse $600 or b/o
Call Mike Schneitzer 605-374-5747

Sceirtefteeft Bleedeade Poreduced
Television & FM

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?

FURNITURE
WANT TO SELL
Beautiful Used Harris Studio
Furniture Package. Call for
Details 702-304-9566

Look no further, you're in the right place!

LIMITERS/AUDIO
'011.1111 11à
--Ore

PROCESSING

•iirrAil

WANT TO SELL
lelos, Omnia-6FM processor,
purchased new May 03, just taken
out of service 7/05, works great!
Complete w/ manual and original box.
$6500 Call Bill Evans, 270-737-8000
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

e

\'

acne UL-iorld

01/11014arei

Call today for current rates and
703-998-7600. ext. 154
WANT TO SELL

WANT TO BUY

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

Subcarrier Generator for sale.
Only used for about one month.
Still under warranty. Model CRI
SCA-300A Best acceptable offer
386-788-6386

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore /
10 21220

Gates FM 20113 20 kw FM
Transmitter with BE FX-30 exciter
and manuals. 931 mhz $5000. Call
David Hocd 317-684-8128.
Hughley & Phillips - Flashguard
2000 420 ft strobe system.
Installed i
999 - on ground. Make
offer. Robert McHaffey - 417-8839180.
325 ft Tower- Good condition. You
take down.
Includes Beacons,
Grays, etc $ 15,000 or make offer.
Call CHaynes, 601-573-2445.

ADVERTISE!
Fcr more information,
cEll Claudia Van Veen
at 70::.998.7600 ext. 154.

WANT TO BUY
3 15.8" and 1 5/8" Coaxial
relays,
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
contcorrim@sbcglobal.net
Looking for a 1 kw Western
Electric Transmitter, complete. Call
804-276-3983.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
irbaa 9200/U Serial 805118024131. $3000. Call Gary at WKKYFM @ 440-446-9559.

Computer Concepts, 4- DOS
based DCS units. Complete with
DA & APTX Boards, New hards
drives, Great for replacements,
adding a studio, or perfect for
automatic recording and listenlines, too. Rack- mount IBUS
Chassis, $3495 Ea or best offer.
Art Morris, 417-678-0416 x103.

salerebaycountry.com

CHAPTERS

Who you know can make
all the difference

SBE

WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
RONICINIIIIDAM AM RAM MOO»,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA, CS!,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

an SBE Chapter

15/8" motorized 4- port RF coaxial
switch. Preferred motor voltage
120vac. Preferred control voltage
12-24vdc. G. Curtis 818-779-8444
or gcurtis@ktlw.net.
MONITORS

FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040

SYou Know We Know Radio 'S
.

CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
DYNAMAX MXD DIGITAL Series
Broadcast Audio Console. New
Never installed. 8- mix channels ( 3
Analog Modules / 5 Digital
Modules) Slide Pots, Digital
Metering $4500 or best offer.
Michael Glaser - 631-236-7121.

a

a

•Penn. Class A, Medium
Market...52.0M

I

L

407.699.6069

E-mail: Haddenwseaol.com
Web: Haddenonline.com

WANT TO BUY
AM-FM-LPTV-CPS Stations, Iwill
buy that dog that doesn't make
any money. Areas: RI. CT, MASS,
FL . Also will buy dark stations too.
Cash
waiting.
Price:
open
mondomikeradio@aecom 401942-8341 before 9pm EDT.

REELS/CDs
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of 16"
transcriptions or 12" transcriptions,
not commercial LPs. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

www.rwonline.com

WANT TO SELL
Belar FMM-1 & FMS-1, FM
Monitor and FM Stereo Monitor
tuned to 93.1 Sold as aPair. $ 1500.
Call David Hood 317-684-8128

TRANSCOM CORPORATION
Seeing the Broadcast Industry since 1978

2.5 KW
3.5 KW
5KW
6KW
10 KW
10 KW
20 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
30 KW
50 KW

1984
1992
1982
1995
1988
2001
1978
1991
1980
1982
1986
1982

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
12 inv
50 KW

1983
1986
1985
1996
1982
2000
1985

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE
WANT TO SELL
Comrex 2 xP, two-line encoder.
$200 price includes shipping. Call
John Brewster at 310-503-0444.
Marti, STL-8 15, Two Transmitters,
Two Receivers. Good condition!
$1000 per Set or Make offier. Call
C. Haynes - 601-573-2445.
Moseley PCL - 505C Receiver,
tuned to 951.000mhz. $500. Call
David Hood 317-684-8128.

iliggifirtkOrSet/0/3
Continental 814R-1
Harris HT3.5
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
Harris HT10
Henry 10.0000-95
Collins 831G2
Harris HT 20
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only)
Harris FM25K
BE F11130A
Harris Cembiner w/ auto excitertransmitter switc her
Used Am Trensmitters
Harris MW1A Solid State
Harris SX1A Solid State
Contineital 315R1
Harris Gates 5Solid State
Harris MW5A
Naute1XL12 Solid State
Continental 317 C2

Exciters
*New* 20 w & 30W Synthesized exciters
eneiVreggetrie 40W0ge10'
Special Discount Pricing Oft:
VHF and UHF TV Antennas
(10 Wto 10 KW)
TV STL
Used IV Transmitteie
10 KW VHF NEC PCN 1213
30 KW UHF RCA TTU-30 -A, CH 50
Edà7inerlt
Bird Test Load, 25 KV/ Termallne, 50S
Bird RF Thrullne Wattmeter, 50S
Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Orban Optimod FM 8200 Digital Audio Processor
Potomac Phase Monkor AM19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monkor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sofa Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s-phase

Please vet our web site for cunentetings.

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 * 215-938-7304 * FAX: 215-938-7361
kmamtv.com

I

TAPES/CARTS/

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS

WANT TO BUY

COMPLETE

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
BTUs
Test Eqaipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
(-, -You Know We Know Radio' r„

MISCELLANEOUS

Get connected to
www.sbe.org
(317) 846-9000

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Geer

•Texas Class C Group,
Powerhouse
Combo...54.0M

TX
Panhandle
100K,
FM,
$500.000, call 806-259-3511

STATION S
MICROPHONES

Upgraded Class A,
Cash Flow...51.5M

PRODUCTS/SERVICES

Member of BBB

FRI Antenna, low power, rototiller
model, 3 Day, tuned to 95.3 Mhz
End Red 1-5/8" flange $ 1000 plus
shipping„ Call Mark McVey 6604465-7225 or 641-799-1507.

HADDEN 8 ASSOC.
• Miss.

WANT TO SELL

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 oFAX 443-596-0212

Marti RPU equipment. continental
Communications 314 664-4407.
contcomm@sbcglooatnet
SCA/SUBCAR 2IERS

Your #1 Source

Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt
Call us 800/279-3326

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

RETUNING 8 TESTING AVAILABLE
RETU
* CA LL US FOR A QUOTE!
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test [ab

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

EVANS

•ICC Apixlic Minns and Field Engineering

‘ o<i.

o

,

t

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

•I requein v Searches and C( )ordina tu in
•AM-FM-(ATV-ITFS-1 PTV

FCC

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
f

i
', Too iroling. oni

651-784-7445

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

1
.".IJNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
oi....ottosscrsonsmouweemweiwomo

TV coverage & Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering

AM. FM.

Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mined

P0 Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-007
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax (856)985-812.

Fax (651) 784-7541

Ttcitsucei CONSt LIANIS

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FIWTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

p

c:$ ft
Software for your PC

ZALA.101.61.1.1[S,ALAWIMI.112•

(8 00) 743-3 684
www.v-soft.com

•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

FacilitWNIX,e

r

and conSulting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
FM-AM-TV-LFTV-LPFM
Applications, Amendments,
Upgrades, Frequency Searches.
Directional Antennas
Field Work ( Station Inspections)
631-965-0816 or 516-429-8340

celenza@modigy.net
41 Kathleen Crescent. ( urtin' N.Y. 11727

FROM STOCK

Since 1948

Mullaney
Engineering, Inc.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9049 Shady Grove Core*
Garthenburg,
Me'
(
3011921-011',
Fax (
3011590-975:
mullaneyamullenquo,

2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438.-4420 Fax: ( 760)438-4759
e-mail: link@surcom.corn web: www.surcom.corn

Visr us on lhA web al WWW ratlIOSUG.COnl
101 Demurest SA

Veinores1 GA • 704-778•0811

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
AIJ_DCAT10111 STUDIES

1.001011 » Mt
111111111181181

FIELD WORE ASPECIAUTY

'city

..• oils
4nernerli il {
not • f
andy rtspecture for
4IA? measure
Printasernsuan,41
'r•r RADabon
PIPoses
1,..ituatrn • fAIV I , Ikagr
slim
')

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements

For more information, including rates &

e

I-111\

NoUf

COrePale 1'44

Are You a
Distributor?

To advertise,

ADVERTISE HERE!

call 703-998-7600

Space is available.

ext. 154

deadlines, fax Claudia Van Veen at

Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

or e-mail:

+1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

-c0.10u

G

Ft A

cvanveen@imaspub.com

NI

Rack Ukerld

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only. All other end users will be charged.
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by tilling out the form below. Please be awwe that it takes one month for listings to appear.
The listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio
Yes
0 No
Please print and include
all information:

VACUUM
RELAYS

Serving Broadcasters

Mate« AFCCE

Zete4 Siashast 7
5krbssiomist

ACT"! C) 1\I

JENNINGS

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Oter 45 rears engineering

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Member AFCCE

FASTER._

t ) x•ration ANI/I'MflY/A1 X Services:
•
Field Miirk:Anicnna and

www.grahambrock.com

FROM STOCK

MOREACCURATERAMO COVERAGE

flffl ,Ulocation hi

www. co rn Ill tec Ii r
l. corn

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

210 S. Main St . Thiensv,tle, WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http:' ,www evansassoc.com

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
Full hcrvice

Design • Field Engineering • Tower (» tuning

Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning 8 Proof

EXPERTS IM
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

s'•

BROADCAST

Applications •

Upgrade a.

•Ehit Te,t Iab iCt and Lumped') iI( I

Signature

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

World?

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Date

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2005

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station
Address
City/State

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

Zip Code

1x

6x

I3x

26x

$110

105

100

95

Telephone

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95

85

75

65

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper
word or per inch basis.

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

52/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Vt is J WTBU Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600, to
I '1

reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All

listings are

run for

MASTERCARD and American Express.

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast

Equipment Exchange • PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-671-7409 • email cvanveenelmaspub.com

www.rwonline.com
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POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/ TRANSLATORS ( Cont.)
World leader
In
AM - FM

alTEANAC OKA_

Transmitters

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Oats In Stock
Pal Power- • Manufactures • Instruction Books
•Spares & An Complete

Visrt our Websrte

ww besco-int.com

Dr Call Rob Malany, National/Intl Sates

at

321-9604001

WANT TO SELL
Harris/Oates,
FM
HT 10,
7ransmitter only, Needs Parts,
Price good if party picks up at
Memphis, MO $500, Call Mark
McVey 660-4465-7225 or 641799-1507

Nautel 10k am AMFET tnd10
(19901tuned to 1420. On air now
in excellent condition. Available
by 9-01-05. $20,000.00. Call
Steve 540-349-1250.
CSI T- 1-A 1000 watt AM
transmitter on-air. Good condition.
$2000 or make offer. Call C.
Haynes, 601-573-2445
FX-50, New in Box, Broadcast
Electronics Digital FM Exciter &
FIM41 - Used Potomac Industries,
AM Field Strength Meter. 713526-8000, Houston, TX.

IN Online
WANT TO BUY
Western Electric 1KW transmitter,
complete. Please call 804-2763983

TUBES & COMPONENTS

S

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - Slts -

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-4.:Utc6
himi4la
if
ies.ceo
u
r
n
night,

An International

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

Distributor of RF Components

Studio & Test Equipment

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" S

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS. ANTENNAS,

AM phasors, phasor parts,
Phase Monitors, rf switches.
Continental
Communications
314-664-S4497,
contcomm@sbcglobal.net

%
I
T

0 ad Ca Ori
t‘

tqUiP rriti
e 0#

For more
information,
call Claudia at
703-938-7600 ext. 154.
P

ea

Boa* World.

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

WW1 111011111 111111111111111
e)f

NEW POWER TUBES

LJJ.5.12.JJ;JJJJ-UJJ.ri

tee

peces

To Order:%
1-800-881-2374

EEV
en

Sr

RN MC

30K9 Deltona Blvd.

Worldwide Availability

352-68S-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

BEST SERVICE
%twice www.deedcelectroidcs.com

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

From Milliwatts to Kilowatts -

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

Motorola • Toshiba •

...FdairWr
„d
-

Se Habla Español

1m» eilmomm ..mmumaà mom.
Me ....MU •••••• 1111.
Cormirrouriu

760- :

Pm., Yetanre

SGS • Thomson

& Mitsubishi Semiconductors

300-737-2787
ail: rfp@rfplrts.com

We Export

Web: vinew.rfparts.com

POSITIONS WANTED
Creative, personable, hard working
jock with creative mind and great
production skills in North Texas area.
Looking for part-time gig. Donald
Henry guitar811@aol.com, ( 972)
475-2482

Do Attitude, and most of all making
people happy. Call J- Bug 972274-6237 or 214-335-2890 email
jjcuzz212002@yahoo.com
Magnificent communicator with a
great
personality
seeking
employment in the radio industry.
Friendly, out- going, and loves
being around people.
Contact
Feliscia
214-280-0448,
or
N2fitnezz@aol.com

Energetic, Team- player, Professional. A
strong
family
oriented person, great boardoperations, production and on-air
qualities. Email Wade Scott at
scotty3405@aol.com or call ( 214)
491-8977

Strong work ethic, morals, and
convictions. Can attract and hold a
listening audience.
Reliable,
topical and easy on the ears.
Contact James Frazee at 817-2653139 sititechguy@comcastnet
Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NABER Certified twoway radio technician, amateur
radio extra, seeks CE, asst. CE FIT,
P/T Contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV.
Contact:
Mitchell
Rakoff,

Big personality, strong production
skills and commercial writing. Can
...and so are the potential

Looking to Buy or Sell

Diners for your products

Used Equipment?

and services.

Look no further, you're in the right place

,

ag:r

ocJL W »rid

for your business, and agreat place for prospects to find you!
481F elf

To advertise, call 703-998-7600. ext. 154
or e-mail cvanveeneirnaspub corn

uMi

Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

There's
a new
affordable
alternative for your voice and
production work- Fair prices,
instant turn around, an idea factory
for your copy needs- a major
market sound for your hometown
station!
Paul
Walker
www.walkerbroadcasting.com or
radiofIdude@aol.com

Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat pito find things

Pro-Tek®

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Spring Hill. Ft, 34609

This isn't small market radio. It's radio in asmall market, and we take a
big market attitude. We'll spend money on repairs, we'll spend money for
upgrades. No more paper clips and rubber bands. We'll actually give you
arepair budget.

In return for your commitment and hard work, you'll be paid agreat salary,
outstanding benefits, and a401(K) program the company will pay into.
Submit your resume' to Jay White. Corporate Director of Engineering,
jay.white@morris.com. Morris is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

O

SVETLANA

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Morris Communications Company, LLC owner of Columbia River Media
Group, based in Wenatchee, WA, has an immediate opening for aRadio
Chief Engineer. We are looking for another great engineer for the Morris
Team.

Wenatchee is agreat area, and the cost of living is among the best in the
nation. It's aclean, attractive community with agreat quality of life. The
staff and management are the best in the region.

grm
Car••••••••••• • Peeper Infoostnet

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

MORRIS

You don't have to be aChief yet. This position is agreat one for an
assistant engineer who is looking to move on in their career. We'll train
you if you don't know something, and we'll give you all the resources you
need to get the job done. You should have agood level of experience as a
radio engineer, and formal electronics training and you've got to have a
great attitude and high standards for the product. We've got atotal of 3
FM and 2AM stations in the Wenatchee area.

Anne.
=
=

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

i.ijiij

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

CAN

HELP WANTED

11)

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

/

EMPLOYMENT
Station Manager - Radio
campesina in Salinas, CA is
seeking aStation Manager to
manage
departments
in
Sales.
Promotions,
and
Administration. Need to have
excellent
communication
skills and good computer
skills. Bilingual in Spanish a
plus. Min HS with at least five
years experience managing a
radio
station.
Interested
candidates send resumes via
fax ( 661',, 823-6177 or email
fwmrecruiter@hotmail.com

C Electronics

D

WWW

Call toda

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

tor current rate., an
703-99S-7(,00. ext. 154

mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
969-5224

718-

Television face with aradio voice,
looking for an opportunity in every
aspect of the broadcasting field.
Reliable and will to relocate.
Wes- 405-317-1028
Recent ABS grad willing to do
what it takes to breaks into the
world of radio broadcasting.
Trained in Cool Edit and DRS
software. James
405-793-9532
American Broadcasting School
graduate seeking an opportunity to
help your station reach its goals.
Hard-working individual with great
work ethics. Tim 405-314-2653
ABS grad seeking entry-level,
broadcasting position.
Willing to
relocate anywhere in the US.
Skilled in all music formats,
production news. And sports
writing.
Jason 405-681-6480.
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ADVERTISER
25-Seen Systems, Inc.
2wcom GmbH
AEQ, SA
AES
AEV SpA
Aphex Systems
APT
Am
ry Transmitter Co.
Anat.:le:terns Inc.
ASG
Audentat-Aztec Inc
AuJon Labs
AudioScience, Inc.
Asia - ATelas Company
Belar Electronics Laboratory Inc.
Bext, Inc
B1A Financial Network
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Electronics
BSI
BSW
Circuit VVerkes
Cke/1-Ivca
Combo, Inc.
Convex Corporation
Cones Electro - Systerres
Dayton Industrial Corp
Electronizs Research, Inc.
Elettronika, Sri
ESE
Eventide
Ccxnpass
Gorman Redlich Mfg
Harris Corporation
Henry Engineering
Inovonics Inc
JK Auctio
Kir rtiur it- Labs Inc
Klotz
LBA Technology, Inc.
Linear Acoustic
Lcçitek
Moseley Associates
Mouser Bectronics
Musicam - USA
Nautel
NPR Satellite Seivices
()me ATelas Company
Orrinirax
OMT TechnologiesrMectia Touch
Citan (CRL)
Prophet Systerre Innovations
Ratio Systems Inc
Raduga USA
RCS
S.C.M.S.
Salsa Communications
&oft Studios Corp/edam
Shively Labs
Sierra Automated Systems
Site Systems
Sine Systerns
Stormin Protection Products
Symetrix, Inc.
Telas Systems - TLS Corp.
%tine —echr rology
Valcom Limited
Vorsis
Waves, Inc
Wheatstone Corporation
1M-eatstone Corporation
WET, Inc

WEB SITE URL
www.25-seven.00m
www.2wcom.00rn
www.aegbroadcastcom
www.aes.org
www.aevnet
www.aphex.com
www.aplx.corn
www.armstiongtx.com
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wrenv.i
wiwy.ornniaauciacorn
WWW.OrMilaX.COM
www.orntnet
www.orban.00m
www.prophetsys.com
www.radasystems.com
www.raduga.net
•tINANSCSÉVOrkS.COM
WWW.SareifIC.COM
imvw.sabreoorri.corn
www.dmarc.net
www.shively.com
www.sasaucio.com
wwwsinesystems,com
www.sinesysterre.com
www.opticshieldcom
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www.tebas-systerns.com
www.tiekiecom
www.vaiccorguelphcom
www.i.orsis.00m
www.wavEscom
www.wheatstone.com
www.wheatstonecorn
www.witinc.net

d
ers have something to say
The Newspaper for Radio Managers and Engineers

"I've been afaithful reader since 1981.
You guys manage to cram both
breadth and depth into one
- publication. Thanks!
Gary O. Keener
Consultant
Keener Technical Services
San Antonio, Texas
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COMMENTARY

Can DRM Do
AM IBOC?
The Author Calls HD Radio an IBAC System,
Outlines Options for Generating a DRM IBAC Signal
by Peter Jackson
The short answer to the question raised
in the headline is, technically, no. End of
story.
However the longer and, hopefully, more
informative answer is that it all depends
how you define IBOC.
If we define it strictly as what it says on
the wrapper — i.e., that we can put both the
analog signal and the digital signal into the
same single channel —the answer must be
no. But then, no other system proposed or
in the market can do this.

erating aDRM signal to provide the background as to how it is possible to generate a
compliant DRM IBAC signal, which also
bears apassing resemblance to the spectrum of an HD Radio signal. But first, be
aware that, within aseries of DRM system
specifications, there is one that applies to
analog AM signals.
This specification is defined as the AM
Signalling System ( AMSS — ETSI technical specification TS 102 386 v1.1.1 (200503)). It extends an earlier specification and
allows the addition of slow-speed data to an
AM analog signal, using phase modulation

Key to symbols for analogue and DRM signals
f,,

A 9kHz

10kHz analogue DSB

analogue DSB

signal, carrier + sidebands

signal carrier + sidebands
B

45kHz

E. 4.5kHz

kernel block

of DRM carriers
C

45kHz

kernel block of

DRM carriers + 0 5kHz
extension block

extension

F 5kHz extension block

block of DRM carriers

of DRM carriers

f„ = Analogue carrier frequency/channel centre frequency/DRM reference frequency

Fig. 1
This is because if we define an AM
broadcast channel according to ITU
(International Telecommunications Union)
regulations, an AM channel is either 9kHz
wide (Regions 1and 3 — everywhere apart
from the Americas) or 10 kHz wide
(Region 2 — the Americas).
Actually putting both the analog AM
signal and adigital signal into a9 or 10
kHz channel without impacting analog
reception on existing receivers is very tricky
— maybe impossible in any satisfactory
sense. However it can be argued that the
HD Radio system being introduced into the
U.S. market is not an IBOC system but
strictly an IBAC system (in-band, adjacentchannel).
That's if we use the ITU channel definition and not the rather more relaxed FCC
definition of what constitutes achannel.
So if we now ask adifferent question —
"Can DRM do IBAC?" — the answer will
be yes. If this is so, it's worth considering
what options are available to generate a
DRM IBAC signal, or what might be called
in DRM-speak "multi-channel simulcast."
The DRM system is acompletely open
standard published through the IEC, ETSI
(see www.etsiorg to download afree copy
of the standard) and ITU, and recognized by
the ITU-R, its radio division, for use in all
the AM bands worldwide. Potential manufacturers of DRM equipment (transmitters,
receivers, etc.) can obtain licenses for the
technology through apatent pool, on an
equitable and transparent basis. Consumer
receivers, based on the DRM consortium
technology, will be exhibited in early fall.
Basic rules of DRM
It is perhaps worth going back briefly
over the basic parameters and rules for gen-

of the carrier. The extension allows asubset
of the DRM SDC (Service Description
Channel) configuration data to be carried
on analog transmissions and can thus signal
the presence of associated DRM signal(s)
and frequency/ies to aDRM receiver.
The basic DRM building block is a4.5
kHz group of OFDM carriers. This block
(Fig. 1B) carries all the basic information
needed by the receiver to decode the information carried in it and any additional
extension carrier blocks. For the 9 kHz
regions, an additional 4.5 kHz OFDM
block (Fig. IC) can be added to fill a9kHz
channel. For the 10 kHz Region a0.5 kHz
extension block is added to the kernel group
(Fig. 1E) and then a5kHz block (Fig. 1F)
can be added to fill a10 kHz channel.
The reference frequency, fR, of the kernel block is conventionally the channel center frequency (the carrier frequency of the
equivalent analog AM signal); this is
OFDM carrier position "0" and is on the
low-frequency edge of the kernel block
(carrier "0" is not actually transmitted,
which reduces the possibility of interference from aco-channel analog transmission). See Fig. 2.
The reference frequency, fR can only
take integer values of 1kHz. 'This is to
reduce the number of search steps, and
time, required when aDRM receiver first
starts scanning aband for new stations. As
we will see later, this places certain limitations on the options available when generating DRM IBAC signals in Regions 1and 3.
What is transmitted?
The DRM multiplex contains three main
components: the highly robust FAC (Fast
Access Channel), which carries basic
See DRM, page 69
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transmission parameters needed by the
receiver to start decoding the rest of the
multiplex; the SDC, which contains information on how to decode the MSC, alternative frequencies etc.; and the MSC (Main
Service Channel), which contains the bulk
of the transmitted data, such as the audio
service(s).
The SDC and MSC modulation and
code rate can be changed to match signal
robustness to propagation conditions; clearly, though, the more robust the signal, the
lower the available capacity for audio data
and the lower the audio quality.
Signal generation
Generating aDRM ¡BAC signal, Region
2-10 kHz grid — Let us consider first how
this might be done in aRegion 2country,
where the channel grid uses 10 kHz spacing. First we generate the analog signal,
which has aspectrum tightly constrained
within the 10 kHz channel. This signal also
can carry the AMSS signal referred to
above, which will tell aDRM receiver of
the presence of one or more DRM digital
OFDM frequency blocks.
We can then add DRM blocks in the
next adjacent higher and lower channels
(i.e. with block edges ±5kHz from the analog carrier). These DRM blocks can validly
be either 5or 10 kHz in bandwidth which
gives options for overall signal (analog plus
digital) spectrum occupancy of 15, 20 or 30
kHz depending on whether there is aDRM
signal in both adjacent channels, or only in
one (see Fig. 3options 1and 2).
This gives considerable flexibility of
configuration, albeit the use of asingle 5
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kHz block would significantly restrict
audio quality. In order to prevent interference to reception of the analog signal, the
DRM signal is transmitted at apower level
at least 16 dB below the adjacent (host)
analog signal. The figure of 16 dB has been
derived from anumber of laboratory and
over-the-air trials carried out in France, by
TDF, using a variety of analog AM
receivers.

DRM, OFDM carrier
numbering system
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Region 2 MW DRM simulcast configurations
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LIMA\
Option 1 10kHz DRM services above
and/or below analogue DSB service

Option 2 5kHz DRM services above
and/or below DSB service

Fig. 3
To allow for asymmetrical option would
require achange to the current DRM specification and has some implications for
receiver scanning times if the reference fre-

digital system for the broadcasting bands
below 30 MHz. While DRM now covers
shortwave, medium-wave/AM and longwave, the DRM consortium voted in March

Regions 1and 3 MW DRM simulcast configurations
fR-0 0

f,
•

•

Fig. 2
When DRM blocks (of either 5 or 10
kHz width) are transmitted in both adjacent
channels (i.e. ± 5kHz from the analog carrier) the blocks can either carry identical
audio data, or one block can carry base layer audio and the other can carry enhancement layer audio.
In the first case asimple receiver can
decode one or other of the two DRM signals at any one time. The receiver would
decode the signal that provided the lowest
error rate and switch (without loss of audio)
between the signals, should its current signal degrade compared to the other.
This glitch- less switching can be
achieved because there is adefined inaudible gap in the transmitted audio data to
allow a receiver to change frequency
momentarily and sample the quality of a
signal (carrying the same audio data) on an
alternative frequency. A more complex
receiver (already demonstrated in aBBC
receiver) can combine the two signals in a
way that reduces the error rate, when compared to the reception of the individual signals.
In the second case a simple receiver
would decode the base layer DRM block
and ignore the other block. A more complex receiver could decode both blocks and
use the additional data, carried in the
enhancement block, to significantly
improve the audio quality.
Generating aDRM ¡BAC signal, Region
1and 3 countries; 9kHz channel grid —
The situation for these regions is somewhat
more difficult under astrict interpretation
of the DRM standard.
This stems from the requirement that the
DRM kernel carrier block must have its reference frequency lying on a 1kHz grid.
This is not aproblem if/when providing a9
kHz analog service with 9 kHz DRM
block(s) above and/or below this analog
signal (see Fig. 4option 1). Nor is it aproblem if we wish to place asingle 4.5 kHz
block on the next adjacent lower frequency
side of the analog signal.
However if we wish to transmit a4.5
kHz block in the next adjacent upper frequency channel, it has to be 5kHz from the
analog service carrier. This is not ideal and
makes a4.5+9+4.5 kHz option asymmetrical (
as can be seen in Fig. 4, option 2).

Option 2. 4.5kHz DRM services above
and/or below analogue DSB service

Option 1. 9kHz DRM services above
and/or below analogue DSB service

Fig. 4
quency step size is reduced from 1kHz to
0.5 kHz. But this is aspecial case and could
possibly be overcome by the use of a -0.5
kHz offset flag in the AMSS data carried in
the analog signal.
To sum up
It would seem the DRM system can generate "IBOC-like" signals with spectrum
occupancy very similar to an HD Radio
signal. It is quite possible that some of the
configurations shown may be used to introduce DRM services over the coming years,
although the DRM system has never been
specifically promoted as an IBOC ( or
IBAC) system.
However AM simulcast has, from the
outset, been acornerstone system requirement. The goal of producing acompatible
simulcast option, which can work within a
single channel (true IBOC), remains elusive, but there are DRM consortium members who still hope this might eventually be
achievable.
The Digital Radio Mondiale ( DRM)
consortium was formed in March 1998,
when agroup of 20 broadcasters and manufacturers joined forces to create auniversal,

CBS Gear
Continued from page 70

Volumaxes (410) had aunique and pleasing sound.
Unfortunately, as time progressed,
"improvements" were made in the
Audimaxes. The 8056 tube was removed,
as was the input transformer and the unit
was shrunk to a single rack space. The
newer ones seemed to have less low end.
The last FM Volumaxes (4110s) had limited headroom due to its pre- and deemphasis circuitry.
Other interesting CBS gear includes
the Dynamic Presence Equalizer and the
Recording Volumax. The DPE kept the
midrange energy up and helped bad
phone line remote broadcasts, and also

to begin the process of extending the system to the broadcasting bands up to 108
MHz.
The DRM consortium has grown steadily since 1998 and now stands at around 90
members from 30 countries ( see
www.drm.org for a list of members).
Members come from awide spectrum of
sectors and include broadcasters, broadcasting associations, network operators, manufacturers (transmitters, receivers, semiconductors and related broadcast equipment),
research institutions, regulatory bodies,
NGOs and others.
For more information, see the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute at
www.etsi.org or visit www.drm.org.
This article represents the views of the
author and should not be taken to represent
those of the DRM Consortium, ex-pressed or
implied.
Peter Jackson is a DRM technical
expert. He recently worked for VT
Communications as a technical adviser
within the group working on DRM implementation across the company's SW and
MW transmission services. Contact him
at peterjackson3@compuserve.com.
brought out some presence in hit songs
of the era like " Heart of Gold" and
"Garden Party." The Recording Volumax
was another take on the FM Volumax and
allowed for hotter tape levels.
Icollect audio processing gear and my
collection has two Audimax Ills, two
Volumax 400s and a410, and 4450A and
4110 stereo chains. So far, Ihaven't been
able to locate a DPE or Recording
Volumax, but you never know.
Ihave used the 410 Volumax as an
AM peak limiter because of its preemphasis and it sounds really nice.
Follow it with alittle negative peak control and you have nice, loud audio. To my
ears, Top 40 music from the CBS Labs
era doesn't sound right without a little
help from the "Max Brothers."
Phil Beckman
Naples, Fla.
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CBS Processors
Iread with great interest and nostalgia
the CBS Volumax/Audimax article by
Charles Fitch (Feb. 16). Most of us veteran
broadcasters and engineers got our feet wet
with these two units. Irelish some of the
stereo air-checks of major FM stations
throughout the '60s and early ' 70s as quality worth listening to.
At arecent Las Vegas NAB convention,
Iasked one of the audio design gurus why
they have not offered at least one preset in
their magic processors that would remind
us of the sound of aVolumax. The answer
was there is no demand for it. True, in this
day of louder and louder is better, but there
is no demand for quality FM sound as Iam
sure the inventor Major Edwin Armstrong
envisioned.
One side note: The late Jim Schulke of
Stereo Radio Productions (SRP) demanded, before running his syndicated Beautiful
Music tapes on the air, that the engineer
must clip out the final protection clipper
diodes in the final stage of the Volumax.
Schulke did not like distortion. Now there
is new twist on things.
Dick Tyler
Burlington, N.J.
Fitch replies:
Dick Tyler's reminiscence of the late Jim
Schulke is most interesting and so typical of
his attention to detail.
Having refurbished possibly 10 FM
Volumaxes (two running as the final controller of a major Boston TV station —
some people still recognize quality) Ican
assure you that the Volutnax's adjustments
can be as arbitrary as one can imagine.
It probably would have been better to
adjust the box to limit lower (from factory
spec) and clip higher rather than eliminate
these diodes and have to accept a much
lower peak and hence average level audio
envelope.
By the way, some of these units have
been capable of being adjusted to as low as
under 0.5 percent THD, which is a level
that even using HP gear questions whether
you're seeing THD from the audio generator; CBS unit or THD test set.

Ienjoyed Buc's story on the CBS
processors.
Iclearly remember in the late 1970s and
early 1980s as we were building of company of small-market ( 10,000 population) stations in the Upper Midwest. One of our

first upgrades in our new stations was the
CBS pair.
It was abig expenditure for us, but also a
priority. We made the commitment and
never looked back. They were great units,
and served us well.
Thanks for helping us remember.
Dean Sorenson, CRMC
Sorenson, Eternal, Jim Dandy &
Arbor Day Broadcasting
Sioux Falls, S.D.

clippers. Most AM stations Ilisten to these
days are so distorted, it's annoying. Some
even have decreased their audio range to 5
kHz in addition to clipping the heck out it.
This sounds horrible on my radio.
The Audimax III and the 400 were beautiful AGC amps. They were designed for
just the right amount of maximum gain
reduction. You had to physically go into the
unit and change resistor values in order to
make them sound pumpy and bad.

it; tIllt I
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One of Miller Media Group's CBS Volumax processors
is shown, mounted above the Inovonics unit.
The factory set attack and release values
were perfect. If you wanted alouder more
Istill have two CBS Volumax units in
constant modulation, you adjusted the
the audio chain of two of my FMs ( see
Volumax, not the Audimax. Set your modphoto). Both are music stations and we
ulation peaks just to the right of center on
use them to bring the audio up between
the Volumax meter, then add input gain
their respective Optimod 8100As and
until the meter was in the middle of the
their STL transmitters. They are nice
heavy side. Voila, you've got maximum
AGC boxes and still sound great.
constant modulation, minimum AGC
Thanks for the great article.
pumping and loudness.
Randal J. Miller
If you wanted alittle extra oomph, you
President
added aUREI LA-3A to the front of the
Miller Media Group
Audimax with a maximum 5 dB gain
Taylorville, Ill.
reduction.
Ican still hear the mercury vapor tubes
The Audimax/Volumax combo consistloud and clear with the speaker turned
ed of the most effective AM processors
down. AM radio has not sounded better
ever made. Istill miss their warm sound. I since.
kind of miss the tube Audimax with its
Robert Heiney
noisy 12AX7 socket.
Houston
Iknow the Orbans, CRL,s and other innovative digital processors give radio stations
Ireally enjoyed Buc's article on the CBS
their coverage through maximum modulaAudimax. Ihave several of them here that I
tion, but they give audio acertain harshness
use for various projects and Iused on my
with their series of multiband AGC and
Amateur Repeater back in the ' 70s. Ifol-

lowed it by aVolumax, followed by a5
kHz low pass filter. See http:/hva6tdd.tripod.com.
What Iusually do is replace the 8056
Nuvistor with a N-Channel FET from
Radio Shack. The only problem is toying to
figure out what pins are what on the
Nuvistor socket and shoving the appropriate pins of the FET into the socket. Once
done, the FET will work without any other
modifications. It's only necessary to recallbrate the meter following the instructions in
the manual for normal calibration.
Ialso replace the two resistors, Ithink
R45 and R-45A, in the GUS stage sensitivity with a 100 K pot so Ican set the gate
threshold. Iused asmall pot with
shaft through the inner front panel for easy
adjustment. You can set it by watching the
recovery action on the meter during lowlevel audio. I've re-capped all of mine and
they work great.
One point regarding the input and output
pots — if you remove them from the circuit
board you can spritz WD-40 into them
through what would be the center pin. That
way you don't have to disassemble the
pots. I've done that once per unit and have
had quiet pots for over 10 years.
About 10 years ago Itraded one of my
older tube types for anew Potomac SD31/RX-3 generator/detector.
Burt Weiner
Burt I. Weiner Associates
Broadcast Technical Services
Glendale, Calif

The CBS Laboratories processors
made in the mid- 1960s through about the
mid- 1970s were fine pieces of equipment. In their stock form, the " Max
Brothers" had a very clean and uncompressed sound, while allowing excellent
modulation control.
The Volumax's asymmetrical limiting
was uncommon at the time. For Top 40
though, the 10 megohm time constant
resistor in the Audimax III had to go!
Although the book said it could be
replaced with a 1megohm, the hot setup
was about 500-700 kilohms. With the
8056 Nuvistor's bias set properly, the
Audimax squeezed audio pretty nicely.
And, with the Volumax running flat out,
you ended up with ( in my opinion) the
standard for wideband audio processing
on AM.
On the FM side though, it did take Mr.
Orban to solve the modulation control
dilemma, although the older FM
See CBS GEAR, page 69
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How Would You Like Your SOUND?
HOW DO YOU WANT IT in MIAMI?
How about NEW YORK? Should Chicago
be the same as Houston? What about
Boulder versus LA?
YOU GET THE POINT: today's market
sound is dynamic; formats and personalities can change on adime. Keeping up
with what the competition's doing can be
afulltime job.
Our VORSISTM AP3 processor incorporates multi- band compression, parametric
EQ, high/low pass and notch filters,
expansion, de-esser, AGC and a host of
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CLIP

system and output settings that let it
perform as a dual-channel mic processor
OR astereo signal processor—perfect for
in-house rack use or that final HD radio
signature sound shaper.
And you don't have to fly from city to
city ( or room to room) to stay on top —
VORSISTm ethernet protocol lets you
control all settings right from your
laptop— anywhere there's an internet
connection.
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